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Abstract 
 

 Si nanowires (NWs) are the typical one-dimensional nanomaterials and attract lots of 

interest in recent years due to their good properties and their wide range of possible 

applications. As far as their applications are considered, it is important to control their growth 

as well as their doping. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is devoted to the modeling the growth 

of Si NWs and the atomic scale metrology of Si NW composition 

 In the first part of this work, we study the NW growth rate (length) as well as the 

morphology such as tapering. Several models are proposed owing to different nature of NWs 

synthesized via different methods: Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) and Molecular Beam 

Epitaxy (MBE). Different growth rate tendencies are found depending on the synthesis 

methods. A good fit is found between the modeling and the experimental data. The influence 

of experimental conditions on NW morphology is also investigated in this part.  

 The aim of the second part of this thesis is devoted to the metrology of impurities 

(catalyst and dopant) in Si NWs using the Atom Probe Tomography (APT). This technique 

allows analysis at the atomic scale in real space with a three-dimensional analysis. Several 

types of Si NWs synthesized via different approaches such as etching, Vapor-Liquid-Solid 

(VLS) mechanism and Solid-Liquid-Solid (SLS) mechanism with different growth catalysts 

(Au, In and Sn) are investigated. The residing of catalyst atoms in Si NWs is found to be a 

rather general phenomenon and it is related to the catalyst types and growth mechanisms. The 

dopant concentration and distribution in Si NW produced by etching is unchanged. As far as 

the doped Si NWs via VLS mechanism are concerned, a formation of NW core-shell structure 

with an under-doped core surrounded by an over-doped shell is found whatever the NW 

morphology and dopant type. A NW sidewall diffusion-based model is proposed to reproduce 

experimental data and give a possible incorporation pathway for dopant into NW. 

 

 

 

 

 

Key words: Si nanowires, etching, vapor-liquid-solid, solid-liquid-solid, atom probe, catalyst, 

dopant, growth rate, diffusion 

 

 



  

Résumé 
 

 Les nanofils de silicium (Si) sont des nano-objets à une dimension. Ils font l‟objet de  

beaucoup d'intérêt ces dernières années en raison de leurs bonnes propriétés et leur grand 

potentiel d‟applications. Pour ces applications, il est important de parfaitement contrôler la 

croissance de ces objets ainsi que leurs dopages. Dans ce contexte, l'objectif de ce travail de 

thèse est la modélisation de la croissance des nanofils de Si et la métrologie à l'échelle 

atomique de la composition des nanofils. 

 Dans la première partie de ce travail, nous avons étudié le taux de croissance (longueur) 

ainsi que l‟évolution de la morphologie des nanofils, en particulier l‟effet d‟effilage. Plusieurs 

modèles sont proposés selon la nature des nanofils synthétisés via différentes méthodes 

d‟élaboration: Dépôt Chimique en phase Vapeur et Epitaxie par Jets Moléculaires. Les taux 

de croissance varient selon les méthodes de synthèse. Le modèle reproduit fidèlement les 

données expérimentales. L'influence des conditions expérimentales sur la morphologie des 

nanofils est également étudiée dans cette partie. 

 L'objectif de la seconde partie de ce travail est la métrologie des impuretés (catalyseur 

et dopant) dans les nanofils de Si. Cette étude est réalisée à l'aide de la technique de Sonde 

Atomique Tomographique (SAT). Cette technique permet une analyse à l‟échelle atomique, 

dans l‟espace réel et en trois dimensions de l‟objet analysé. Des nanofils synthétisés par 

différentes techniques telles : la gravure chimique, la méthode Vapeur-Liquide-Solide (VLS) 

et la méthode Solide-Liquide-Solide (SLS), en utilisant différents catalyseurs de croissance 

tels Au, In et Sn, sont étudiés. La présence d'atomes des catalyseurs dans les nanofils se 

trouve être un phénomène général. Un travail sur la métrologie des dopants a également été 

réalisé. La concentration des dopants et leurs distributions dans les nanofils synthétisé par 

gravure chimique est inchangée. En revanche, dans les nanofils de Si dopés via un mécanisme 

de croissance VLS, une structure cœur-coquille avec un cœur sous-dopé et une coquille sur-

dopée est observée. Ceci est retrouvé quelque soit la morphologie du nanofil et la nature 

chimique du dopant. Un modèle basé sur la diffusion latéral (via la surface du nanofil) des 

dopants est proposé afin de reproduire les profils expérimentaux observés et aussi préciser une 

voie d‟incorporation possible des dopants. 

 

Mots clés: nanofils de Si, gravure, vapeur-liquide-solide, solide-liquide-solide, sonde 

atomique, catalyseur, dopant, taux de croissance, diffusion 
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Introduction 
 

 There is a great increase of the energy consumption and a strong demand for more 

powerful devices as standard of living improves. Plenty of sciences and technologies such as 

nano and bio emerge with these requirements. Just as indicated by Richard Feynman in 1959 

that “there is plenty of room at the bottom” [1], the nanoscience and nanotechnology have 

attracted more and more interest in recent years. Nanoscience and nanotechnology is the study 

and ability to fabricate, manipulate, model and characterize matter at the nanoscale. Plenty of 

materials and applications have been found since the emergence of nanoscience and 

nanotechnology in 1980s. Among the different domains in nanoscience and nanotechnology, 

nanomaterials as the basic building blocks are the mainstream. Nanomaterials are materials 

with morphological features at nanoscale. They can be semiconductors, metals, ceramics, 

polymeric or composite materials. They exhibit new properties in domains such as electronics 

[2] and photonics [3] for example. However, these nanomaterials as new materials also 

impose the challenges such as their synthesis and characterization. 

 Among the number of nanomaterials, Si nanowires (NWs) are important ones which 

have been studied extensively due to the abundance of this material and the maturity of the 

existing Si-based technology. Si NWs are the typical one-dimensional nanomaterials that 

exhibit good properties as compared to the Si bulk [4]. These properties open new 

perspectives in different domains such as solar cells [5]. But successful applications of Si 

NWs depend largely on the control to synthesize them. Hence, it is a key and necessary issue 

to understand and control effectively their growth as well as their doping process. As far as 

the synthesis of Si NWs is considered, two different approaches can be considered: the “top-

down” approach (auto-assembly of Si atoms) and the “bottom-up” approach (cut of Si bulk). 

Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages as it will be shown. 

In recent years, a number of research works have been done from theory to experience 

since the discovery of the Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) mechanism by Wagner and Ellis in 1964 

[6]. However, there are still several aspects that are not fully understood. For example, what is 

the origin of the differences observed in the dependence of the growth with the NW diameter 

when the growth method changes? Can we narrow the NW length distribution effectively? 

How do the experimental growth conditions influence the NW morphology, leading to the 

formation of cylindrical or more tapered shapes? Therefore, the first part of this present work 

will try to partly answer these important questions, by modelling the NW growth rate.  
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 As the conductivity of pure Si bulk crystal is too small for electronic applications, this 

material must be doped. Moreover, the synthesis of Si NWs based on the “bottom-up” 

approach  using a catalyst, such as Au, may lead to the diffusion of the catalyst atoms into the 

NWs. Such incorporation of impurities is known to affect the electrical properties of Si [7]. 

Therefore, locating impurities such as catalyst atoms and dopants in Si NWs is important to 

understand and control the transport properties of Si NWs. In order to realize this, appropriate 

characterization tools are necessary. In this work, the Atom Probe Tomography (APT) [8] 

which is a three dimensional analytical high resolution microscope is chosen as the main 

technique due to its unique ability to study the chemical composition of nanostructures at the 

atomic scale. Such a powerful technique will allow to answer key questions, such as: Do the 

catalyst atoms such as Au, In and Sn can reside in Si NW considering the different growth 

mechanisms? What is the level of concentration of these impurities? How are the impurities 

distributed in Si NWs? How do dopant atoms incorporate in Si NWs? In a word, the second 

part of this work is based on the use of the APT technique for the metrology of single Si NWs 

at the atomic scale. Here, it must be noted that the use of the APT technique for the 

characterization of Si NW with a high success rate, strongly depends on the preparation of an 

appropriate sample. Therefore, the manipulation of single NWs and the development of 

convenient and effective sample preparation methods were an important and key issue in the 

realization of this work. The use of a dual beam Scanning Electron Microscope was essential 

for the nanoscale observation and manipulation of single NWs.   

 After an introduction that provides a summary of the “state of the art” on NWs 

(chapter I), this research work will consist of four chapters. Chapter II focuses on the 

experimental techniques either for the syntheses of NWs or for their characterizations 

(Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with Focused Ion Beam (FIB), Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM) and APT). The basic concepts of the main technique used in this work, 

namely the APT are also given in detail. 

 Chapter III is a chapter concerning the modelling of NW growth rate (length) and the 

tapering effect. Several models are proposed here and discussed based on nanoscale 

experimental observation. 

Chapter IV deals with the investigation of catalyst atoms that reside in Si NWs 

synthesized owing to different growth mechanisms (VLS (out of plane) and SLS (in plane)) 

and metallic seed particles (Au, In and Sn).  
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The last chapter describes the ability of the atom probe technique in the dopant ( n- or 

p-type) metrology for out of plane Si NWs elaborated by different methods, namely etching 

and VLS process.  

Finally, a general conclusion and perspectives are given. 
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Chapter I 

I   State of the art 

I.1   Semiconductor nanowires 

 

Zero-dimensional nanostructures (e.g. quantum dots), one-dimensional nanostructures 

(e.g. nanowires) and two-dimensional nanostructures (e.g. quantum wells) are the three types 

of low dimensional nanostructures. The one-dimensional nanostructure can be defined as a 

nanostructure with a very high length to diameter ratio (tens to several nanometers in width 

and unconstrained length). It includes two main categories: nanotubes (NTs) and nanowires 

(NWs), the last one being the subject of this work. According to physical properties (mostly 

transport and optical properties), NWs can be categorized into three different types: 

semiconductor NWs (e. g. Si, ZnO, GaAs and InP), metallic NWs (e. g. Cu and Pt) and 

insulating NWs (e. g. SiO2). NWs can exhibit specific properties compared to bulk materials 

because of NWs‟ high surface to volume ratio and quantum confinement [1]. Plenty of 

material properties (electronics [2], photonics [3], mechanical [4] and thermal [5]) will 

become pronounced or different when the material size decreases towards nanoscale. NWs 

can be used as functional components or as connections for nano components, this will be 

illustrated in a next paragraph. Among the semiconductor NWs, three main types are 

developed: group II-VI (ZnO), group III-V (GaAs) and group IV (Si). This work is mostly 

devoted to the study of group IV NWs. 

 

Group II-VI (ZnO) 

 

ZnO NWs are the typical group II-VI semiconductor NWs with a large band gap of 

3.37 eV at room temperature. ZnO NWs can also exhibit the piezoelectric property because of 

their non-symmetrical central structure. ZnO NWs are an energy harvesting and conversion 

material that can serve as solar cells [6], nanogenerators [7] and hybrid conversion structures 

[8]. Several methods can be used to grow ZnO nanostructure. The two mostly utilized 

methods are the chemical method [9] and the thermal evaporation [10]. ZnO has a good 

plasticity and can be grown with different types of nanostructure. Figure I.1 is a series of 

SEM images of ZnO nanostructures with different morphologies. Figure I.1 (a) shows ZnO 

NWs array grown on a single crystal alumina substrate using VLS mechanism with Au as 

catalyst [11]. Figure I.1 (b) shows ZnO NWs grown on an alumina substrate using VLS 
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mechanism with Ge as catalyst [12]. Figure I.1 (c) is an image of ZnO nanobelts with a helical 

nanostructure [13]. ZnO can also be grown as nanosprings because of the existence of ZnO 

polar surface (Figure I.1 (d)) [14]. 

 

Figure I.1– A series of scanning electron microscopy images of ZnO nanostructures. (a) ZnO 

NW arrays grown on a single crystal alumina substrate [11]. (b) Ge-catalyzed ZnONWs on 

an alumina substrate [12]. (c) ZnO nanobelts with helical nanostructure [13]. (d) ZnO 

nanorings [14].  

 

Group III-V (GaAs) 

 

 GaAs NWs are typical III-V semiconductor NWs. They can be applied in the domains 

such as electronics [15] and photovoltaics [16]. The principle growth method of GaAs NWs is 

CVD [17] and MBE [18]. Figure I.2 is a SEM side view of GaAs NWs grown by MBE 

method on a (311) B surface [19].  

 

Figure I.2– Scanning electron microscopy image of zinc blende GaAs NWs grown on a (311) 

B surface. The NW growth direction is (001). Adapted from [19].  
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Group IV (Si) 

 

Si NWs and Ge NWs are two types of group IV semiconductor NWs. Lots of methods 

can be utilized to grow Si NWs. Figure I.3 is a group of images of Si NWs synthesized by 

several of these methods and observed with SEM. Si NWs can exhibit different morphologies 

depending on the growth methods. Figure I.3 (a) is an image of Si NWs grown by the CVD 

method [20]. Figure I.3 (b) is an image of vertically aligned, diameter-controlled Si NWs 

grown from ordered Au dots on Si (111) substrates via porous anodic alumina mask [21]. 

Figure I.3 (c) is an image of Si NWs grown on a Si (111) substrate using MBE method [22]. 

Finally, Figure I.3 (d) is an image of Si NW arrays obtained by etching [23].  

(c)

(a) (b)

300 nm

1 μm

(c) (d)

 

Figure I.3 – Scanning electron microscopy images of several types of Si NWs fabricated from 

different growth methods. (a) Si NWs grown from CVD method (1 h at 600 °C in a 20% 

disilane and 80% He solution at a pressure of 6.65 × 10
-4

 mbar [20]). (b) Vertically aligned, 

diameter-controlled Si NWs grown from ordered Au dots on Si (111) substrates via porous 

anodic alumina mask [21]. (c) Si NWs grown on a Si (111) substrate using MBE method [22]. 

(d) Si NW arrays obtained by etching [23]. 

 

As far as the applications of Si NWs are considered, Si NWs can be applied in plenty 

of domains such as electronics, photonics and photovoltaics. The example of some of these 

applications of Si NWs will be given in the following parts. 
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I.2   Si nanowire synthesis approaches and their limitations 

 

Si NWs are the typical one-dimensional nanostructures that may have specific 

dimensions (diameter or length) either at nano- or microscopic scales. Two different synthesis 

approaches may be considered. The “top-down” approach: downsizing from Si bulk to Si 

NWs and the “bottom-up” approach: auto-assembly of Si atoms into Si NWs. 

I.2.1   “Top-down” approach 

 

 The “top-down” approach allows the fabrication of Si NWs from macroscopic 

materials (Si wafer). This approach has been employed in the domain of electronic for several 

decades. The traditional procedure based on this approach is the fabrication by lithography 

and etching. The electronic industry production is based on this approach. However, the 

minimal size of nanostructures that may be achieved following this approach is limited by the 

thinness of the etching process masks and the optical projection. By using this approach, the 

manufacturing costs will increase greatly with the components‟ size shrinks towards nano 

scale. There are several techniques based on this approach to fabricate Si NWs, for example: 

the electron-beam lithography combined with etching [24, 25], the metal particles-assisted 

etching [26], the nanoimprint lithography [27] and the conventional micro fabrication [28]. 

Considering the lithography process, there are two main processes, namely, photolithography 

and electron-beam lithography. The fabrication cost using photolithography is relatively low. 

However, it does not easily allow elaborating nanostructures with diameter smaller than 1 μm. 

If we consider now the electron-beam lithography with high resolution (diameter smaller than 

dozens of nanometers), its high cost is a strong handicap for its on-line industrial application. 

In this work, the “top-down” Si NWs were produced with an effective and low cost method 

combining Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) assembly and Reactive Ion Etching (RIE). This 

procedure is based on methods described in the literature [23, 29] and is illustrated on Figure 

I.4. Three steps are involved in this process. Step one (Figure I.4 (a)): deposition of a mono-

layer of SiO2 nanoparticles (as the etching mask) by LB on a Si-wafer. The diameter of 

nanoparticles and the spacing between them are important parameters which can be controlled 

and modified by isotropic RIE of SiO2. It is indeed a way to monitor the diameter of Si NWs 

and their inter-spacing. Step two (Figure I.4 (b)): anisotropic etching of Si wafer into Si NWs 

by Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE). Compared to RIE, Si NWs fabricated by DRIE have a 

length of several micrometers. Step three (Figure I.4 (c)): removal of the residual mask (SiO2 
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nanoparticles) by hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching. The typical diameter and length of Si NWs 

elaborated from this method are hundreds of nanometers and several micrometers, 

respectively. The inter spacing between NWs is about few hundreds of nanometers. 

(a) (b) (c)

Si wafer

SiO2

SiNW

 

Figure I.4 – Schematic illustration of a micro fabrication process of Si NWs. Three steps are 

involved in this procedure. (a) Step one: deposition of a mono layer of SiO2 nanoparticles by 

the Langmuir-Blodgett technique on a Si wafer. (b) Step two: anisotropic etching of Si into 

NWs by deep reactive ion etching. (c) Step three: removal of SiO2 nanoparticles by 

hydrofluoric acid etching.  

I.2.2   “Bottom-up” approach 

 

The “bottom-up” approach for Si NW fabrication is a self-assembly process using Si 

atoms. The “bottom-up” approach is suitable to make smaller Si NWs than via the “top-

down” approach and it can also reduce the fabrication costs. The smallest Si NW elaborated 

until now shows a diameter of 1.3 nm [30]. However, the synthesis of Si NWs with this 

approach is very complex and difficult to control. Different mechanisms for “bottom-up” 

growth of Si NWs are proposed in the literature. For example, Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) 

mechanism [31-35], Solid-Liquid-Solid (SLS) mechanism [36-39], Vapor-Solid-Solid (VSS) 

mechanism [40, 41], electrodeposition mechanism [42], Self Catalytic Growth (SCG) 

mechanism [43, 44] and Oxide-Assisted Growth (OAG) mechanism [45-48]. In this work, 

VLS and SLS mechanisms are applied to grow Si NWs. These two mechanisms will be 

described in the next paragraph.  

I.2.2.1   Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) 

 

The VLS mechanism is widely used. Although this mechanism has been described 

more than forty years ago [31], the number of research on its basic understanding and 

applications increased extensively during these last two decades. Two steps are involved for 
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NW fabrication in this mechanism. Step one is the deposition of catalyst droplets on a 

substrate. Step two is the introduction of Si atoms, coming from a gas like silane or from the 

evaporation of Si bulk, into the catalyst heated at a given temperature. Several experimental 

methods such as CVD [20], plasma enhanced CVD [49, 50], MBE [51], Electron Beam 

Evaporation (EBE) [52] and Chemical Beam Epitaxy (CBE) [53] have been developed based 

on the VLS mechanism. According to this mechanism, the Si NW growth can be sketched as 

in Figure I.5. This growing mechanism involves three contributions of Si atoms: Si atoms as 

holder (Si
H
), Si atoms as provider (Si

P
) and Si atoms as receiver (Si

R
). Si

H
 are atoms from the 

substrate that hold Si NWs and are usually chosen as Si [111] [54] or Si [100] [55] oriented 

wafers. Si
P
 are Si atoms provided to the system and usually from gas like SiH4 [54, 56], Si2H6 

[57, 58], SiCl4 [31, 59] or from Si bulk [51, 60]. Si
R
 are atoms from a metallic alloy (catalyst 

+ Si) that will accept or receive additional (supersaturation) Si atoms. The catalyst is often 

chosen as Au [61, 62], Al [63-65], Cu [66, 67], Ti [68, 69], Fe [32], Pt [70] and catalyst-free 

at specific condition [71]. Before Si NW growth, Si
R
 exist on Si

H
 when the system is heated in 

the growth chamber, at, for example, 500 °C. Si
P
 is then introduced into the chamber. The 

growing mechanism relies then on a three-step process: 1) Si atoms are produced from the 

decomposition of Si
P
 gas; 2) Si atoms produced from the gas decomposition are introduced 

into the catalyst (Si
P
 atoms becomes Si

R
) and 3) the excess of Si atoms in the catalyst 

crystallizes at the interface with Si
H
. A single Si NW or a carpet of Si NWs can thus be grown 

at the surface of Si
H
.  

SiR

SiH

SiNW

SiP

 

Figure I.5 – Schematic view of the VLS mechanism for the Si NW growth. This mechanism 

involves three states of the Si: solid state for Si atom holder (Si
H
- the substrate), Si atom 

receiver (Si
R
- supersaturated liquid-solid alloy) and Si atom provider (Si

P
- Si-based gas)). Si

P
 

atoms coming from the decomposition of the gas are incorporated into droplet (Si
R
) and then 

crystallize at the interface of Si
R
 and Si

H
. 
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 In conclusion, the VLS mechanism is the key mechanism for NW growth. The 

advantage of VLS mechanism as a “bottom-up” approach is its variability to fabricate the 

intended NW size. Compared to other mechanism, the doping of NW synthesized by the VLS 

mechanism can be easily realized. The inconvenient of this mechanism is its difficulty to 

control the NW growth effectively due to the complexity of NW growth. In this work, two 

VLS mechanism-based growth methods, namely, CVD and MBE are used and will be 

described in the chapter II. 

I.2.2.2   Solid-Liquid-Solid (SLS) 

 

 The SLS mechanism is also a process involving three steps as in the VLS mechanism. 

These steps are illustrated in Figure I.6 [38]. Step one (Figure I.6 (a)) is the formation of 

catalyst droplets (e.g. In or Sn) on an Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) substrate, for example. Step 

two (Figure I.6 (b)) is the deposition of a thin amorphous Si:H (a-Si:H) layer with a typical 

thickness in the range of 20 to 50 nm. Step three (Figure I.6 (c)) is the heating of the specimen 

at a given temperature. This promotes the growth of the Si NWs on the ITO substrate (not 

perpendicular as in the VLS mechanism). The liquid catalyst droplet leads the in-plane NW 

by consuming and transforming the surrounded thin a-Si:H layer. The driving force for the Si 

NW growth is the chemical potential difference between the a-Si:H layer (Ea) and the 

crystalline Si NW (Ec) with Ea - Ec= 0.12~0.15 eV owing to references [72, 73]. The catalyst 

droplets “adsorb” Si atoms from the amorphous layer and “desorb” a crystalline Si structure 

(NW) at its back interface. 

 

Figure I.6 – Schematic illustration of a Si NW grown by solid-liquid-solid mechanism. Three 

steps are involved in this mechanism. (a) Step one: preparation of catalyst droplet (e.g. In) on 

Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) substrate. (b) Step two: deposition a thin amorphous Si:H layer with 

a typical thickness between 20 ~ 50 nm. (c) Step three: heating the specimen at a given 

temperature. 
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As a conclusion, the NW size from this mechanism can also been controlled as in the 

VLS case. Moreover, this growth mechanism provides the new opportunity of large scale 

integration of two-dimensional NW-based planar devices. The experimental instrument 

concerning this mechanism will be presented in chapter II. 

I.3   Si nanowire applications 

 

 Semiconductor NWs exhibit good properties and can be chosen as candidates in lot of 

domains. Si NWs can be used alone as functional nanostructures in the domain of 

nanoelectronics such as transistors [2, 74, 75], sensors [76-78], batteries [79-81] and solar 

cells [29, 82]. Si NW can also be applied in transistors together with graphene [83, 84] or 

carbon nanotubes [85] and in solar cells together with carbon nanotubes [86] or with 

nanoparticles [87-89]. In this work, research focuses on Si NWs and it should be noted here 

that the studies will be restricted to the characterization of “a single” Si NW rather than Si 

NW “forest”. The two main applications of Si NWs are given briefly in the following part.  

 The Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) are the 

elementary building blocks for electronics. It has been shown in the literature that the 

MOSFETs can be formed using Si NWs [90]. Figure I.7 (a) is the top view of a SEM image of 

100 nm Si NW grown against the oxide surface between source (S) and drain (D). Figure I.7 

(b) is the cross-section view of a TEM image of a Si NW with gate oxide and a top Ti gate 

electrode. It shows that Si NW is in contact with the oxide layer. The on-off current ratio 

(Ion/Ioff), the inverse subthreshold slope (S), the mobility, and the threshold voltage (VT) are 

electrically tested using this Si NW based MOSFETs. Figure I.7 (c) shows the drain (IDS - VDS) 

characteristics for –1.35 V < VG < 0 V and gate (IDS - VGS) characteristics at VDS = 0.1 V for a 

two NWs device. The gate characteristics show Ion/Ioff ratio of ~ 104 and an inverse 

subthreshold slope of ~ 155 mV/decade (Figure I.7 (d)). The high value of Ion/Ioff ratio enables 

low energy consumption and the reasonable value of S shows the low interface state density.   
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(b)(a)

(c) (d)

 

Figure I.7 – (a) Top view of a scanning electron microscopy image of a Si NW grown against 

the oxide surface between source (S) and drain (D) (b) Cross-section view of a transmission 

electron microscopy image of Si NW heterostructure. (c) Transistor characteristics of drain 

characteristics measured with gate voltages VG from 0 to -1.35 V and the substrate at 0 V. (d) 

Transistor gate characteristics measured at drain voltage VD = 0.1 V and the substrate at 0 V, 

showing Ion/Ioff ratio of ~ 104 and inverse subthreshold slope of ~ 155 mV/decade. Adapted 

from [90].  

 

 Another example of Si NW application is the solar cell. The NW geometry, namely, 

the microscopic surface (used as photon collector) and the nanoscopic cross section (used as 

minority carrier collector), make NWs an excellent candidate for photovoltaic [91]. The first 

advantage of NW-based solar cell can be found in the anti-reflection property of an array of Si 

NWs that enhances the solar absorption [92, 93]. For photovoltaic applications, Si NWs are 

needed to be turn into p-i-n junctions with a doping process. Two geometries of dopant-

modulated structures can be proposed: axial [94, 95] or radial [57, 96]. For axial p-i-n 

junctions, one possibility to modulate the doping structure is to switch the dopant precursor 

during the NW growth [97]. For radial p-i-n junctions, one possibility is the radial deposition 

of layer i and p by increasing the growth temperature and lowering the gas pressure after the 

growth of the n-type Si NW [94]. A SEM image of axial p-i-n Si NW is given in Figure I.8 (a) 

before and (b) after wet chemical etching [94]. For radial p-i-n Si NW, SEM images before 

and after wet chemical etching are presented in Figure I.8 (c) and (d) respectively [96]. The 

photovoltaic characteristics of axial and radial p-i-n Si NW are investigated at the standard 
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condition of one sun (100 mW/cm
2
) with AM 1.5 G (Air Mass 1.5 Global)

1
illumination. 

Figure I.8 (e) is the current-voltage (I–V) curves recorded under illumination from axial p-i-n 

Si NW devices, with i length = 0 μm (red), 2 μm (green), and 4 μm (black). The illumination 

intensity is 100 mW/cm
2
, AM 1.5 G. The result reveals a systematic improvement in Voc and 

Isc while increasing i-segment length [94]. Figure I.8 (f) is the dark and light I–V curves of a 

radial Si NW device [96]. The maximum output power for the single radial p-i-n Si NW is 

about 72 pW with an efficiency of 3.4 % at one sun illumination, whereas it is only 4.6 pW of 

maximum output power with an efficiency of 0.5 % for the single axial p-i-n Si NW. The 

reason, given by the authors, is that the minority carrier collection length for radial p-i-n Si 

NW is much shorter than for axial p-i-n Si NW. In the radial p-i-n Si NW, the photon 

collection direction and the minority carrier collection direction are orthogonal. An efficiency 

of 11 % for Si NW based solar with radial junction cell can be achieved according to the 

theoretical calculation [98]. The radius of Si NWs should not exceed the minority carrier 

diffusion length (the average distance that the electron-pair can diffuse before their 

recombination). The diffusion length is given by the relation of DL  , where D is the 

diffusion constant and τ is the recombination lifetime [99]. τ is inverse to the Si trap density. 

The diffusion length can vary from several hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers or 

even millimeters according to the trap density. From a diffusion length point of view, it is not 

necessary to elaborate Si NWs with very small diameter for solar cells. It should be noted here 

that NW light absorption has large dependence on incident light angle and NW diameter (NW 

with small diameter absorbs shorter wavelength whereas NW with large diameter absorbs 

higher wavelength [100]. Moreover, there is photonic coupling between the neighboring Si 

NWs [101]. Due to these phenomena, it is important and necessary to control precisely the 

diameter and density of NWs. 

                                                 
1 One sun is equal to be the irradiance of one solar constant which is defined as the irradiance of the sun on the 

outer atmosphere at a distance of one astronomical unit. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomical_unit
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Figure I.8 – Scanning electron microscopy images of p-i-n axial Si NW (a) before and (b) 

after wet chemical etching. Scanning electron microscopy images of p-i-n radial Si NW (c) 

before (cross-section view) and (d) after wet chemical etching. (e) I–V curves recorded under 

illumination from an axial p-i-n Si NW, with i length = 0 μm (red), 2 μm (green), and 4 μm 

(black) devices with illumination intensity of 100 mW/cm
2
, AM 1.5 G. (f) Dark and light I–V 

curves recorded from a radial Si NW device. Adapted from [94, 96].  

 

Considering the application of Si NWs, the individual Si NWs can be designed into a 

transistor by a wrapped-around gate [102, 103] or transferred from the substrate and 

integrated as the functional building block for nano device. As the Si NWs are considered to 

be the building block, “to harvest” Si NWs is also a key factor for the mass production, 

especially for Si NWs grown by VLS mechanism. In the recent years, several harvest and 

integration techniques have been proposed and the NW-based electrical devices have been 

manufactured with mass production, for example, the Langmuir-Blodgett [104, 105], the ac 

electric fields [106], the optical trapping [107, 108], the bubble film [109], the contact 

printing [110], the knocking down approach [111], the dielectrophoresis [112] and the vertical 

transfer by crack formation [113].  
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I.4   Basic concepts for Si nanowire growth 

 

 The formation of Si NWs by the “bottom up” approach is a more complicated process 

compared to the “top-down” approach. In this section, the formation of Si NWs from the 

“bottom-up” approach, namely, Si NW growth is studied. From the large experimental 

feedback, when NW growth is investigated, several important aspects such as the nucleation 

in catalyst droplet [114, 115], the NW growth direction [116, 117], the evolution of the 

catalyst droplet form [118, 119], the sidewall surface [120, 121], the NW surface density [122, 

123], the kinking [124] and the NW growth rate (length) [125-127] can be considered. 

Although numerous works, from theory to experience, have been done in recent years 

concerning these aspects, the NW growth processes are still not fully understood. In this 

section, these aspects are briefly presented and they will be developed in the different models 

when needed in this work. When a Si NW is growing, either via VLS or SLS mechanisms, 

three different phases are involved. Among these phases, the liquid phase (the heated catalyst 

droplet with excess of Si atoms) is the dominant one. It can greatly influence the NW growth. 

For example the catalyst droplet influences the NW diameter [128] and its evolution during 

growth [126, 129], the diffusion of metallic atoms can induce the faceting of the Si NW 

sidewall [130] and the growing direction of the NW is somewhere under the influence of the 

droplet surface energy [131]. 

I.4.1   Nucleation of Si atoms in catalyst droplet 

  

 Nucleation is the process of formation of nuclei attracting more atoms to precipitate. It 

is defined as the formation of a new thermodynamic phase. In the VLS system, after exposing 

the pre-deposited catalyst droplets (Au in our case) to the Si atmosphere (Si atoms coming 

from the decomposition of the Si precursors such as silane or the evaporation of Si atoms 

from Si bulk), Si atoms can incorporate the catalyst droplet (at 363 °C) and form the eutectic 

liquid alloy Au82Si18 with Au atoms as shown in the conventional binary phase (illustrated in 

Figure I.9) [132]. 
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Figure I.9 – Phase diagram for Au-Si system. Adapted from [132]. 

 

 It should be noted here that the equilibrium composition are extracted from the 

equilibrium phase diagram. However the nanoscale dimensions of the droplet (small volume, 

small curvature, large surface) may modify the position of liquidus and solidus lines from the 

phase diagram [133-135]. With the continuous adsorption of Si atoms into the Au-rich droplet, 

and thus, the increases of the Si supersaturation, nucleation occurs at the liquid/solid inter 

phase (substrate or NW). Three types of nucleation process can be found in the literature 

[136]: Volmer-Weber (island formation), Frank-van der Merwe (layer-by-layer) and Stranski-

Krastanov (layer-plus-island). In the case of Si NW, nucleation is believed to follow the layer-

by-layer growth as suggested in references [115, 137, 138]. Whatever is the model, the 

knowledge of the location where the first nuclei appears is also very important. The 

calculation shows that the heterogeneous nucleation on the Three Phases Boundary (TPB) or 

triple line is preferential. It, indeed, lowers the formation energy of nuclei [139, 140]. It is also 

experimentally found that the first nucleus occurs at TPB using the in-situ TEM [114, 135, 

141]. Figure I.10 shows in-situ TEM images of Si precipitation in a Au-rich droplet. These 

pictures are extracted from a video at separate times: 0s, 65s and 84s [114]. Figure I.10 (a)-(c) 

shows respectively the Au droplets before the incorporation of Si atoms, the Au-rich droplets 

during the incorporation and the nucleation of Si atoms at the TPB (this is evidenced with 

arrows on Figure I.10 (c)). The crystalline Si precipitation initiated at the TPB grows along 

the interface of the droplet and the substrate. The accumulation of these crystalline layers 

leads to the Si NW growth.  In the case of SLS mechanism, the location of the first nucleus is 

also at the TPB as reported in the literature [142].  
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(c)(b)(a)

 

Figure I.10 – Transmission electron microscopy images of the nucleation of crystalline Si 

from Au particles. The scale bar is 10 nm. (a) Au particles before introducing the precursor 

(b) Formation of the liquid Au/Si alloy acquired after 65 s. (c) Appearance of a Si nucleus at 

the three phase boundary of droplets acquired after 84 s.  Adapted from [114]. 

I.4.2   Migration of atoms from catalyst droplet 

 

During the VLS growth mechanism, it is a common phenomenon that the volume of 

the catalyst droplet changes during the NW growth. First of all, before the addition of 

precursors, the heating of the substrate initiates the Ostwald ripening process [143, 144] that 

influence the size distribution of the droplets. Also, the growth of Si NWs is always 

accompanied by the surface migration of catalyst atoms. Au atoms from the Au catalyst 

droplet can migrate toward sidewall and substrate [35, 145-148] or migrate from the smaller 

catalyst droplet on the top of a NW to a bigger one on the top of another NW [20, 149]. The 

atom migration from the smaller catalyst droplet to the bigger one during Si NW growth has 

been investigated using the in-situ TEM experiment [20]. Figure I.11 are images of in-situ 

TEM experiment recorded at different times (a) 14.540 s, (b) 16.640 s and (c) 17.060 s. The 

volume of catalyst droplet labeled as A increases, whereas the volume of catalyst droplet 

labeled as B decreases and disappears eventually. The Au surface migration during Si NW 

growth is a very complicated process and it is still studied intensively. It is shown that the Au 

surface migration can be effectively inhibited by changing the experimental growth conditions 

such as the precursor pressure [150], the total pressure [151], the NW number density [152] 

and the addition of oxygen [153]. 
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Figure I.11 – In-situ transmission electron microscopy images of Au catalyst droplets. Their 

volumes evolve during the NW growth. The three pictures are recorded at three different 

times (a) 14.540 s, (b) 16.640 s and (c) 17.060 s. The volume of catalyst droplet labeled as A 

increases, whereas the volume of catalyst droplet labeled as B decreases and disappears 

eventually. The scale bar is 50 nm. Adapted from [20].  

I.4.3   Growth direction 

 

 The NW growth direction (crystal orientation) is a very important factor because of its 

influence on the electrical and optical properties [15]. Lots of experimental conditions affect 

Si NW growth direction, for example: the NW diameter [131] and the gas pressure during the 

growth process [154]. Considering the diameter-dependent growth direction, it is shown that 

for the Si NW with diameter D > 20 nm, 10 nm < D < 20 nm and D < 10 nm, the dominant Si 

NW growth directions are [111], [112] and [110] respectively [131]. This is the result of the 

minimization of free energies of the droplet/NW interface and NW interfacial edge [155]. 

According to the literature [155], the free energy F can be expressed in terms of the NW edge 

tension and the droplet/NW interfacial tension: F=εC+σlsS. The edge tension ε=σsΔz is given 

by the Si surface tension with Δz being the interfacial thickness on the Si side, C is the NW 

circumference, σls is the droplet/NW interfacial tension and S is the interfacial area. Si NWs 

can be grown with the combination of several growth directions by controlling the 

experimental conditions. The kinked Si NWs with equal arm segment length grown out of 

plane by VLS is shown in Figure I.12 (a). This kind of structure is realized by changing the Si 

composition in the Au catalyst droplet during the NW growth [156]. Figure I.12 (b) is the 

kink Si NWs grown in plan by SLS because of the energy competition between droplet/NW 

interface and liquid droplet surface [39].  
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Figure I.12 – Scanning electron microscopy images of non linear Si NWs grown by (a) VLS 

mechanism and (b) SLS mechanism. Adapted from [156] and [37]. 

 

 The kink of NWs normally should be avoided considering the integration of NW in the 

nano device. However, the kink of NWs provides the possibility of fabrication of the “self-

labelled” two-dimensional NW structures if the kink can be controlled effectively. 

I.4.4   Sidewall surface 

 

In general, in order to simplify the growth modelling, the geometrical form of Si NW 

can be viewed as a cylinder (if no tapering occurs) or a cone (if tapering occurs), although the 

exact shape of the NW cross section is rather hexagonal depending on the NW growth 

direction [157] and growth temperature [158]. The geometrical form of a Si NW is complex 

and a specific attention must be paid to it. Indeed a NW shows a great surface to volume ratio 

and it affects the NW properties [159, 160].  

The presence of contamination by catalyst atoms such as Au, for example, can on one 

hand, has deleterious effects on electrical properties of the NW due to the creation of deep 

level traps. Therefore, it must be avoided [161]. On the other hand, Si NW sidewall surface 

can be intentionally decorated with different kinds of nanoparticles, for example: the 

decoration with Pt nanoparticles for photovoltaic [89], the coverage with Ag nanoparticles for 

antimicrobial [162], DNA-coated surface [163] and all surface modification for medicinal 

application [164]. In these cases, the functionalization of the NW sidewall surface gives new 

properties to NWs. 
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Ideally, the sidewall surface of a Si NW is smooth without any surface defects. 

However, as far as one sidewall surface of Si NW is considered, it can exhibit facets [121, 

165]. Si NW sidewall surface can exhibit a saw tooth facet at high growth temperature and 

under high vacuum. One of the possible reason for this saw tooth facet formation is the 

change (widening or narrowing) of the TPB angle during NW growth [165], in other words, a 

change of the droplet shape. The existence of Au atoms on the Si surface is also the key factor 

for facet formation [166, 167] due to the formation of an Au-induced surface reconstruction. 

According to the model proposed in the literature [165], if the NW grows wider as shown in 

Figure I.13 (a), the Au-Si droplet will stretch thinner and meets the Si at a steeper angle (θd in 

Figure I.13 (a)). This introduces an inward force promoting the formation of a smaller drop 

diameter, creating thus a kink on the surface (Figure I.13 (b)). Conversely, as shown in Figure 

I.13 (b), decreasing the diameter of the NW produces an outward force, promoting the 

formation of larger facet (Figure I.13 (c)). The alternation of this phenomenon gives rise to 

the saw tooth facets. 

 

Figure I.13 – Schematic illustration of facet modeling. Adapted from [165]. 

  

A model, taking into account these effects has been derived by Ross [165]. The change 

of the free energy (dE) per unit of length of NW (dZ) can be given by the following 

expression: 

 L
dz

dE
 

where ξ is the supersaturation of Si in the droplet during the NW growth and 





 



sin)sin(

cos
idd   

is the surface energy contribution. L is the total length of the NW, ν is an index marking the 
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various stable facets, γν is the surface energy of the facet ν and θν its angle (as described in 

Figure I.13), γd is the surface energy of the droplet and θd its contact angle, γi is the interfacial 

energy between the droplet and the NW. Close to equilibrium, the NW growth will occur for 

the most energetically favorable facet, that is to say corresponding to the minimization of Ψ. 

For a widening wire (θν > 0, as in Figure I.13 (a)), the angle θd and hence Ψ increase as the 

wire grows. While this raises Ψ when ν is a widening fact, it lowers Ψ for a narrowing facet. 

Eventually, the facet having θν < 0 will become more favorable. Then the new facet is 

introduced, and the NW thereafter becomes narrower as it grows, until the growth process is 

reversed. 

I.4.5   Growth rate (length) 

 

 The growth rate (dL/dt with L the length of the NW) of NWs is important to control 

for their use and integration in the different processes as described above. Several relations for 

the growth rate depending on experimental conditions have been found and reported in the 

literature, for example: the increase of growth rate with the diameter of the NW for CVD-

grown Si NWs [125, 168, 169], its decrease with NW diameter for MBE-grown Si NWs [51], 

temperature dependence [170] and increase with growth pressure [171]. Several models are 

proposed to study these phenomena. For example, thermally activated self-diffusion model 

[172, 173], gradient of chemical potential model [174] and pressure-involved model [169]. 

These models will be described and used or modified in the chapter III for purpose of this 

work. 

I.5   Doping of Si nanowire 

I.5.1   General concepts 

 

Doping can be defined as the process to introduce impurities into intrinsic 

semiconductor materials, such as Si, in order to change and control their electrical properties. 

Doping Si crystal increases its number of free charges (free electrons (e
+
) for the so called n-

type Si and free holes (h
+
) for the p-type Si) that can be “moved” by applying an external 

voltage. There are two different types of doping, namely, positive type (p-type) and (negative 

type) n-type. As Si belongs to the group IV elements, elements of group III such as B, Ga and 

In can be chosen as the p-type doping source. This is illustrated on Figure I.14 (a). Similarly, 

for n-type doping of Si, the dopant can be chosen from the elements of group V such as P and 

As (Figure I.14 (b)).  
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Figure I.14 – Schematic illustration of (a) n-type and (b) p-type doping of Si using P and B as 

electron donor (e
-
) and hole acceptor (h

+
) respectively.  

 

As indicated in paragraph I.2, there are two types of Si NWs, namely, Si NWs 

fabricated by “top-down” and “bottom-up” approaches. The doping of the “top-down” Si NW 

can be easily realized when the substrate is already doped before lithography. When 

considering the Si NWs grown by “bottom-up”, two doping methods can be applied, namely, 

the “ex-situ” ion implantation [95] and the “in-situ” doping during Si NW growth [175]. One 

can note that the ex-situ doping can also be applied to the “top-down” NWs when elaborated 

from intrinsic Si. For ion implantation, different ions such as B or P ions can be chosen for Si 

NW doping [176]. It must be noted that using this process a specific isotope of the chemical 

specie is implanted in the system. For the realization of doping during Si NW growth, a 

dopant “provider” (dopant precursor or dopant layer) can be used. For example, concerning p-

type Si NW doping, one can choose diborane [177, 178] or trimethylboron [179, 180] and for 

n-type Si NW doping, one can chose phosphine [181, 182], arsenic [183] and indium (which 

also serve as the growth catalyst) [37]. The metrology of dopants of NWs will be a part of this 

work.   

I.5.2   Characterization techniques 

 

 The information about dopant concentrations and their distributions in semiconductor 

NWs are necessary when one wants to identify which incorporation pathway is dominant 

during semiconductor NW doping process. In order to characterize dopants in semiconductor 

NWs, several techniques can be used. For example, the Kelvin probe force microscopy [184, 

185], the Raman spectroscopy [186, 187], the electrical measurement [188-190], the electron 

holography [191], the atom probe tomography [192-195], the electrodeless Time-Resolved 

Microwave Conductivity technique (TRMC) [196] and the scanning photocurrent microscopy 

[197]. All these techniques are applied for characterization of dopants in individual NW 
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except the TRMC technique. In the following part, three representative techniques including: i) 

Kelvin probe force microscopy, ii) Electrical measurement and iii) Atom probe tomography 

are briefly presented. These three techniques are widely used to characterize the dopant in 

semiconductor materials. The techniques i) and ii) only characterize the active dopants in 

NWs, whereas, the technique iii) characterize all dopants (active or not) in NWs. It should be 

also noted here that techniques i) and iii) are destructive techniques.  

I.5.2.1   Kelvin probe force microscopy 

 

 Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) is a noncontact variant of the Atomic Force 

Microscopy (AFM). It can determine quantitatively the specimen surface potential in non-

conducting materials and the work function in conducting materials with a nanometer 

resolution. KPFM is based on AFM setup and the Kelvin method. The Kelvin method 

measures the surface potential in non-metals and the work function in metals. A Contact 

Potential Difference (CPD) between the tip and specimen can be created due to the difference 

of Fermi level. The Kelvin method works on the principle of applying an external voltage to 

balance CPD which is equal to the work function or the surface potential. For measuring the 

radial potential of a single n-type Si NW, KPFM needs to conduct the measurement of work 

function of Si NW sidewall layer-by-layer [185]. In order to do so, a Si NW sidewall surface 

treatment process is involved, namely, conformal wet chemical etching of NW. Figure I.15 (a-

d) is the cross-section and top view of one portion of Si NW during etching. The potential 

difference then can be measured before and after etching. Figure I.15 (e) shows the calculated 

radial phosphorus profile for D = 1 × 10
-15

 cm
2 

/s (solid line) and simulated current density 

(symbols in the graph and inset image) for a NW under a bias voltage of 0.1 V. The radial P 

concentration profile decreases with of almost two orders of magnitude from the NW surface 

to its core for a Si NW without tapering. It should be noted here that only the active dopants 

in Si NWs can be measured using this technique. An advantage of KPFM is that it ensures 

almost zero tip-induced band bending. The potential maps on a very small surface can be 

obtained which allows the characterization with high resolution. Moreover, the maps can be 

easily interpreted in comparison to the pure spectroscopic method such as Raman. The 

resolution is similar to the AFM with about 1 nm laterally and 0.1 mV. This technique can be 

also applied to measure the potential profile of biased p-n junction and map the defects in 

carbon nanotubes [198]. The disadvantage of this technique is that it can not be used in the 

biological relevant condition. 
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e

 

Figure I.15 – (a) Schematic illustration of four etching steps. (b)-(d) The scanning electron 

microscopy images of the NW after the etching steps. The scale bars are 1 μm, 1 μm and 100 

nm respectively. (e) Calculated radial phosphorus profile for D = 1 × 10
-15

 m
2
/s (solid line) 

and simulated current density (symbols in the graph and inset image) for a NW under a bias 

voltage of 0.1 V. Adapted from [185].  

I.5.2.2   Electrical measurement 

 

 The information about active dopant in Si NWs can also be obtained by measuring the 

electrical transport properties. In order to apply this to a NW, a conformal layer-by-layer 

removal of Si from the Si NW must be performed just as in the case of KPFM measurement. 

The assessment of active dopant in Si NWs can be realized by electrical measurement using 

this layer-by-layer removal technique [189]. The electrical measurement for individual NW 

can also be done with the capacitance-voltage (C-V) technique without the involvement of 

NW material removal [190]. The C-V technique uses a p-n junction (device) to create a 

depletion region with its ionized charges inside behaving as a capacitance. The depletion 

width can modulate by changing the voltage applied. The dependence of depletion width on 

the applied voltage can provide the information such as doping profile, carrier lifetime and 

active defect density. The dopant (B) profile of NW can be extracted from the high frequency 

C-V curve. Figure I.16 is the radial B profile for an individual Si NW [190]. Na-diffusion 

represents the simulated boron diffusion profile owing to the experimental doping condition. 

The associated majority carrier distribution can be calculated from the dopant profile using 

the finite element modeling electrostatic simulations (Comsol Multiphysics). p(r)-simulation 

and p(r)-experimental represent the extracted majority carrier profile from the ideal and 

experimental C-V curve. It can be seen from Figure I.16 that a very low concentration 
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detection limit can be achieved (≈ 10
17

 at./cm
3
) using this technique. The disadvantage of this 

technique for measuring NW doping profile is that there is the influence of the device contact. 

However, this technique can be used to study the effect of contact on NW electrical property. 

 

Figure I.16 – Radial B profile. The red circles represent the radial B profile which is 

extracted from the capacitance-voltage curve. The blue squares are the carrier concentration 

extracted from the theoretical capacitance-voltage curve. The black and green curves 

represent the B diffusion profile from simulation and the majority carrier redistribution from 

calculation. Adapted from [190]. 

I.5.2.3   Atom probe tomography 

 

The principle of the APT is based on the field evaporation of atoms. A conventional 

APT is based on the basic principle that an atom can be evaporated from a specimen surface 

with the use of a high voltage (HV) pulse: this is the field evaporation. However, for a bad 

conductive material such as semiconductor NWs, the HV could not be effectively transmitted 

to the specimen tip. Thus, another energy source except HV is needed to create a sufficient 

evaporation field and assist the evaporation. The semiconductor material can be successfully 

evaporated with the assistance of a femtosecond laser. This is the so called laser-assisted APT. 

The laser-assisted APT is a three dimensional high resolution analytical microscope that can 

map the distribution of atoms in materials at the atomic scale. The laser pulse frequency 

triggers the evaporation of atoms from the surface of the specimen towards the position 

sensitive detector. Measuring the time of flight of individual atoms allows the identification of 

the chemical nature of evaporated ions and their impact positions on the detector allows 

calculating their initial position at the surface of the specimen. This information is used for 
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the three dimensional reconstruction of the material at the atomic scale. A detailed description 

of laser-assisted APT will be given in the experimental technique of chapter II.   

The laser-assisted APT has been recently applied successfully for the investigation of 

P-doped Ge NWs grown by CVD method using Au, GeH4 and PH3 as catalyst, precursor and 

dopant reactor respectively [194]. Ge NWs are grown on micro pillar array substrates 

fabricated from high conductivity Si (111) wafers using a deep reactive ion etching process. 

Figure I.17 (a) shows a SEM image of p-type Ge NW with very high tapering effect. It should 

be pointed here that this kind of NWs with very big tapering effect is intentionally grown at 

low growth pressure and high growth temperature for APT investigation. In the inset of 

Figure I.17 (a) the Au catalyst droplet can be seen at the tip of the Ge NW. Figure I.17 (b) 

displays the reconstruction of a p-type Ge NW with a Au droplet on the top. Au, Ge and P 

atoms are presented in yellow, blue and gray dots respectively. Figure I.17 (c) shows the 

radial plot of P concentration for Ge NW grown at 380 °C and PH3:GeH4 ratios of 1:1000 

(triangles) and 1:500 (squares). A higher NW shell phosphorus concentration can be found 

compared to its core value. This technique has been intensively used in this present work. The 

details of the advantages and disadvantages will be given in chapter II. 

 

Figure I.17 – (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of p-type Ge NW with very high 

tapering effect grown on a silicon micro pillar for APT studies. The scale bar is 1 μm. The Au 

catalyst droplet can be seen at the top of Ge NW as shown in the inset of Figure I.17 (a). The 

scale bar is 200 nm. (b) Three dimensional reconstruction of p-type Ge NW. Au, Ge and P 

atoms in Ge NWs are represented by yellow, blue and gray dots respectively. The scale bar is 

20 nm. (c) Radial phosphorus concentration profile for Ge NW grown at 380 °C and 
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PH3:GeH4 ratios of 1:1000 (triangles) and 1:500 (squares). The inset shows concentration 

measurement path. Adapted from [194].  

 

 All the three techniques above are able to give information on the dopant in NWs. 

However, the information is different and often complementary. The first two techniques 

(KPFM and electrical measurement) give indirect evidence of the dopant distribution. For 

example, the KPFM characterization of NW is the measurement of the work function which is 

relevant to the doping in NW. The electrical measurement is based on the measurement of 

capacitance relevant to dopant density in NW. Compared to other techniques, APT can 

provide a clear picture of the dopant (active or not) and impurity distribution in NW. 

Moreover, the APT characterization can be conducted on an as-grown NW.  

I.6   Conclusion and scope 

 

 Si NWs are typical one-dimensional semiconductor nanostructures and they have been 

studied extensively in the very recent years. It is believed that Si NWs can be chosen as future 

candidates in many domains such as electronics, sensors and photovoltaics because they 

exhibit lots of new or enhanced properties compared to Si bulk. For example, the photon 

adsorption is enhanced in Si NW-based solar cell compared to planar structure. As far as the 

application of Si NWs is considered, it is an important and necessary issue to understand and 

control effectively the Si NW growth as well as Si NW doping. A large number of research 

works has been done since the discovery of VLS mechanism by Wagner and Ellis in 1964. Si 

NWs are investigated from different aspects concerning the individual Si atom behaviour (e.g. 

the nucleation in catalyst droplet), the single Si NW (e.g. the sidewall surface) and the entirety 

of Si NW (e.g. photon adsorption). However, there are still several aspects that are not fully 

understood. This present work is realized at these backgrounds and it is divided into two parts. 

The first part is the investigation of growth rate and morphology of NW synthesized at 

different conditions. The second part is the incorporation mechanisms of impurities (catalysts 

and dopants) in Si NWs from different mechanisms (etching, VLS and SLS), different 

structures (p-type and n-type) and different catalysts (Au and In). As far as the impurity 

characterization is considered, the impurity metrology in individual Si NWs is performed by 

APT. It should be noted here that HRTEM (collaboration with other laboratories) is used as 

the coupling technique to compare the results with APT. The APT results provide the 
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information of concentration and distribution of dopant in NWs. Meanwhile, the HRTEM 

results provide the atomic structure of NWs. 
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Chapter II 

II   Experimental techniques 
  

 In this chapter, the experimental techniques used in this work are presented. It is 

divided into two sections dealing with the elaboration techniques and the characterization 

techniques, respectively. The first section presents the basic principles of the etching 

processes, the Vapor-Solid-Liquid (VLS) mechanism-based techniques (Chemical Vapor 

Deposition (CVD) and Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)) and the Solid-Liquid-Solid (SLS) 

mechanism-based technique. The second section presents the basic principles of Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (SEM), Focused Ion Beam (FIB) based milling, Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM) and Atom Probe Tomography (APT). Several specimen preparation 

methods of NWs for APT characterization developed in this work are given in detail. 

II.1   Elaboration techniques  

  

 In the domain of Si NW elaboration, different growth methods can be used. Indeed, 

the top-down approach consists in using etching processes such as the Deep Reactive Ion 

Etching (DRIE) and the bottom-up approach consists in using either chemical or physical 

vapor deposition methods. In this section, different fabrication processes used in both 

approaches are described.  

II.1.1   Si nanowires obtained by etching 

 

 Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) is a highly anisotropic etching process using 

chemically reactive plasma (high energy ions) to remove materials [1]. It is often applied for 

fabricating nanostructures with high aspect ratio of 20:1 or even more. There are two methods 

of DRIE, namely, cryogenic and Bosch [2]. In the cryogenic method, the low temperature of 

the specimen (-110 °C) can slow down the chemical reaction but ions continue to etch the 

surface of a sample. The Bosch method is based on the alternation of a passivation step by 

C4F8 and an etching step thanks to a mixture of SF6/O2. The passivation layer of C4F8 protects 

the entire substrate from further chemical attack and can also prevent further etching. The 

Bosch method can provide a nanostructure with a depth of 150 μm. In this work, the Bosh 

method was used for the Si NW fabrication. Figure II.1 (a) is the photography of system used 
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at IEMN (Lille). Figure II.1 (b) is the schematic illustration of the deep reactive ion etching 

chamber. 

 

Figure II.1 – (a) Photography of surface technology system at IEMN (Lille). (b) Schematic 

illustration of deep reactive ion etching chamber.  

II.1.2   Si nanowires grown by Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) mechanism-based methods 

 

 As discussed in chapter I.2, several Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) mechanism-based 

methods can be applied for growing Si NWs. In this work, two main growth methods, namely, 

CVD and MBE were used.  

II.1.2.1   Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) 

 

 In the CVD process, a chemical reaction transforms a molecular gas (precursor such as 

SiH4) into a high purity and high performance solid materials in the form of thin film, powder 

or NWs (e.g. Si NWs) that grow on a substrate. For example, in the case of the Si NW growth, 

the involved chemical reaction is the following: SiH4 = Si + 2H2 [3]. There are two main 

types of CVD: low pressure CVD and plasma enhanced CVD.  

 The low pressure CVD operates at the sub atmospheric pressure. The low pressure can 

keep the unwanted gas reaction and the uniformity of specimen deposited. This reaction 

depends on the thermal energy. Therefore, a high temperature is needed for the low pressure 

CVD to accelerate the chemical reaction. 

 The plasma enhanced CVD operates also at low pressure. This reaction depends not 

only on the thermal energy but also on the plasma energy and can thus be operated at lower 

temperature. 

 In this work, a high temperature and low pressure CVD reactor was used for growing 

Si NWs. The photography of this reactor is shown in Figure II.2 (a). As illustrated in Figure 
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II.2 (b), the CVD reactor is composed of three parts: the gas distribution for providing NW 

growth precursors (e.g. SiH4, B2H6 and PH3) and carrier gas (e.g. H2 and Ar); the furnace with 

a quartz tube (Tmax = 1150 °C) and the pumping system with an Alcatel dry pump providing a 

pressure from 10
-3

 to 500 mbar. The pumping system is equipped with a Boc Edwards 

scrubber system for purification of the exhaust gas. 

 The CVD-grown Si NWs were synthesized in this reactor on a Si substrate using Au 

as catalyst. Silane, hydrogen, diborane and phosphine were used as the precursor, carrier gas 

and dopant reactants respectively. Different pressures were used to grow Si NWs. 

 

Figure II.2 – (a) High temperature and low pressure industry chemical vapor deposition 

reactor at IEMN (Lille). (b) Schematic illustration of a low pressure chemical vapor 

deposition reactor. 

II.1.2.2   Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) 

 

 MBE is a widely used deposition technique for the epitaxial growth of thin films. It 

consists in sublimating, in Ultra High Vacuum (UHV), ultra-pure elements heated in separate 

Knudsen effusion cells. The molecular vapor beams condenses into a substrate with a very 

low deposition rate [4]. In this work, a Komponenten GmbH effusion cell integrated UHV 

was used. The base pressure in the UHV growth chamber can be maintained below 10
-10

 mbar. 

The UHV system contains additional surface analysis tools, such as a Low Energy Electron 

Diffraction (LEED) for the electron diffraction characterization, a Scanning Tunneling 

Microscope (STM) to image surfaces in real space and an electron analyzer for Auger 

spectroscopy, as shown in Figure II.3 (a). The schematic of the MBE growth stage is 

illustrated in Figure II.3 (b). One element such as Si or Ge can be evaporated in the effusion 

cell.  
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Figure II.3 – (a) Ultra high vacuum system for molecular beam epitaxy at IEMN (Lille). (b) 

Schematic illustration of molecular beam epitaxy. 

II.1.3   Si nanowires grown by Solid-Liquid-Solid (SLS) mechanism-based method 

 

 For growing the in-plane Si NWs by SLS, the plasma enhanced CVD reactor at 

LPICM (Palaiseau) was used. Figure II.4 (a) is the photograph of the plasma enhanced CVD 

chamber and its schematic illustration is presented in Figure II.4 (b). All the steps that lead to 

the formation of Si NWs, starting with the formation of catalyst droplets to the NW growth 

can be done in this chamber. The plasma (H2) can be used for the deposition of the catalyst 

droplets on the substrate. After the deposition of an amorphous Si:H layer, the Si NWs can be 

grown by heating the substrate at certain temperature. For the realization of in-situ deposition 

and growth, the plasma enhanced CVD is equipped with an in-situ spectroscopic ellipsometer 

module as shown in Figure II.4 (a). 

 

Figure II.4 – (a) Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition reactor equipped with an in-

situ spectroscopic ellipsometer at LPICM (Palaiseau). (b) Schematic illustration of plasma 

enhanced chemical vapor deposition reactor. 
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II.2   Characterization techniques 

II.2.1   Scanning Electron Microscope and Focus Ion Beam 

II.2.1.1   Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is a typical electron microscope which is widely 

used in material sciences [5, 6]. The first SEM image was observed by Knoll Max in 1935 [7]. 

SEM can image the specimen surface with a relative high accelerating voltage ranging from < 

1 keV to 30 keV. SEM is composed of several parts: the electron gun, the lenses, the apertures, 

the controls of specimen position and the area of beam/specimen interaction. All of these parts 

above are maintained at high vacuum. Considering the incident electron source, three types of 

electron guns are used: Tungsten hairpin, Lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) and Field Emission 

Gun (FEG). Imaging with SEM is realized thanks to the interactions of incident electrons with 

the specimen atoms [8]. From these interactions, different kinds of signals are generated from 

specimen such as Secondary Electrons (SE) with energies < 50 eV, Back Scattered Electrons 

(BSE), X-Rays and so on as illustrated in Figure II.5. Based on the detection of these different 

signals, SEM can work with several modes. The SE imaging is the most common operation 

mode. The resolution of 0.5 nm can be achieved with recent generation of FEG-SEM [9]. 

 
 

Figure II.5 – Schematic illustration of signals generated when the incident electrons interact 

with the specimen atoms. The arrows indicate the relative direction and intensity of signals. 

II.2.1.2   Focused Ion Beam (FIB) 

 

Focused Ion Beam (FIB) was developed for specific site analysis, deposition and 

sputtering of materials [10, 11]. A basic FIB instrument consists of a liquid ion source, an ion 

column, a specimen stage, detectors, a gas delivery system and a control system, which is 

very similar to SEM. Ga metal ion sources is the most commonly used liquid ion source for 

commercial FIB. FIB is based on the interaction of incident ions with atoms constituting the 
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specimen [12]. The most accepted model of ion and material interaction of FIB is the collision 

cascade [13]. Several types of signals and particles will be generated when the Ga ion beam 

hits the specimen surface as illustrated in Figure II.6. The signal of secondary electrons and 

secondary ions can be collected for imaging. But the resolution of FIB imaging is lower than 

SEM because of the ion beam (10 nm [14]) can not be focused finely enough as an electron 

beam (5 nm [15]). Considering the sputtering process, the quantity of specimen sputtered by 

ion beam is related to ion beam current. For sputtering the materials, FIB works in a high ion 

beam current and a high acceleration voltage (30 keV), this is so called the milling process of 

sample preparation. Whereas, at low ion beam current and low acceleration voltage (2 keV), 

only a small of amount of material can be sputtered, this is so called the cleaning process of 

sample preparation. The limited feature size of direct milling of FIB is about 10 nm [16]. Its is 

worth mentioning here that the Ga ions can be implanted into the specimen inducing damages 

(e.g. point defects or loops) during imaging and milling [17]. For this reason, a protective 

layer is deposited (e.g. Pt and W) before FIB imaging and milling. 

 
 

Figure II.6 – Schematic diagram of imaging and sputtering process of FIB. The arrows 

indicate the relative direction and intensity of signals. 

 

 In this work, two kinds of dual-beam SEM-FIB work station are used: LEO FE 1530 

and NVISION 40 ZEISS SMT. These instrument platforms combine a SEM-FEG column and 

a FIB column (Figure II.7) [18, 19]. 
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Figure II.7 – Schematic illustration of a typical dual-beam FIB–SEM system. Expanded 

image shows the electron and ion beam specimen interaction. Adapted from [19].  

 

 FIB and SEM can be used to deposit material at specific regions combining the Gas 

Injection System (GIS) for local CVD and specimen preparation [20, 21]. GIS can work in 

two different modes: Ion beam-induced deposition (IBID) [22] and Electron beam-induced 

deposition (EBID) [23, 24] respectively. IBID is a process of decomposing gaseous molecules 

such as (Me3)MeCpPt with a chemical reaction by ion beam to induce a Pt deposition, for 

instance. Other materials such as C, W and SiO2 can also be deposited. Thus, by choosing 

appropriate parameters such as ion beam current and the size of the deposition surface,  

metallic or insulating thin layers can be deposited by IBID. EBID is a similar deposition 

process as IBID by changing ion beam to electron beam. In both cases, it is the secondary 

electrons that induce the deposition [25]. The advantage of IBID is the high efficiency 

compared to EBID. However, there is always the risk of sputtering material during IBID. For 

a nano scale deposition such as deposition on a Si NW, EBID is a more appropriate deposition 

choice. In addition to SEM, FIB and GIS, the dual-beam platform is equipped with a micro 

manipulator for realizing a versatile manipulation to obtain specific views of the sample, 

remove matter, transfer samples and weld materials. In this work, the dual-beam SEM-FIB 

work station is equipped with a micro manipulator (Kleindiek, nanotechnik, Germany).  

II.2.2   Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) 

 

 Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) is another kind of electron microscope [26]. 

The first TEM was built by Ruska in 1934 [27]. Compared to the electron beam of SEM, a 

super high energy of electron beam with a kinetic energy ranging from 100 keV to 400 keV is 
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used in TEM. When this high energy electron beam interacts with a very thin specimen, a 

variety of signals can be produced as illustrated in Figure II.8. The electrons can be scattered 

elastically or inelastically when they pass through the thin specimen. The electron scattering 

is the underlying physic of TEM. Considering TEM characterization, there are three different 

types: diffraction, imaging and spectroscopy. The electrons elastically scattered are used for 

diffraction. The images collected from transmitted (centre region) and diffracted (edge region) 

signals referred to bright field and dark field images respectively. The elastically scattered 

electron signal can contribute to the formation of high-resolution bright-field image. Electrons 

which are scattered to very large angles are utilized for Z-contrast (atomic number) annular 

dark field imaging. The inelastically scattered electrons can be used to characterize the 

specimen composition by Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS). The detection of 

characteristic X-rays can be also used as the Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) with a 

resolution up to 0.2 nm. 

 

Figure II.8 – Schematic illustration of different types of signals generated when the high 

energy beam of incident electrons interacts with a very thin specimen. The arrows indicate the 

relative direction and intensity of signals. 

 

 Different operating modes can be distinguished. Among them, High-Resolution 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) and Scanning Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (STEM) are widely used. 

- The High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) is a high-

resolution mode of TEM for characterization of specimen crystallographic structure with 

atomic scale (~ 0.1 nm). HRTEM use the phase contrast imaging which is result from 

interference of several beams (diffracted and transmitted electron waves) compared to the 

detection of only one type of beams (diffracted or transmitted) in the conventional TEM. 
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Generally, the more beams are collected, the higher the resolution of HRTEM is. The 

HRTEM contrast arises from the difference of electron waves scattered from the specimen. 

The crystallographic structure, defects and accumulation of atoms can be clearly characterized 

and determined with the quantitative recording and suitable imaging process. The greatest 

challenge of HRTEM is to reach a correct interpretation of the image. 

- The Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) is a special TEM mode 

where the electron beam is focused as a small spot (4~5 nm) and scans the specimen. It 

should be noted here that the scanning electron beam in STEM must not change direction 

when the beam is scanned, unlike in SEM where the scanning beam simply pivots about a 

point above the specimen. During the same single scan of the incident electron beam over the 

thin specimen, the bright-field and dark-field images and images with secondary radiations 

can be obtained. The bright-field STEM images can be obtained with the zero-loss electrons 

from the central beam of the pattern. The dark-field mages can be obtained by selecting 

electrons that have lost the few electron volts or with the many-electron-volt losses due to the 

inner-shell electron excitations characteristic of the various elements present in the specimen. 

The different contrast related to very large atomic number such as Au and In compared to Si 

can be clearly distinguished with an atomic resolution using the High Angle Annular Dark 

Field STEM (HAADF STEM). 

Considering the specimen preparation for TEM, several methods can be proposed such 

as mechanical and electrochemical polishing [28] or FIB milling [29, 30]. The specimen 

prepared for TEM should be transparent for electron. A series of specimen preparation 

methods can be found in the literature [31]. In this work, the TEM characterization is realized 

by Dr. G. Patriarche at LPN, Marcoussis. 

II.2.3   Atom Probe Tomography (APT) 

 

 Atom Probe Tomography (APT) is a three dimensional analytical high resolution 

microscope. Its principle is based on the evaporation by field effect of surface atoms from a 

sample with a very sharp tip. This technique found its origin in the invention of the field ion 

microscope (1951) and atom probe (1968) by E. Müller. The first atom probe is allowed to 

measure the chemical composition of a sample [32]. For such analysis, the sample has to be 

prepared in a very sharp tip shape with a radius of curvature less than 50 nm. It is then placed 

in UHV, cooled down under 80K and positively polarized with a high electric potential (V) of 

several kV. It results in the appearance of a high electric field (E) at the apex of the tip whose 
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intensity is inversely proportional to the radius of curvature R of the tip (tip effect) (Equation 

II.1). 

                                                
R

V
E


                        (Equation II.1) 

where β is a numerical factor due to the cone angle of the tip (β ~ 2-8), V is he voltage applied 

on the tip and R is its radius. The small value of R (≈ 50 nm) allows to reach a high electric 

field intensity of several tens V/nm, which causes the ionization and evaporation of surface 

atoms of the sample. The evaporated atoms are then accelerated and collected by an ion 

detector which is placed in the front of the tip. The chemical nature of each evaporated atom 

is then accessible with mass spectrometry where the ion mass-to-charge ratio is determined 

via a time measurement (Time of Flight (ToF) mass spectrometry). By evaporating the sample 

atomic layer by atomic layer, the chemical composition at different depth of the sample can 

be obtained. The tomographic aspect of atom probe was developed in the early 1990s. The ion 

detector initially constituting the mass spectrometer has been replaced by a position sensitive 

ion detector. This type of detector can not only measure ToF, but also record the impact 

position (X, Y) of each ion. This information allows to calculate the initial position of atoms 

on the surface of the sample by reverse projection and to reconstruct in three dimensions (3D) 

the analyzed volume of the sample. APT allows to observe the structure of matter at the 

atomic scale in 3D and in the real space [33, 34]. A detailed description of atom probe can be 

found in the literature [35, 36].  

II.2.3.1   Time of flight mass spectrometry: chemical identity of atoms 

 

Measuring ToF of an evaporated atom requires knowing the moment of departure and 

arriving time. It is therefore essential to control the evaporation of atoms. For this purpose, a 

direct electric potential V0 slightly below the evaporation threshold is applied to the tip. In 

order to trigger the evaporation, an ultra-short electric (Vp) or laser pulses are superimposed at 

a frequency of several tens of kHz. It should be noted that the use of laser pulses was 

developed to characterize semiconductor and insulator materials. Pulses can trigger a timer 

which will stop when the evaporated atoms are collected by the ion detector located in front 

of the sample (Figure II.9). The ToF and the correlated value of the potential applied to the tip 

are then used to calculate from the conservation of energy the mass to charge ratio of detected 

atoms. Indeed, using the assumption that the acceleration time of the evaporated atom is 

negligible compared to the duration of the time of flight, it can be deduced that: 
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where M is the mass of the ion, υ is the velocity, n is the charge state, e is the electron charge, 

V0 is the direct voltage and Vp is the pulsed potential respectively. The mass to charge ratio 

can be then written as: 
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                 (Equation II.3) 

Where, tν is the time of flight and L the flight distance. Note that by using laser pulses, Vp is 

replaced by zero in Equations II.2 and II.3. The value of M/n allows to identify the nature of 

the detected ions.  

 

Figure II.9– Principle of the atom probe tomography. Dots with two colors: black and blue 

represents different elements.  

 

During the specimen analysis, a mass spectrum is obtained and allows the 

identification of each chemical element constituting the sample and the number of atoms. The 

atomic concentration C of each element in the analyzed volume are simply obtained by 

counting the number of atoms in each peak of mass spectrum which is given as the mass-to-

charge state ratio in unit of atomic mass (u.m.a.). The statistical incertitude of measurement is 

given as: 
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                  (Equation II. 4) 

 Where, N is the total atom number. 
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II.2.3.2   Analyzed volume 

 

The methods to reconstruct a volume analyzed by APT were detailed in the past [37]. 

APT is a projection microscope and the evaporated atoms can be considered as coming from 

the projection point located at a depth (1 + m) R of the surface of the tip, where m is a 

dimensionless geometric factor as illustrated in Figure II.10 (chosen to be 0.6 in this work). 

The coordinates of the ion impacts on the detector allow to calculate by reverse projection the 

original position of atoms on the surface of the tip. The depth of each atom is determined 

from their order of arrival. We can reconstruct the volume analyzed in three dimensions with 

a magnification  of the order of 10
7
. The magnification  is given by Equation II.5: 

                                                                  
Rm

L

)1( 
                  (Equation II. 5) 

 

Figure II.10 – Schematic illustration of specimen projection and analyzed volume of APT 

when the specimen tip is perpendicular to position sensitive detector. At work distance d for 

APT with conventional configuration, the projection and analyzed volume is presented with 

black dot dashed line.  

 

 The analyzed volume of tip represents the maximum volume that APT can investigate 

at a certain experimental conditions. APT being a projection microscope, the analyzed volume 

is directly related to the analyzed surface which depends on the tip radius and the distance L. 

Several protocols have been designed for APT reconstruction [37, 38]. The standard global 

reconstruction technique of APT is based on a protocol designed by Bas et al.[37]. This model 

is based on the point projection and geometry model. Considering the geometry of a typical 

specimen (illustrated in Figure II.10), the following relation is obtained: 
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θ‟ and θ are very small, thus,  

'tan)1(tan   m  

')1(   m  

 From the point projection, the launch angle θ‟ is given by the following expression, as 

illustrated in Figure II.10: 
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where RD is the radius of detector. Thus, the radius of analyzed volume r can be written as 
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 From the Equation II.9, there are two possibilities to increase the analyzed volume 

considering the instrumentation parameters, namely, decrease the working distance L and 

increase the radius of detector RD. However, it is not always practicable because the mass 

resolution will decrease during the decrease of working distance which is related to the ToF. 

For example, the most suitable working distance in our APT (CAMEACA LAWATAP) is 

chosen to be 98 mm with a detector radius of 38.5 mm by taking into account of both the 

analyzed volume and the detection limit compared to the working distance of 90 mm for other 

APT  with a detector radius of 38 mm (CAMEACA LEAP 3000X Si). It should be noted that 

the working distance of APT is fixed not as in the condition of electron microscope. Thus, it is 

not so practical to change the instrumentation parameter to increase the analyzed volume for 

having the specimen surface information. From Equation II.9, the radius r of analyzed volume 

is calculated to be 0.56 R. 

It is worth noting that when the specimen tip is perpendicular to position sensitive 

detector, the analyzed volume is only one portion compared to the entire specimen tip volume 

as shown in Figure II.11. Therefore the sidewall surface of the tip can not be analyzed. The 

practical way to obtain information about the surface of the specimen is to incline it as 

illustrated in Figure II.11. In this tip configuration, one portion of the tip surface can be 

analyzed by APT (the shadow region). The analysis of the sidewall surface of NWs by APT is 

based on this idea. 
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Figure II.11 – Schematic illustration of specimen projection and analyzed volume of APT 

when the specimen tip is inclined to position sensitive detector. The shadow region represents 

the analyzed volume which includes the tip surface information. 

 

 In order to investigate the specimen surface, the minimum inclined angle α (illustrated 

in Figure II.10) can be calculated as follows: 

]')'tan[(tan    
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 Where, m, RD and L are equal to 0.6, 3.85 and 9.8 cm respectively. Then, α is 38°. If 

one wants to analyze the specimen sidewall surface, the inclined angle must thus be larger 

than 38°. 

 After data treatment, the spatial distribution of atoms in the analyzed volume can be 

observed in 3D at the atomic scale. Figure II.12 presents an example of 3D reconstruction 

obtained on a pulsed laser deposition-grown Zn0.9Co0.1O thin films [39]. 
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Figure II.12 – 3D Image of the cluster decoration of the Zn(Co)O/substrate interface (in 

yellow, iso-concentration surface at 30 Co at.%), (b)magnification of the Co cluster in region 

B. Adapted from [39]. 

II.2.3.3   Laser-Assisted Wide Angle Tomographic Atom Probe (LAWATAP) 

 

 To investigate semiconductor or insulator materials by APT, a nano second or 

femtosecond laser impulsion source need to be used for replacing the electric pulses [40]. The 

choice of a laser pulse with very short duration (femtosecond laser) increases the APT mass 

resolution [41]. However, the mechanism of interaction between laser and material is not fully 

understood.  

 In this work, LAWATAP (CAMECA) was used for Si NW investigation. The laser 

system is an Ytterbium-doped laser with the impulsion of 400 fs. The total laser power 

reaches 1 W with 100 KHz. Three wavelengths were chosen, namely, infrared (λ ~ 1030 nm), 

green (λ ~ 515 nm) and ultraviolet (λ ~ 343 nm). It has been found that at UV work condition, 

the characterization of Si NWs have higher success rate with a good mass resolution 

((M/ΔM)50% = 348).  

 Considering the temperature of investigation, LAWATAP can work in the range of 20 

K to 80 K. In this work, four different temperatures were tested, namely, 20 K, 40 K, 60 K 

and 80 K at UV laser source. No temperature dependent impurity (e.g. B and In) 

concentration of Si NW is found. It should be noted here that the evaporation voltage applied 

on tip at higher temperature (80 K) is smaller than the one at lower temperature (20 K) with 

the other experimental condition kept the same. With these conditions, the specimen can be 

investigated successfully without rupture at smaller applied voltages. Thus, in this work, all 

the NW investigations are performed at 80K. 
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 The laser power is also an important parameter which should be chosen appropriately. 

The choice of an appropriate laser power is done by choosing the pulse fraction. The pulse 

fraction can be defined as: 

                                                                                  

0

0

V

VVT                                  (Equation II. 11) 

Where VT is the voltage necessary for atom evaporation without laser pulse and V0 is the 

voltage applied on the specimen tip. In this work, all the Si NW investigations are performed 

by using the laser power which has a pulse fraction about 20 %.  

The multi material characterization techniques such as FIB, SEM, TEM and APT are 

used in this work. For a general view, a schematic illustration of resolution and analyzed 

volume for each technique is presented in Figure II.13. Each technique has its advantages and 

limitations. For example, APT characterization gives excellent results for the distribution and 

concentration of atoms but it gives little information of the material structure. Conversely, 

TEM gives useful and valuable structure information. Considering the specimen preparation 

for APT and TEM, the combined use of FIB and SEM dual beam work platform is essential. 

In this work, the results of these multi techniques for Si NW characterization are compared 

and discussed. 

 

Figure II.13 – Schematic representation of resolution and volume analyzed of four types of 

characterization tools. 
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II.2.4   Development of sample preparations for atom probe 

 

 The main difficulty for the analysis of a single NW using the APT technique is related 

to the specimen preparation. Indeed, in our study, the LAWATAP instrument requires to 

mount a single NW at the top of a support tip. Moreover, the analyses of specific areas of the 

NW required much attention. Thus, the development of specimen preparation methods for 

APT investigation was the key point in this work. Three different types of specimen 

preparation methods for NW characterization by APT were developed and are described in 

this part. It should be noted here that these three specimen preparation methods are developed 

specially for LAWATAP series of CAMECA not for other APT series such as LEAP of 

CAMECA.  

 

II.2.4.1   Si nanowires grown on Si pillars 

 

The concept of this preparation method consists in the growth of a single Si NW on a 

micro pillar which is subsequently manipulated in the SEM-FIB work station. This method 

includes three steps. The first step consists in the deposition of few catalyst droplets on the top 

of an array of Si micro pillars. The arrays of Si micro pillars (66 μm
2
 and 54 μm in height) 

are fabricated from Si wafers with a [111] orientation,(n-type doped (0.03-0.05 Ω·m)), using 

the conventional micro fabrication process [42]. The second step consists in the growth of the 

Si NWs in a CVD growth chamber. These steps are similar to the one described in the 

literature [43-45]. The purpose of these two steps is to grow a single NW on the top surface of 

a micro pillar. In the final step which is developed specially for LAWATAP, a single micro 

pillar with Si NWs at the top is manipulated and mounted on a pre-prepared W support tip.  

In order to be able to analyze a single Si NW located at the top of a micrometric 

silicon pillar, the number density of NWs must be controlled during the growth. In the present 

case, Si NWs are grown from Au catalyst droplets. Thus, the control of the number density of 

Au droplets allows the control of the number density and diameter range of Si NWs. Several 

methods can be used for Au droplets deposition on Si substrate, for example, using Au 

colloids [46, 47] and Au thin film annealing [48, 49]. In this work, an in-situ Au evaporation 

method was used. In order to obtain different Au droplet number densities, the gold droplets 

were formed directly by gold deposition on a heated Si (111) surface in Ultra High Vacuum 

(UHV). Three different substrate temperatures were used: 400°C, 430°C and 460 °C using the 

same deposition pressure of 8-8.6×10
-10

 mbar. The Au droplet density and their diameters can 
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be controlled by the Au evaporation rate and the substrate temperature via the Ostwald 

ripening process. Following these three conditions, three different densities of gold droplets 

were obtained. It was shown that the condition with T = 430°C is the optimal one for the Au 

droplet deposition (Figure II.14 (a)). Indeed, using this condition, few Au droplets are 

successfully formed on the top of Si micro pillars, allowing the subsequent Si NWs growth 

for APT analysis. Si NWs can be successfully grown on these Si micro pillars (Figure II.14 

(b)).  

The final step of the procedure is the manipulation of the micro pillar itself. This is 

performed using the conventional lift-out dual beam method. This in-situ process is realized 

in a SEM-FIB dual-beam platform. The process can be described as follows. Step one: 

choosing a suitable Si micro pillar using micro tweezers (Figure II.14 (c)). Step two: cutting 

the Si pillar by using the SEM-FIB dual beam (Figure II.14 (d)). Step three: welding of a Si 

pillar on a pre-prepared W support tip with GIS by depositing Pt as the solder in IBID mode 

(Figure II.14 (e)). A Si pillar with several Si NWs can be prepared using this method (Figure 

II.14 (e)). For the purpose of APT analysis (only a single Si NW on the Si pillar), the best Si 

NW (best orientation and length) can be kept and the others have to be eliminated using FIB. 

It should be noted here that a great attention must be paid to the Si NWs during the FIB 

process because of the risk of introduction of Ga atoms and their related damages. The as-

prepared specimen is then introduced in the APT chamber for analysis. This method is very 

time consuming due to the involvement of several difficulties such as the low density of Si 

NWs grown on a single pillar and the manipulation of the Si pillars. Moreover, the APT 

characterization will begin from the end growth region of Si NW which is a specific region 

non representative of the whole Si NW due to unstable growth conditions during the stop of 

the gas precursor and the slow down of the temperature.   
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Figure II.14 – Scanning electron microscopy images of specimen preparation with Si NWs 

grown on Si micro pillars. (a) Au droplets on Si micro pillar surface. Two Au droplets are 

deposited successfully on a Si pillar at T = 430°C. (b) Growth of Si NWs on Si micro pillar 

using CVD process. The Si NWs are perpendicular to the Si (111) pillar. (c) Lift-out of a Si 

micro pillar with Si NWs grown on the top. Selection of a Si pillar with micro tweezers and 

cutting the Si pillar from the substrate by FIB. (d) Welding the Si pillar with a pre-prepared 

W tip by GIS using Pt as solder. (e) Image of the whole structure consisting of NWs, a Si 

pillar and a W tip. 

 

II.2.4.2   Mounting of a single Si nanowire on a support tip 

 

  In this part, an efficient specimen preparation method is presented, namely, the direct 

welding of a single Si NW on a tungsten (W) support tip without the intermediate in-situ lift-

out technique. Compared to the previous one and with the feedback of experience, this 

method is more convenient and efficient. Only two steps are involved in this method. The first 

step consists in catching a single Si NW with a W tip under optical microscopy (OM). With 

this method, either the top end or bottom end can be chosen to perform analysis of Si NW. 

Indeed, as the morphology of Si NWs is not a perfect cylinder but rather a cone due to 

tapering effect during the growth [50-52], the top or bottom ends are easily distinguished by 
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Si NW iridescence as shown in Figure II.15. Figure II.15 is an image of Si NWs scratched 

from the growing Si substrate.  

2 μm

Red=bottom

Green=top
 

Figure II.15 – Optical microscopy image of horizontal Si NWs scratched on a Si substrate. 

The change of color along an individual Si NW can be clearly observed because of light 

iridescence. The colors at top end (Au droplet) and at bottom end are green and red 

respectively. 

 

The second step is the welding of Si NW with the W support tip. The selection of an 

individual Si NW, in specific direction, is performed with a W tip. The contact between the Si 

NW and the W tip then needs to be reinforced because of the high electrostatic force applied 

to the Si NW during APT analysis. The reinforcement process is realized by Pt deposition in 

EBID mode with GIS. Figure II.16 (a) and (b) present SEM views of Si NW before and after 

welding by GIS. In this case, the bottom end of the Si NW has been chosen for APT analysis. 

(b)(a)

100 nm 100 nm

θ

 

Figure II.16 – Scanning electron microscopy view of a Si NW welded on a W tip. (a) Before 

and (b) after Pt deposition by GIS. The bottom end of Si NW is at the top of the specimen. 

 

 Si NWs prepared from this method are usually inclined with respect to the APT 

detector because of the apex angle of W support tip. Whether Si NW is perpendicular or 

inclined to APT detector depends on the W tip apex angle θ (Figure II.16 (a)). A very small 
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apex angle allows Si NWs to be perpendicular to the detector, whereas, a relative large angle 

allows a Si NW to be inclined with respect to the detector. The W tip apex angle is roughly 

controlled during the electropolishing of support tip. Using this convenient and efficient 

method, NW volume or surface characterization and NW bottom or top characterization by 

APT are easily performed. Moreover, this method can be applied to NWs grown not only by 

VLS but also by SLS. 

II.2.4.3   Horizontal Si nanowires for radial characterization 

  

 The previous method is efficient for preparing NW for APT. However, it does not 

allow the radial characterization of a NW. The preparation method to analyze the radial 

direction is also based on the conventional lift-out method but it is more complicated and 

time-consuming. The procedure of this method is described as follows. Step one: A single Si 

NW is deposited horizontally on a flat Si substrate (Figure II.17 (a)). Step two: Deposition of 

Pt and W as protective layers on top of the Si NW as in the conventional lift-out method 

(Figure II.17 (b)). The deposition of different materials such as Pt and W is used as the mark 

layer. Both deposition processes (Pt and W) is achieved by GIS in dual-beam platform. Step 

three: the conventional lift-out of a block including the single Si NW (Figure II.17 (c)). Step 

four: welding the block with a pre-prepared W support tip. As indicated in Figure II.17 (d), a 

single Si NW is found in the centre region of block. Figure II.17 (e) is a cross-section zoom of 

a Si NW covered with W. The Si NW cross-section is found to be a hexagon. Step five: 

annular milling of block using FIB. Figure II.17 (f) presents a multilayer structure comprising 

Si, W, Si NW, Pt and W from top to bottom. Si NW must be kept in the centre region during 

FIB process. But this is a very difficult process because of the great difference of Ga atom 

sputter yields between Si and W at 30 keV Ga ion beam [53]. For this reason, the final milling 

process is not homogeneous any more. There is a great risk of milling the Si NW. Figure II.17 

(g) represents one portion of the Si NW after milling. It should be noted here that this 

specimen method is still under development. The main difficulty is to place the NW in the 

centre of the APT specimen tip without any contamination of Ga atoms. 
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Figure II.17 – Scanning electron microscopy images of the processes required for a radial Si 

NW characterization (a) Deposition of a single Si NW on a Si substrate. (b) Using GIS 

deposition system, a Pt layer is deposited on the Si NW as a protective layer during the lift-

out process. (c) Lift-out of the block containing the single Si NW (d) Welding of the block with 

a pre-prepared W tip. (e) Cross-section view of the Si NW (f) Scanning electron microscopy 

image of the block after annular milling. The Si NW must always be kept in the centre region 

of the block during milling. (g) Scanning electron microscopy image of the block with a 

portion of the Si NW. 

 

 In this chapter, we have presented in detail the different experimental techniques 

(elaboration and characterization) used in this work. Concerning the characterization 

techniques, APT is chosen as the major technique in this work. Especially, the specimen 

preparation methods of NWs for APT are given with great details. To characterize a single 

NW by APT, we have developed several specimen preparation methods which are an 

important issue in this work. 
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Chapter III 

III   Modeling the growth of group IV semiconductor nanowires 
 

 For NW applications, it is important to control precisely the different aspects of NW 

geometry such as NW length and growth orientation. Among these aspects, the NW length 

has more importance. For example, the growth of NWs with narrow length distribution can 

ensure a uniform contact when an array is grown. It also helps in collecting photons as far as 

the solar cell is considered. It should also be noted here that the growth of NWs with enough 

length is necessary for the APT analysis. For these reasons, we will concentrate on the study 

of the NW length in this chapter. Different parameters such as NW diameter and growth 

pressure can influence the NW length. Therefore, finding the physical rules that allow to 

predicting the NW length from the initial catalyst size at different growth conditions is 

essential for the future. 

  In this chapter, two different phenomena of VLS-grown NWs are presented and 

discussed as follows: 

 - As the length of the NWs is related to the growth rate, modeling the growth rate is 

described for NWs synthesized via the Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) and the Molecular 

Beam Epitaxy (MBE) respectively. Several models, with a gradual increase in complexity 

takes into account the different atomic pathways that can lead to the incorporation of atomic 

species into the NWs. From these models, a solution will emerge to narrow NW length 

distribution. 

 - NWs are generally observed to be tapered. We will investigate the growth parameters 

that govern a transformation from cylindrical NWs to conical NWs.  

III.1   Experimental conditions 

 

Au catalyst preparation 

 

 Si NWs are fabricated by the CVD method using Au droplets as catalyst according to 

the VLS mechanism [1]. In order to obtain Au droplets with different densities, the Au 

droplets are formed directly by Au deposition on a heated Si (111) surface in Ultra High 

Vacuum (UHV). For the process performed in UHV, two different temperatures are used, 

namely 430°C and 460 °C keeping the same Au deposition pressure of 8-8.6×10
-10 

mbar. The 
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density and the diameter of Au droplets are determined by the evaporation flux rate and the 

temperature of the samples. Based on both temperatures, two different densities of Au 

droplets are obtained (Figure III.1): at high temperature, the density of Au droplets is smaller 

than the one obtained at low temperature, but the average droplets diameter is larger: 90 nm 

versus 55 nm at low temperature. For the preparation of Au droplets with a wider range of 

diameters, Au droplets are also prepared by evaporating a 2 nm thick layer of gold on an H-Si 

(111) chemically passivation surface. Regarding the gold droplet formation from the Au thin 

film, the sample was annealed at 700 °C for five minutes in the CVD chamber prior to NWs 

growth to lead to the dewetting of the film. 

 

Figure III.1 – Scanning electron microscopy images of Au droplets on Si substrate with two 

different densities. Au droplets are fabricated with same evaporation flux but at two different 

temperatures: (a) 400°C and (b) 430°C. 

 

Si nanowire growth conditions 

 

 In the next step, Si NWs are grown by the CVD method at a temperature of 500 °C for 

30 min. Silane and hydrogen are used as the precursor gas and the carrier gas respectively. 

Under what will be subsequently called a high pressure condition (Table III.1 (a)), the SiH4 

precursor with a flux rate of 50 Standard Cubic Centimeter per Minute (SCCM), is diluted in 

a mixture of H2 with a flux rate of 50 SCCM in order to set the total pressure and the silane 

partial pressure in the CVD chamber to 0.8 mbar and 0.4 mbar respectively. As to the low 

pressure condition, SiH4 is diluted in H2 with a ratio of 12:150 (see Table III.1 (b)). The flux 

rate of SiH4 is 12 SCCM and the total pressure is kept at 1.1 mbar, yielding a silane partial 

pressure of 0.08 mbar. 
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              (a) 

 

 

              (b) 

 

Table III.1 – Growth experimental conditions of Si NWs without dopant at (a) high silane 

partial pressure and (b) low silane partial pressure. Silane and hydrogen are chosen as the 

precursor and the carrier gas respectively. 

 

 SEM images are performed with a LEO FE 1530 microscope and examples of SEM 

images are shown in Figure III.2 (a,b,c). In order to precisely measure the base diameter of 

the Si NWs for the growth rate modeling and the investigations of the tapering effects, similar 

NW growths are performed on micro pillars. The micro pillars are fabricated from Si (111) 

wafers, n-type doped (0.03-0.05 Ω·m), using a standard lithography method [2]. Figure III.2 

shows the same types of NWs grown either on a substrate (left column) or on a micro-pillar 

(right column)  

 

Figure III.2 –  (a1), (a2); (b1), (b2) and (c1), (c2) Scanning Electron Microscopy images 

corresponding to the three different series of growth conditions on Si substrates (left) and Si 

Pressure 
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pillars (right) respectively. The silane partial pressure and the average catalyst diameter for 

growing the Si NWs are (a) 0.4 mbar, 55 nm; (b) 0.08 mbar, 55 nm and (c) 0.08 mbar, 90 nm 

respectively. 

 

 The measurement of different geometry parameters such as the length and the 

diameter are illustrated in Figure III.3, where a single Si NW grown with low pressure at low 

density is seen. The Au droplet is clearly visible on top of the NW shaft. Only NWs that show 

the Au droplet on top of the shaft are considered in the statistical analyses that are described 

later. In this case, the cross-section of Si NW is an irregular hexagonal with a faceted sidewall. 

This irregular hexagonal cross-section is usually approximated as a disk. L, D and d represent 

the NW length, its base diameter and its top diameter respectively. It should also be noted that 

the tilted angle of SEM platform during the measurement is also taken into account for the 

determination of the length.  

 

Figure III.3  – Scanning electron microscopy image where key geometrical parameters are 

defined. L, D and d represent the NW length, its base diameter and its top diameter 

respectively. 

III.2   Growth rate (length) modeling 

 

 Generally, Si atoms for Si NW growth come from the decomposition of silane in CVD 

or the evaporation of Si atoms in MBE. The growth of NWs in the VLS mode requires that 

the majority of the Si atoms crystallize at the NW/droplet interface.  

 In the typical VLS growing system, the driving force of the growth process for a NW 

is the difference between the chemical potential of Si in the gas phase (precursor) G
Si and in 
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the solid phase (NW) NW
Si

  [3]. Due to the Gibbs-Thomson effect, for a NW with d as its 

diameter, the chemical potential of a NW can be written as follows [4]: 

d

substrate

Si

NW

Si







4
               (Equation III. 1) 

where  and  are the specific volume of Si atom and the specific surface free energy of NW 

sidewall surface. Therefore, a relation concerning the chemical potential difference can be 

established as follows: 

d

substrate

Si

G

Si

NW

Si

G

SiSi







4
               (Equation III.2) 

where µSi 
j are the chemical potentials in the gas, NW and substrate respectively. ,  and d 

are the specific volume of Si atom, the specific surface free energy and the diameter of NW 

respectively. At high precursor gas pressure, the comparison of the magnitude of the chemical 

potentials in the gas phase (G), the liquid droplet (L), on the NW sidewalls and on the 

substrate yields: 

GLNWsub
SiSiSiSi                 (Equation III.3) 

 The chemical potential of the Si adatoms on the substrate and the sidewall has to be 

considered when the diffusion of Si adatoms is involved. If diffusion contributes to the growth 

rate, normally the catalyst droplet will collect the adatoms and this is achieved when the 

following relation is satisfied: 

adatomL
SiSi                 (Equation III.4) 

 However, this relation can be reverse at certain NW growth condition. In that case, the 

Au-rich droplet is not a reservoir of Si atoms any more. In contrast, the NW will be 

decomposed by the Au-rich droplet and the species atoms will migrate outwards. This is a 

very special case and will be discussed in detail in chapter III.2.2.2.  

 Whatever the NW elaboration method is, CVD or MBE, the Au-rich droplet generally 

favors the growth causing the formation of a one-dimensional structure. The Si 

supersaturation generated in the Au-rich droplet induces the crystallization of Si atoms at the 

NW/droplet interface. An interesting and important question is through which pathway these 

Si atoms can be incorporated into the Au droplet. Considering the geometry of Au-rich 

catalyst droplets, there are two interfaces (vapor/droplet interface and NW/droplet interface) 

and one boundary, the Three Phase Boundary (TPB). All the main Si atom activities take 

place at these two interfaces and one boundary. As far as the Si atom transport is considered, 

the Si atoms that crystallized at the NW/droplet interface come from two principal pathways, 

namely, the impingement via the vapor/droplet interface and the diffusion from the sidewalls 
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through the TPB. Taking into account of these mechanisms, the growth rate of a Si NW is 

described by the following equation: 

diffusionimpingment dJJ
d

dt

dLd





 24

22

              (Equation III.5) 

 The left term in Equation III.5 represents the Si atom crystallization. The first and 

second right terms represent the flows of atoms that are related to impingement and diffusion 

respectively. While L is the length of the Si NW, dL/dt represents the Si NW average growth 

rate. Jimpingement and Jdiffusion represent the impingement flux through the Au-rich droplet and the 

diffusion flux through the TPB respectively. The processes involved in Jimpingment may include 

the adsorption of the Si atoms onto the droplet, the desorption of Si atoms from the droplet to 

gas and the diffusion of adatoms on droplet surface. The quantity Jdiffusion contains Si atoms 

that diffuse after the adsorption of Si atoms to the sidewalls and substrate, before they have 

desorbed from the sidewalls or substrate.  

III.2.1   Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) 

 

 The CVD synthesis is a complex process which involves the chemical reaction of 

precursors. Two surfaces need to be considered for the decomposition of the precursors: the 

Au droplet surface and the NW sidewall surface. The decomposition of silane occurs 

preferentially at the surface of the catalyst droplet but can also take place on the NW sidewall 

depending on the growth conditions. However, more silane molecules are supposed to be 

decomposed on the Au  droplet surface than on the sidewall or the substrate. The 

decomposition of precursor is believed to be homogeneous due to the uniform heating in the 

growth chamber. The chemical reation of the silane decomposition has the following form:  

24 2HSiSiH
T

  

 At first, the sidewall diffusion of Si adatoms for CVD-grown NW is discussed at two 

growth conditions: low silane partial pressure and high silane partial pressure. If NWs are 

synthesized under low silane partial pressure, it was shown that Au atom diffusion away from 

the Au-rich catalyst droplet towards the NW sidewall can induce facetted sidewalls and form 

small clusters [5]. These small Au clusters can further act as nano catalyst droplets to 

decompose silane, favoring the adsorption of Si atoms on the NW sidewalls. These Si 

adatoms can move along the NW sidewall and take part in Jdiffusion or directly absorb on the 

NW sidewalls to induce a lateral growth. Because of the roughness of the sidewalls due to the 

presence of numerous facets, the diffusion of Si adatoms is generally small and can be 
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neglected for the NW growth rate in CVD. As for the high silane partial pressure, the Au 

atoms are not found to migrate on the NW sidewalls except at the end of the NW that 

corresponds to the interruption of the gas flux in the growth chamber and the gradual 

decreases of the Si partial pressure [6]. It is believed that the Si dangling bonds are saturated 

by silane molecules or byproducts (e.g. H2) of the silane decomposition, preventing Au from 

migrating along the surface of the NW sidewalls. As a result, few Si atoms can absorb on the 

NW sidewalls and their diffusion can not significantly contribute to the growth rate of NW in 

CVD. Thus, in the CVD growth mode, the sidewall diffusion of Si atoms towards the catalyst 

droplet through TPB can be neglected compared to the direct impingement of Si atoms into 

the Au-rich droplet via the vapor/droplet interface.  

 The growth of the NW is predominantly related to the incorporation of Si atoms in the 

droplet from the reaction of silane with the droplet, yielding the simplified equation:  

impingmentJ
d

dt

dLd

24

22 



              (Equation III. 6) 

 The corresponding schematic illustration for the NW growth mechanism is illustrated 

in Figure III.4. The solid and hollow arrows represent the impingement through the Au-rich 

droplet surface and the crystallization at the interface between Au-rich droplet and NW 

respectively.  

 

Figure III.4 – Schematic illustration of the crystallization of the Si NW from the incorporation 

of Si atoms from the droplet only.   

 

 The contribution of Jimpingement can be done in two ways, based on an empirical model or 

on a pressure-based model.  
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III.2.1.1   Empirical model 

 

  The empirical model has been proposed by Givargizov to fit the experimental data 

obtained from CVD-grown Si NWs [3]. The growth rate was considered proportional to the 

square of the effective supersaturation of the vapor relative to a NW. It took into account the 

Gibbs-Thomson effect. The empirical expression [dL/dt = k(G-S/kBT)
2
 = k(0/kBT-

4Ωγ/dkBT)
2
] has been used to fit the data set of this work. The best fit curves obtained are 

plotted in Figure III.5 (violet and grey curves). The fitting parameters are k = 17 nm/s and 

TkB0 = 0.43 at low silane partial pressure and k = 17 nm/s, TkB0 = 0.8 at high silane 

partial pressure. The value of supersaturation G-S depends on the growth pressure whereas 

the coefficient of crystallization k depends on the growth temperature. It can be concluded 

from Figure III.5 that a good agreement between the experimental data and the model occurs 

for NWs with diameters above 100 nm but not for the ones with smaller diameters. In this 

growth model, the growth rate is related to the variation of the Si chemical potential between 

the gas phase and Si NWs. However, the growth rate should be kinetically controlled by the 

decomposition of silane at the surface of the Au-Si rich droplet as proposed by Wagner [1]. In 

such a case, the expression of the growth rate becomes:  



























 







TdkTk
A

dt

dL

B

GL

B

LG

Si  4
exp   (Equation III.7) 

 Again, the right hand term corresponds to the incorporation of Si atoms into the 

droplet. L
 

is a liquid droplet with an infinite radius. A is the coefficient of crystallization 

(nm/s) and 4ΩγGL/kBT is related to the Gibbs-Thomson effect, where γGL is the specific 

surface free energy of droplet surface which is assumed to be 0.85 J/m
2
 [7]. The value of T 

and Ω are 773 K and 0.02 nm
3
 respectively. 
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Figure III.5 – Comparison of growth rates of Si NWs as a function of the NW diameter for 

different CVD conditions: same growth temperature but different silane partial pressures. The 

triangles ( ) correspond to a silane partial pressure of 0.4 mbar, whereas the squares ( ), 

diamonds ( ) and circle ( ) correspond to a silane partial pressure of 0.08 mbar. The Au 

droplets for triangle, square and diamond conditions are obtained by Au deposition in UHV. 

The density of Au droplets for the triangle and diamond conditions is higher than for the 

square condition. The Au droplet for the circle condition is obtained by annealing a Au thin 

film. The violet and grey curves correspond to the fit with Givargizov’s model [3]. The yellow 

and black curves correspond to the empirical model proposed in this work (Equation III.6).  

  

 The best fit to the experimental data (yellow and black curves in Figure III.5) is 

obtained for A = 17 nm/s and TkB

LG

Si

 = 0.08 at low silane partial pressure and A = 17 nm/s, 

TkB

LG

Si

 = 0.17 at high silane partial pressure. In both cases, the fitting parameter A which is 

the crystallization rate is kept constant because the dominant mechanism for Si NW axial 

growth rate is the incorporation of Si atoms into the droplet. As the supersaturation is defined 

by the difference of chemical potential between the gas supply phase and the liquid droplet 

collector, increasing the gas pressure leads to the increase of the supersaturation, consistent 

with the variation of  LG

Si  deduced from the fitting procedure.  

 For comparison, Equation III.7 has also been applied to the Givargizov‟s data 

extracted from the literature [3]. Figure III.6 shows the data sets and the curves using 
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Equation III.7. The coefficient of crystallization A is kept constant to 37nm/s. This value is 

larger than the one (17 nm/s) used for fitting our experimental data, because the coefficient of 

crystallization A depends on the growth temperature. The growth temperature used in this 

work was 1000 °C instead of 500°C in our work. It is clearly observed that the growth rate for 

small and large diameters is well reproduced using Equation III.7. The constant growth rate 

for large diameters strongly supports the hypothesis of this empirical model: the diffusion 

mechanism may not need to be taken into account. It is consistent with the data of Figure III.5 

(yellow curve). 

 

Figure III.6 –Data extracted from Givargizov’s work [3] and fitted with the model presented 

in this work. These four curves have the same value of A= 37 nm/s. The supersaturation 

TkB

LG

Si

  for each condition has the value following: 0.041; 0.074; 0.095 and 0.112. 

 

 In conclusion, the experimental data of CVD-grown Si NWs are well fitted with a 

model that takes into account of the effect of curvature of the lateral surface. Both 

experimental data and growth model reveal that the growth rate of CVD-grown NW increases 

with its diameter and will reach a saturation value at a certain diameter due to the weakening 

of the Gibbs-Thomson effect. In addition, a higher chemical potential in the catalyst droplet 

favors the growth of longer NWs. While the variation of the chemical potential is related to 

the magnitude of the pressure, the quantity Jimpingement can be expressed as a function of the 

pressure, as described in the next paragraph.  
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III.2.1.2   Pressure-based model 

 

 During the NW growth, the precursor related to silane can be assumed to be an ideal 

gas because of its low pressure. According to Hertz-Knudsen equation, the incident Si atom 

flux Jimpingment can be written as follows: 

Tmk

PP

Tmk

PP

Tmk

P
J

B

LV

B

LSi

B

effective

impingment
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                (Equation III.8) 

where Peffective is the effective vapor pressure, PSi is the surrounding Si atom pressure, PV is the 

silane partial pressure with α as the sticking coefficient and PL is the equilibrium liquid 

droplet pressure. m, kB and T are the Si atom mass, the Boltzmann constant and the NW 

growth temperature respectively. For the droplet, the chemical potential ΔμL follows the 

Gibbs-Thomson equation: 

dP

P
Tk L

BL









4
ln                     (Equation III.9) 

where  and  are the specific volume of Si atom and the specific surface free energy of NW 

sidewall surface. P∞ is the vapor pressure for a droplet with infinite diameter which is a 

constant at certain temperature. 

 A derivation of Equation III.8 can be obtained by using Equation III. 9 
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             (Equation III.10) 

Thus, using Equation III.6 and 10, the Si NW growth rate for CVD method can be written as: 

Tmk
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      (Equation III.11) 

 According to Equation III.11, at an unstable equilibrium state (dL/dt=0), the critical 

diameter can be calculated as:  
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                                (Equation III.12) 

 Then, using the Equation III.12, the Equation III.11 can be written as: 
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with 
TkdTmk

P
K

BCB

V 



 





4

2

2
 which equals to the growth rate when the NW diameter d→∞ 

where the Gibbs-Thomson effect can be neglected. The parameter K clearly indicates that the 

NW growth rate increases with the growth pressure (as observed in this work and in the 

literature [8]) and decreases with the growth temperature [9, 10]. 

 Integration of the Equation III.13 at the total NW growth time t leads to 

  dt
d

d
KdL C )1(                         (Equation III.14) 

 We can obtain Ld=Kt(d-dC). The critical diameter dC then can be deduced from the 

fitting of experimental data (Figure III.7) and dC is equal to 23 nm and 76 nm at high (0.4 

mbar) and low (0.08 mbar) silane partial pressure respectively. It should be noted that the 

critical diameter in this work is larger than the one reported in the literature (dC=25 nm at a 

silane partial pressure of 0.054 mbar) [11]. The critical diameter is a value that deduced from 

the fitting of experimental data. Therefore, the very large value of critical diameter in this 

work is due to the lack of experimental data of NWs with small diameter (no catalyst droplet 

with small diameter is prepared).  

 

Figure III.7 – The variation of Si NW length multiplied with diameter on function of diameter. 

The fitting lines are obtained from Ld=K(d-dC)t. 

 

 Then, using Equation III.13, we can fit our experimental data as shown in Figure III.8. 

The best fit is obtained by choosing α to be 8.2 × 10
-3

 and 1.4 × 10
-3

 at high and low silane 

pressure respectively. The Si saturation vapor P∞ can be calculated to be 7.1 ×10
-4

 mbar either 

at high or low silane pressure. This value is much smaller than the one in the literature (10
-20

 

mbar) at the temperature of 500 °C [12]. 
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Figure III.8 – Comparison of growth rates of Si nanowires as a function of base diameter for 

different CVD conditions: same growth temperature but different silane partial pressures. The 

triangles ( ) correspond to a silane partial pressure of 0.4 mbar, whereas the squares ( ), 

diamonds ( ) and circle ( ) correspond to a silane partial pressure of 0.08 mbar. The Au 

droplets for triangle, square and diamond conditions are obtained by UHV Au deposition. 

The density of Au droplets for the triangle and diamond conditions is higher than for the 

square condition. The Au droplet for the circle condition is obtained by annealing a Au thin 

film. The green and red curves correspond to the pressure-based model proposed in this work 

(Equation III.16). 

 

 Comparison of the droplet densities on the growth rate shows that the density does not 

affect the growth rate. Indeed, the fitted curve for Si NWs grown at low silane partial pressure 

overlaps whatever the density of Au droplet at the Si surface prior to the growth of Si NWs. 

Because a different droplet density means a different average distance between the Si NWs, 

such a result is consistent with our assumption to neglect Jdiffusion that would correspond to Si 

adatoms diffusing from the substrate. Therefore, our model where only the incorporation of Si 

atoms at the droplet surface is taken into account is valid. 

 As a conclusion, our result indicates that the growth rate and hence the NW length 

always increase with the NW diameter. In order to obtain a uniform NW length distribution, it 

is thus necessary to control the catalyst size with great care.  
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III.2.2   Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) 

 

 A brief comparison needs to be made between the CVD and MBE synthesis methods 

before considering the results as for the MBE-grown NW. Two differences can be pointed out. 

The first important difference between the CVD and MBE growth modes is the NW species 

atom source. In CVD, the NW species atoms are provided by molecular precursors such as 

silane and therefore their decomposition is necessary. In MBE, Si atoms are directly produced 

by the evaporation of the bulk of Si material where the beam of Si atoms in the gas phase has 

a given orientation with respect to the substrate. In addition, there are three different areas 

which are exposed effectively to the Si atoms, namely, the Au-rich droplet surface, the NW 

sidewall surface, when the flux is not parallel to the sidewall, and the substrate.  Thus, in the 

model of MBE-grown NWs, two different types of NWs are presented and discussed in detail, 

namely, vertical NWs (the flux direction and the NW growth direction are parallel) and 

inclined NWs (there is an angle between the flux direction and the NW growth direction). 

 Then, the growth pressure between CVD and MBE system is quite different. In CVD, 

the growth pressure is kept around 0.1 mbar or even higher. However, in MBE system, the 

pressure is very low in the range 10
-9 

mbar. It has been shown in the literature that the growth 

pressure can greatly influence the diffusion or migration of surface atoms [13]. Therefore, the 

diffusion of atoms can easily occur in MBE. Thus, it is necessary to consider the quantity 

Jdiffusion in the growth rate model. 

III.2.2.1   Vertical nanowires 

 

 The first type of MBE-grown NWs to be considered is NWs with growth direction 

parallel to the flux direction. As an example, we will focus on the growth of [111]-oriented Si 

NWs, that are perpendicular to the Si(111) surface and are grown from a flux of Si atoms 

normal to the surface. In the following paragraph, these Si NWs are referred as the vertical 

NWs for simplicity. The Si NWs were grown by the MBE method and the Au catalyst 

droplets were formed on the Si substrate at a temperature of 360 °C. The chamber pressure 

was kept at a very low pressure of 10
-9 

mbar during Si NW growth. The Si atoms were 

evaporated onto the Si substrate at 550°C and the evaporation rate was 0.05 nm/s. The growth 

time was 60 min. A SEM image of these MBE-grown Si NWs is shown in Figure III.9. It can 

be seen from Figure III.9 that almost all of the Si NWs grew vertically on the Si (111) 

substrate. 
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Figure III.9 – Scanning electron microscopy image of vertical Si NWs grown on a Si (111) 

substrate using MBE. The Au droplets are seen on the top of the Si NWs. 

 

 The schematic of the different incorporation pathways is illustrated in Figure III.10. 

There is a spontaneous deposition of a Si layer on the Si substrate, the thickness of this layer 

being proportional to the deposition flux rate. The investigation of the growth rate for these Si 

NWs as a function of diameter is reported in Figure III.11. It can be seen that the growth rate 

of the Si NWs synthesized by MBE decreases with the NW diameter. This trend has also been 

found for other semiconductor NWs elaborated by the MBE method such as GaP NWs [14] 

and GaAs NWs [15]. Here, a diffusion-induced model is proposed.  

 

Figure III.10 – Schematic illustration of the atomic pathway involved in the growth during 

MBE. Jdiffusion yields for the flow of adatoms along the sidewalls towards the Au droplet. 

 

 As the growth direction of the Si NWs is parallel to the flux direction (the vertical 

NWs), no Si atom impinge directly onto the Si NW sidewall. These Si atoms are deposited 

only on the surface of the droplets and the substrate and the deposition flux is the same on the 

droplets and the substrate. However, the atom collecting surface on the substrate is much 

larger than the droplet surface. Therefore, the impingement flux on the droplet surface in 

Equation III.5 can be neglected. This leads to the following expression: 
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               (Equation III.15) 

 The diffusion flux can be written as a Nernst-Einstein‟s diffusion flux expression [16]: 
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               (Equation III.16) 

 Thus, the growth rate expression can be written as the following equation: 
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               (Equation III.17) 

 In the equation above, the right term corresponds to the diffusion of Si adatoms from 

the sidewall of the Si NW towards TPB. Ladatom

Si

 is the chemical potential difference between 

the adatoms at the Si NWs surface and TPB. n is the Si adatom density on the NW sidewall 

and it is chosen as its maximum value here, namely, one monolayer. D and λNW are the 

diffusion coefficient and the effective diffusion length of Si adatoms on the NW sidewall. The 

values of D and λNW can be estimated to be about 10
-10

 cm
2
/s and 1 μm respectively and 

Ladatom

Si

  = 1 following the literature [17, 18]. The experimental data and the fit curve are 

presented in Figure III.11 (a). As shown in Figure III.11 (a) the growth rate of the Si NWs 

decreases with the increase of diameter and a good agreement is observed between the 

experimental data and the curve. The experimental data of Si NWs from the literature [19] is 

also reported in Figure III.11 (b) using Equation III.17. The values of D and λNW are chosen to 

be 4.1×10
-11 

cm
2
/s and 0.9 μm respectively because of the lower temperature 525 °C 

compared to the growth temperature in this work (550°C). In both experimental conditions the 

deposition flux has the same value of 0.05 nm/s. Ladatom

Si

 is chosen to be 1.03 because it 

slightly change with the growth temperature. 

 

 

Figure III.11 – Evolution of Si NW growth using MBE synthesis method. The black fit curve is 

obtained using the model presented in this work. (a) Si NWs are fabricated by MBE at 550 °C 
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for 60 min. (b) Si NWs are elaborated by MBE at 525 °C for 240 min, the experimental data 

are collected from [19]. 

III.2.2.2   Inclined nanowires 

 

 It has been shown that Ge NWs can grow with <110>-orientations on the Si (111) 

substrate due to a lower nucleation energy along this direction [20]. In our case, Ge NWs 

were grown by MBE on a Si (111) substrate using Au as the catalyst droplets. The chamber 

pressure was kept at a very low pressure of 10
-9 

mbar. The Ge atoms were deposited at a 

substrate temperature of 350 °C which is slightly lower than the eutectic Ge/Au alloy 

temperature of 361 °C. It has been show recently in the literature that Ge NWs can indeed 

grow under the alloy eutectic temperature and the catalyst droplet can still remain liquid even 

though the temperature is 100 °C below the eutectic temperature [21]. The Ge atom 

evaporation rate was kept at 0.17 nm/s. The dependence between the NW growth length and 

the diameter was investigated like in the previous cases. However, in this part, the NW 

growth time was also chosen as a variable experimental parameter in order to study their 

morphological evolution with time.  

 Concerning the NW growth direction, two types of Ge NWs are found as indicated in 

the SEM image of Figure III.12 (a), namely, the vertical [111] and the inclined <110>-

oriented Ge NWs. The inclined Ge NWs are much longer than the vertical [111]-oriented Ge 

NWs. The reason will be discussed afterwards. Figure III.12 (b) is a cross-section view of a 

single inclined <110>-oriented Ge NW which surpasses the spontaneous deposited Ge layer 

with a thickness H. The catalyst droplet of Au is seen on the top end of the Ge NW.  

 

Figure III.12 – Scanning electron microscopy images of Ge NWs grown on a Si (111) 

substrate using MBE synthesis method. (a) Overall view of inclined and vertical Ge NWs with 
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a 10° tilt normal to Si substrate. The length of the inclined Ge NWs protruding over the 

overgrown layer is much larger than the length of the vertical Ge NWs. (b) Cross-section 

view of a single inclined Ge NW. H is the height of the Ge overgrown layer. L is the total 

length of the NW including the overgrown part. 

 

 Here we focus on the inclined NWs, since the vertical ones have been studied before 

and the orientation flux has not changed. During the evaporation of Ge atoms, they impinge 

on the substrate as well as on the NW sidewalls, because the flux is normal to substrate. As a 

result, two different diffusion terms have to be considered. The schematic illustration of the 

incorporation pathways is presented in Figure III.13. 

 

Figure III.13 – Schematic illustration of possible pathways for the MBE growth of an inclined 

Ge NW. Jdiffusion yields for the flow of adatoms along the sidewalls towards the Au droplet. 

There is an overgrown Ge layer on the Si substrate and its thickness is proportional to the 

deposition flux. 

 

 The time evolution of diameter-length dependence of inclined Ge NWs is plotted in 

Figure III.14. The data are collected from for three growth time (15 min, 30 min and 60 min) 

keeping the other growth parameters constant (catalyst droplet, Ge flux and temperature). 

Figure III.14 reveals that three diameter-length dependences are exhibited during NW growth. 

At short growth time (15 min), as shown with green circle in Figure III.14, the length of Ge 

NWs has the typical inversed dependence on their diameter just as the example found with the 

vertical MBE-grown Si NW (Figure III.11). However, in this case, the length of inclined NWs 

is much longer than the vertical NWs for the same NW diameters. We attribute this difference 

to the incorporation of the sidewall impingement. As the growth time becomes longer (30 

min), the dependence of the length-diameter is found to be flat, as illustrated with the blue 

triangle in Figure III.14. At a growth time of 60 min, the dependence of the length-diameter 
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exhibits a behavior similar to the typical CVD-grown NWs (the red square in Figure III.14): 

the larger the diameter, the longer the NWs. 

 

Figure III.14 – Time evolution of the diameter-length dependence of inclined <110>-oriented 

Ge NWs. The experimental data are collected from three different growth time: green circle, 

15 min; blue triangle, 30 min and red square, 60 min.  

 

 For presenting the evolution of the diameter-length dependence in a more obvious way, 

the data are re-plotted in Figure III.15. Figure III.15 shows the dependence of the NW length 

on growth time for seven different diameters. It can be concluded that Ge NWs with smaller 

diameters can grow faster at the beginning but almost stop growing after a certain time. 

Whereas, Ge NWs with larger diameter grow faster with time. The growth rate of NWs is 

given by [22] (see Annex I): 

dldU

CBU
A

dH

dL

/


                (Equation III.18) 

where H=Vt is the deposition thickness of the overgrown layer, t is the NW growth time, 

l=L/f is the normalized NW length and f is the adatom diffusion length on the NW 

sidewalls. The solution of Eq. III.16 yields [23] (see Annex I): 
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                (Equation III.19) 

where bgsss /  is the effective diffusion length on the substrate surface. a=[ 

sin(+)/cos] is the geometrical factor for the MBE growth with the tilt angle υ to the 

substrate normal and the beam incident angle  without substrate rotation. b=(Dsf/Dfs) with 

Df, Ds, f and s are the adatom diffusion coefficients and the elementary areas of the sidewall 

and the substrate. The functions gf=1-l/f and gs=1-l/s describe the influence of (liquid) 
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droplet chemical potential (“l”) on the diffusion of sidewall (“f”) and surface (“s”) adatoms. 

The quantity l=exp(l/kBT) is the activity of semiconductor atoms in the droplet, with l as 

the corresponding chemical potential, kB as the Boltzmann constant and T as the substrate 

temperature. The quantities f=exp(f/kBT) and s=exp(s/kBT)  are the effective activities with 

f and s as the corresponding chemical potentials.  The Equation III.19 can be reduced to the 

square root growth law RHL s /2 at small H regardless of gf. At large H, it gives either 

the exponential increase of NW length with H at ,0fg  or the limited growth to a finite 

length at .0fg The Equation III.19 above provides qualitative description of infinite and 

limited NW growth modes at a constant diffusion length. However, we were not able to fit the 

experimental data with an R-independent s.  

 

Figure III.15 – Dependence of NW length on growth time for <110>-oriented Ge NWs for 

seven different diameters (symbols), and theoretical fits (lines) obtained from Equation III. 19. 

Ge NWs with smaller diameter grow faster compared to the one with larger diameter at the 

beginning, whereas, the growth velocity is inversed when the time increases. Inset: SEM 

image of <110>-oriented Ge NWs grown for a time of 30 min. The scale bar is 600 nm. 

 

 As shown in Figure III.15, a crossing point exists and can be explained by the different 

directions and magnitudes of diffusion flux on the NW sidewall. It occurs, at a growth time of 

30 min as shown by the black arrow in Figure III.15. For this growth time, the Ge NW length 

extending the overgrown Ge layer is around 600 nm whatever the NW diameter is. The color 

curves in Figure III.15 are the fitting curves using Equation III.19. The fitting parameters are 

listed in Table III.2. The magnitude and the direction of the corresponding diffusion flux are 

controlled by the ratio of l/f in Equation III.19. f/l increases from 0.70 (corresponding to a 
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negative diffusion flux) for 60 nm diameter NWs to  (corresponding to a positive diffusion 

flux at negligible liquid activity) for 130 nm diameter NW.  

d (nm) s (nm) gf f/l fl (meV) 

60 220 -0.43 0.70 -20 

80 193 0.04 1.04 2.2 

90 181 0.26 1.35 16 

110 158 0.63 2.70 54 

130 140 1   

Table III.2 – Fitting parameters <110>-oriented Ge NWs as a function of their diameter. 

 

 Since the diffusion of adatoms occurs along the NW sidewalls, we can wonder if any 

adatoms incorporate to the sidewalls when the length of the NWs is larger than the diffusion 

length. This would give rise to NW morphologies that deviate from a cylindrical shape. Thus, 

we study variations of the NW diameter between the base and the top of NWs in the next part 

of this chapter. 

III.3   Growth condition effect on tapering  

 

 The diameter of ideal Si NWs is constant after NW growth begins and should 

correspond to the initial diameter of the catalyst droplet (Figure III.16 (a) and (b)). 

Considering the general shape of a single NW, two shapes are likely to exist, namely, a 

cylindrical one (Figure III.16 (b)) and a tapered one (Figure III.16 (c) and (d)). Here, tapering 

is defined as the decrease of NW top diameter or the increase of NW base diameter during the 

NW growth. As the ideal growth shape of a Si NW is a cylinder, it is reasonable to think 

about two possibilities to account for a deviation from this shape. The first type of NW 

tapering (Figure III.16 (c)) is the result of the reduction of the catalyst (Au) droplet volume 

which is induced by the migration Au atoms during the NW growth [24-29]. This effect can 

be inhibited by increasing the growth pressure (silane partial pressure [26] or total pressure 

[27]) or adding impurity precursors such as oxygen in the gas phase [30]. The second type of 

NW tapering (Figure III.16  (d)) is the result of radial deposition onto the NW sidewalls. 

Radial deposition on the sidewalls can be explained in two ways: the direct deposition from 

the precursor via VS mechanism and the diffusion of adatoms on the NW sidewall from the 

substrate. This phenomenon has been found for intrinsic Si NWs [31-33]. It is greatly 

enhanced when dopants are incorporated during the growth of the NW [34, 35]. This type of 

tapering can be inhibited by decreasing the growth temperature [36, 37]. Normally, both types 

of tapering occur simultaneously. In this work, we will study how the droplet density and a 
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gas pressure change affect the shape of the NWs. 

 

Figure III.16 – Schematic evolution of the diameter of Si NWs synthesized via VLS mechanism. 

(a) A catalyst droplet (Au) on a substrate (Si). (b) An ideal Si NW with a uniform diameter 

along NW growth direction. (c) The tapering results from the migration of Au atoms during 

NW growth, shrinking the size of the Au droplet. Arrows represent the direction of the Au 

atom migration. (d) The tapering is the result of a radial NW sidewall deposition. Arrows 

represent the lateral NW growth. 

III.3.1   Catalyst droplet density 

 

 In order to study how the Au droplet density affects the shape of the NWs, Si NWs 

were grown with two different Au droplet densities under the same low silane partial pressure 

(0.08 mbar), the same total pressure (1.1 mbar), the same temperatures (500 °C) and the same 

growth time (30 min) using CVD. The results are reported in Figure III.17. A linear relation is 

found between the diameter of the droplet at the top of NWs (dtop) and the diameter of their 

base (dbase). Although the growth conditions are the same, the tapering effect is more 

pronounced in the case of the low droplet density, when NWs with a similar base diameter are 

considered. The reason will be discussed afterwards. 
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Figure III.17 – Measurements of the Si NW top diameters (dtop) as a function of their base 

diameters (dbase). Measurements from the high and low density droplets are plotted in blue 

triangles and red squares respectively. Si NWs are synthesized at the same temperature of 

500 °C, the same growth time (30 min), the same silane partial pressure (0.08 mbar) and the 

same total pressure (1.1 mbar) 

III.3.2   Growth precursor pressure 

 

 Si NWs were synthesized by CVD under two different silane partial pressures but with 

the same total pressure (1.1 mbar), the same catalyst droplet densities (high), the same 

temperatures (500 °C) and the same growth time (30 min). Here, the average tapering quantity 

is defined as ((dbase – dtop) / L = Δd/L which corresponds to the decrease of the diameter along 

the main axis of the NW. As the ratio between Δd and L is small, it corresponds to the angle 

between the main axis of the NW and the segment defined by the NW sidewall. The top and 

base diameters of the Si NWs and their length are measured with SEM. The results are 

reported in Figure III.18. In order to account for these results, two growth rates have to be 

considered. The first one is the axial growth rate which is the main growth rate and is related 

to the NW diameter and the precursor pressure. The second one is the lateral growth. At low 

silane partial pressure, it clearly appears that the tapering varies as the inversed of the length 

of the NW. Indeed, the rate of the lateral growth can be considered to be constant for a given 

specimen during the growth. Due to the formation of facets, the dissociation of the silane 

precursor on the NW sidewall does not lead to a significant diffusion of the Si atoms towards 

the Au-rich droplet, but rather to their direct incorporation onto the sidewall, causing a lateral 

overgrowth. If it is assumed that all the Si NWs start to grow at the same time, the overgrowth 
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will be the same whatever the initial NW diameter at a given length from the NW base. Since 

the thickness of the Si layer overgrown on the Si sidewall along the main axis of the NW 

depends only on the duration of the growth and NWs with the bigger diameters have the 

higher growth rate, the tapering angle will decrease as 1/L as the total diameter increases. In 

contrast, at high silane partial pressure, the ratio between Δd and L is quite small and does not 

significantly vary when the total diameter of NW increases.  

 

Figure III.18 – Degree of tapering, defined as Δd/L = (dbase – dtop) / L, as a function of the NW 

diameter for two different silane partial pressures. dbase, dtop and L are the base, the top 

diameters and the length of Si NWs respectively. Calculations from the high (0.4 mbar) and 

low (0.08 mbar) silane partial pressure are plotted in blue triangles and red squares 

respectively. Si NWs are synthesized at the same temperature of 500 °C, the same growth time 

(30 min) and the same total pressure (1.1 mbar) 

 

 As mentioned previously, two reasons are at the origin of the tapering effect: the 

reduction of the droplet volume and the lateral growth of NW. The first part of the discussion 

focuses on the reduction of the catalyst droplet volume. There are two reasons that can 

contribute to the reduction of the catalyst droplet volume as mentioned earlier, namely, the 

migration of Au atoms through TPB towards the volume of the NW and the diffusion of Au 

atom through the interface between the droplet and the NW. It has been shown in the 

literature that the migration of Au atoms from the droplet towards the NW sidewall surface is 

the major mechanism for tapering during growth for low pressure conditions [24]. In order to 

estimate the number of Au atoms that leave the droplet, the Au droplet is assumed to be a 

hemisphere, the contact angle of the droplet being 90°. It is also supposed that the droplet is 
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of pure Au at the beginning of the growth and that the Au concentration at the end of the 

growth may be given by the Au/Si phase diagram [38].  

 Although the initial diameter of the Au-rich droplet is not known, it is assumed that 

the base diameter does not change during the growth in case there is no lateral overgrowth. As 

a result, the reduction of the droplet size can be measured from the difference between the 

base diameters compared to the top diameter. One then needs to estimate the thickness of the 

Au atom coverage on the NW sidewall. Several thickness estimation values are given in the 

literature such as 1 monolayer [24] and 1.8 monolayer [28]. The later one was deduced by 

taking into account the existence of Au clusters on the NW sidewalls. In our work, the 

thickness of the Au coverage on the sidewalls is chosen as 1 monolayer. As this wetting layer 

is supplied by the Au-rich droplet at the top of the NWs, it is related to the decrease the 

droplet volume. Figure III.19 shows the comparison between both quantities:  the increase of 

the Au coverage and the reduction of the droplet size. The plotted data corresponds to the 

average values obtained for 12 different NWs and three different growth conditions.   

 

Figure III.19 – Average Au atom variation in droplets compared to average Au atoms needed 

to wet the NW sidewall surface with one monolayer for three different growth conditions. 

Blue shadow and red hollow bars represent the Au atom coverage on the Si NW sidewall 

surface and the reduction of Au atoms in the droplet during the Si NW growth respectively for 

all three growth conditions. Error bars represent the deviation obtained from 12 samples. 

 

 As illustrated in Figure III.19 (a), it is clearly shown in the case of the high silane 

partial pressure, that the lost of Au atoms in the droplets is not sufficient to cover the entire 

sidewall surface. The reverse situation is observed when the silane partial pressure is low and 

whatever the densities of the droplets are (Figure III.19 (b) and (c)). It can be assumed in 
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these later two cases that the migration of Au atoms occurs on the NW sidewall, the sidewalls 

growing laterally at the same time. Owing to these considerations, the results presented in 

Figure III.17 and Figure III.18 can be discussed as follows:  

 At low silane partial pressure, the lateral growth contribution to the tapering of the 

NWs can be assumed to be identical due to the same experimental conditions (same total 

pressure, same silane partial pressure and same temperature) for high and low densities of Au 

droplets. However, Figure III.17 shows that the NWs prepared with the lower density of 

droplet are more tapered. Therefore, this variation in the tapering effect is only caused by the 

migration of Au atoms on the NW sidewalls. It must be noted here that the total number of Au 

atoms deposited on the Si substrates, prior to Si NW growth, has the same value because Au 

deposition flux and time are the same for both samples. The Gibbs-Wulff theory indicates that 

the gradient of chemical potential is the driving force for diffusion on surface [18]. In this 

case, the migration coefficient of Au atoms on all NW surfaces has the same value because 

the pressure and the temperature are identical for both samples. The Au atoms flux on the NW 

sidewall surface, j, is given by the relation of Nernst-Einstein: 

LTk

nD
j

B 





              (Equation III.20) 

 As the Au atom density on the substrate surface is small, the Au atoms can migrate 

from the droplets towards the regions of the substrate located between the NWs. Because 

these regions are bigger in the case of a sample with a low density of droplets, they can 

accommodate more Au adatoms migrating from the droplets during the growth. These 

droplets thus lose more Au atoms, causing the formation of NWs that are more tapered. 

III.4   Conclusion 

 

 As a conclusion, in this chapter we have investigated key parameters that govern the 

NW morphology: their length and their diameter. Considering the NW length, two growth 

methods (CVD and MBE) have been used to synthesize NWs. Several growth rate models 

have been developed by taking into account the different incorporation pathways. For CVD-

grown Si NWs, the dominant incorporation pathway is the impingement through the catalyst 

droplet surface. For MBE-grown NWs, two different growth directions (vertical and inclined) 

have been characterized in order to investigate the NW sidewall diffusion effect on NW 

growth rate. It is found that the growth rate of NWs with inclined growth direction is larger 

than the vertical one due to the impingement flux on the NW sidewalls. Normally, the growth 

rate of MBE-grown NWs decreases with their diameter. For the inclined NWs, the time 
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evolution of length-diameter dependence indicates that there is a cross point of the diameter-

length dependence at a certain time, which can be used to narrow the NW length distribution 

regardless of the initial catalyst droplet size.  

 Concerning the change of Si NW diameter (tapering) during Si NW growth, we have 

found that two different growth parameters, namely, the growth precursor pressure and the 

catalyst droplet density, can influence the tapering simultaneously. The tapering of Si NWs 

synthesized at high precursor pressure and droplet density is weaker than the one grown at 

low precursor pressure and droplet density. 
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Chapter IV 

IV   Influence of the catalyst materials on the growth of out of 

plane and in-plane Si nanowires (VLS and SLS)  

 

 It is well known that impurities in a crystal modify the perfect crystal‟s chemical 

bonds and govern many important properties of materials, such as their conductivity, color 

and chemical reactivity [1, 2]. As seen in the previous chapter, the growth of Si nanowires 

(NWs) occurs through the use of catalysts droplet and it has been shown that the catalyst 

droplet might shrink in size during the growth, due to the diffusion of catalyst materials. Such 

diffusion occurs mainly on the NW sidewalls, but catalyst materials can also be incorporated 

into the volume of the NWs [3]. They act as impurities that affect the overall electrical 

properties of the NWs. As an example, Figure IV.1 compares the magnitude and lifetimes of 

photoconductance traces measured on Si NWs using the Time-Resolved Microwave 

Conductivity (TRMC) technique. This technique allows the detection of radiation-induced 

charge separation by time-resolved measurement of the changes in microwave adsorption [4]. 

In the case of an array of Si NWs grown from Au catalysts at high silane partial pressure (HP), 

the lifetime of the photo carriers is of the order of a few ns, whereas for the array grown at 

low silane partial pressure (LP), where Au is known to wet the NW sidewalls, the lifetime 

was found to reach s. Understanding the role of the catalysts not only to increase the 

crystallization rate, but also to modify the electrical properties of Si NWs is crucial to build 

functional NWs. 

 

Figure IV.1 – Photoconductance transients observed for non-doped Si nanowires, which are 

synthesized at high silane pressure (HP) and low silane pressures (LP) respectively, 

photoexcited at 500 nm using an incident intensity of 6×10
-7 

J/cm
2
/pulse. The inset is the 

normalized photoconductance transients for HP and LP Si NWs. Adapted from [5]. 
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 Here we will address several issues. Can we replace Au by other materials to grow Si 

NWs? Do all catalyst materials that we are going to study diffuse into the volume of the NWs? 

What are their distributions? Could we expect to turn their bulk incorporation into an asset for 

the electrical conductivity of the wires? 

IV.1   Au distribution in Si nanowires  

  

 As Atom Probe Tomography (APT) is a high spatial resolution microscope with a 

lateral and depth resolution of 0.3 nm and 0.1 nm respectively, it is first possible to evidence 

whether Si NW is crystalline with the APT technique. Several experimental conditions such 

as precursor pressure and catalyst droplet diameter can influence the CVD-grown Si NW 

growth direction simultaneously. It was shown in the literature, that the dominant growth 

direction of Si NWs with large diameter (> 20 nm) is the [111] direction at low precursor 

pressure [6-8]. By taking advantage of this diameter-dependent growth orientation, Si NWs 

were grown intentionally on Si (111) pillars with large diameter catalyst droplets (50 nm < D 

< 80 nm) using the CVD synthesis method. As a consequence, Si NWs grow perpendicularly 

on the Si (111) pillars. A single Si NW on a pillar is prepared for the APT investigation by 

applying the specimen preparation method described in chapter II.2.4.1. The diameter and 

length of the Si NW analyzed in this work are 70 nm and 5 μm respectively. Figure IV.2 (a) is 

the cross-section view of 3D reconstruction of a single intrinsic Si NW investigated by laser 

assisted APT. The presence of three low atom density areas is consistent with the presence of 

three crystallographic poles. Figure IV.2 (b) is a cross-section of atom map reconstruction 

showing the [1-10], [2-11] and [101] crystallographic orientations with the measurement 

distances of 0.37 ± 0.01 nm, 0.32 ± 0.01 nm and 0.38 ± 0.01 nm respectively. The orientations 

are displayed in 1D in order to measure the inter plane distance accurately. Each 

crystallographic orientation is calculated from the NW growth direction and the angle 

between each orientation using the stereographic projection. The distance between the atomic 

plans can be used to accurately calibrate the 3D lattice reconstruction. The existence of atomic 

plane in the reconstruction volume reveals that Si NWs has a crystalline structure and attest 

that the growth takes place along the <111> orientation.  
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Figure IV.2 – (a) Top view of 3D reconstruction of Si atom distribution in an intrinsic [111] 

Si NW analyzed by atom probe tomography. The reconstruction surface is 32×32 nm
2
. (b) 

Cross-section view of the 3D reconstruction encompassing the [1-10], [2-11] and [101] 

crystallographic directions. 

 

 Then, information on the chemical composition of the NWs can be obtained. As it was 

shown in the previous chapter, changing the pressure of silane modifies the volume of the 

catalyst droplet and the shape of the NWs during the growth. We have therefore studied the 

distribution of Au atoms in the Si NWs depending on the silane partial pressure. 

IV.1.1   Low precursor pressure 

 

 The growth experimental condition for achieving the low precursor pressure is listed 

in Table IV.1. Silane is diluted with hydrogen in a ratio of 1:150. The total and silane partial 

pressures are kept at 1.1 mbar and 7.3×10
-3

 mbar respectively. The growth temperature and 

time are 500 °C and 30 min respectively. 

 

 

 

Table IV.1 – Growth experimental condition of intrinsic Si NWs synthesized with low silane 

pressure. Silane is chosen as the precursor gas. Hydrogen is used as the carrier gas. 

 

 In order to study the core as well as the sidewall of the Si NW, a single Si NW was 

welded inclined on a W tip intentionally as discussed in chapter II.2.3.2. Figure IV.3 (a) 

shows the SEM image of an individual Si NW with the Au droplet on its top and small Au 

Pressure 

(mbar) 

T 

(°C) 

SiH4 

(sccm) 

H2 

(sccm) 

Time 

(min) 

1.1 500 1 150 30 
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clusters on its sidewall. Figure IV.3 (b) is a two-dimensional projection of the chemical 

analysis performed for this inclined Si NW. While the NW diameter was 65 nm, only one 

portion of the Si NW extending over 30 nm (reconstructed with inter plane distance) is 

characterized by APT. The diameter of the analyzed volume for a NW with a certain diameter 

is 0.56 R, as calculated in chapter II.2.3.2. Therefore, the maximum diameter of the analyzed 

volume given by APT for a Si NW with a diameter of 65 nm is 36.4 nm which is close to the 

diameter of the reconstructed volume (30 nm).  

 Figure IV.3 (c) and (d) show the mass to charge spectra of Au atoms on the Si NW 

sidewall surface and in the NW core respectively. A peak of Au atoms for Au
+
 (197 amu) on 

the NW sidewall is clearly detected but no peak of Au
+
 is detected inside the NW. The upper 

bound of the total Au atom concentration in the Si NW core is measured to be 3 × 10
17

 

Au/cm
3
. The yellow dots in the Si NW core are not the Au atom but just the background noise 

atoms due to the noise in mass spectrum at 197 amu. A significant incorporation of Au atoms 

into the core of the Si NWs during the growth is unexpected because of the low equilibrium 

solubility of Au in Si (e.g. 2 × 10
15

 Au/cm
3
 in Si at 650 °C [9]). Although it has been shown 

that Au atoms can diffuse from the droplet, Figure IV.3 clearly shows that Au atoms prefer to 

stay adsorbed on the Si NW sidewall rather than to be embedded in the NW.  

 

Figure IV.3 – Tomographic characterization of Au atoms in individual Si NW. (a) Scanning 

electron microscopy image of Si NW synthesized at low growth pressure. It clearly shows the 

existence of Au-rich droplet on top of NW and Au clusters on NW sidewall. (b) Analyzed 

volume of a Si NW by APT. Red dots correspond to Si atoms, whereas yellow dots are the 

signature of Au atoms. The vertical arrow indicates the NW growth direction. (c) and (d) are 

the mass to charge spectra of Au atoms on the NW sidewall and in the NW core respectively. 
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 The advantage of APT is that the species can be located and viewed in 3D. Figure IV.4 

(a) is a slice of the <111>-oriented Si NWs, where the (111) atomic planes are well 

characterized. This accurate inter plane distance (0.31 ± 0.01 nm) can be chosen as the 

reconstruction parameter. Figure IV.4 (b) and (c) are the 3D reconstruction of Si NW with a 

volume scale 30×27×143 nm
3
, where 2300000 atoms are collected during the APT analysis. 

In this figure, Si, Au and O atoms have been represented by red, yellow and green dots 

respectively. The Au atoms can be detected clearly at the surface of the Si NW with a 

detection limit of 1.14×10
19

 at/cm
3
, no Au atom is detected inside the NW. The O atoms are 

also detected at the surface of the Si NW (Figure IV.4 (c)). It should be pointed out that in the 

Figure IV.4 (c) the green dots inside the NW are not oxygen atoms but correspond to the 

background noise. Figure IV.4 (d) is the 3D reconstruction of iso concentration surface with 

5% Au atoms (yellow) and 30% O atoms (green). The matrix (red) represents the Si atoms. 

The Au atoms exist on the Si NW sidewall and tend to aggregate to form clusters. Figure IV.4 

(e) is the 45° rotated view of Fig. 4 (d) given for clarity. The reconstruction of Figure IV.4 (d) 

and (e) are achieved with the Avizo software. As seen from Figure IV.4 (d), the NW sidewalls 

are covered with a thin layer of Si oxide. Interestingly, the Au clusters are also covered by a 

Si oxide layer. This phenomenon suggests that the oxidation of the Si NWs occurs after Si 

NWs are exposed to air and not in the CVD chamber. The average radius of Au cluster 

calculated from the pair correlation function g(r) is 1.5 nm. The concentration of Si atoms in 

the Au clusters is calculated to be 72% ± 6 %, which is much more than the Si composition in 

bulk eutectic Au-Si alloy (24% of Si at our NW growth temperature).  

 
Figure IV.4 – 3D reconstruction of (a) a slice of Si [111] plane perpendicular to Si NW 

growth direction, (b) Au atoms (yellow dots) on the Si NW surface (red dots) and (c) oxygen 

atoms (green dots) on Si NW surface. The analyzed volume is 30×27×143 nm
3
. The vertical 

arrows indicate the NW growth direction. Only 20% of the Si atoms are presented for clarity. 
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(d) The distribution of Au (yellow) and oxygen region (green) in the matrix of Si atoms (red) 

on the surface of Si NW are shown. (e) 45° rotated view of the same volume.  

 

 Using these Au clusters, Si nano-branches can be grown from the backbone Si NW as 

shown in Figure IV.5. These Si nano-branches can further increase the surface-to-volume 

ratio of the NW. Before the synthesis of Si NWs, the Au droplets are prepared from the 

annealing of the Au thin film at 700 °C for 5 min in the CVD chamber prior to NW growth. 

Such a thermal treatment results in the formation of Au droplets with diameters ranging from 

70 nm to a few hundred of nanometers. The experimental growth conditions are the same as 

in the previous case at low precursor pressure for inducing the formation of Au clusters on 

NW sidewall. It is clearly shown in Figure IV.5 that plenty of Si nano-branches grow around 

the Si NW sidewall. The mean diameter of the Si nano-branches is 6-8 nm, which is slightly 

larger than the typical diameter of Au clusters (3 nm), certainly due to Ostwald ripening of the 

Au clusters. The length of Si nano-branches at the base of Si NW is much longer than the one 

close the Au droplet due to the longer growth time.  

 

Figure IV.5 – Si nano-branches grown on Si NW at low silane partial pressure.  

 

 Finally, in order to analyze quantitatively the composition of this Si oxide layer, a 

composition profile along the cross-section is made, as shown in Figure IV.6. This profile has 

been made by moving a slice with a 1 nm step along the radial direction. The composition of 

this Si oxide layer is calculated to be: Si: 28.3%, O: 65.2% which is near the stoichiometry of 

SiO2. It should be noted that the discrepancy of this value to 100% is due to the existence of 

Au atoms on the NW sidewall surface (Au: 6.5 %). It can be seen from Figure IV.6 that the 

interface between the Au cluster/SiO2 region and the Si core of the NW is not abrupt: the 

diffusion of oxygen atoms into the Si NWs spreads over 4 nm.  
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Figure IV.6 – Distribution of Si, O and Au atom composition along the cross-section of 

individual Si NW. 

IV.1.2   High precursor pressure 

 

 In order to investigate the effect of the precursor pressure on the distribution of the 

catalyst (Au) atoms on the NW sidewall, Si NWs were also synthesized at high precursor 

pressure. The experimental growth condition is listed in Table IV.2. Silane is also diluted with 

hydrogen but in a ratio of 1:1 for achieving a higher precursor pressure. The total and silane 

partial pressure are kept at 0.798 mbar and 0.4 mbar respectively. The growth temperature and 

time are also 500 °C and 30 min. 

 

 

 

Table IV.2 – Growth experimental condition of Si NWs synthesized at high silane pressure. 

Silane is chosen as the precursor gas. Hydrogen is used as the gas carrier. 

 

 In order to investigate the Si NW sidewall surface, a single Si NW is welded inclined 

on a W tip as in the previous case.  The cleaved end of the Si NW is characterized by APT. 

Figure IV.7 shows the spatial distribution of the detected atoms in a reconstructed volume of 

30 × 30 × 33 nm
3
. The NW growth direction is <112> as determined by the APT using the 

stereographic projection of Figure IV.7 (b) and (c). The green and red dots represent the O 

and Si atoms respectively. Only Si and O atoms are detected during the APT analysis. There 

is no trace of Au atoms. The composition of the oxide layer corresponds to the native dioxide 

SiO2.  

Pressure 

(mbar) 

T 

(°C) 

SiH4 

(sccm) 

H2 

(sccm) 

Time 

(min) 

0.798 500 50 50 30 
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Figure IV.7 – (a) 3D reconstruction of the atom map distribution of a bottom end oriented 

intrinsic Si NW synthesized at high precursor pressure. The green and red dots represent the 

O ant Si atoms respectively. The reconstruction volume is 30 × 30 × 33 nm
3
. Arrow indicates 

Si NW growth direction. (b) and (c) are cross section showing one of the [111] poles of Si NW 

with a <112> growth direction. 

  

 The comparison of this result with the one obtained at low silane partial pressure 

shows that no Au film or cluster is formed on Si NW sidewall at high silane pressure. Such a 

result is consistent with the results described in chapter III and in the literature [10, 11]. 

  

IV.2   Indium/Tin catalysts for the growth of Si nanowires  

 

 Other alternative catalysts such as Al [12], In [13] and Sn [14] have been explored in 

recent years in replacing Au for their incompatibility with the existing semiconductor 

technology. As it has been presented and discussed in the previous parts, Au atoms diffuse 

along the NW sidewalls. Wetting the NW sidewalls can lead to a thin metallic film that 

creates a Schottky barrier and modify the potential inside the NW core along the radial 

direction. Therefore, the diffusion of Au atoms causes a modification of NW properties that 

can be detrimental to its conductivity. In contrast to Au, the group III catalyst such as In can 

not only form an eutectic alloy with Si but also act as a p-type dopant. In this part, we 

investigate the role of catalysts consisting in an alloy between In and Sn for two different 

types of growth, the Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) and Solid-Liquid-Solid (SLS) mechanisms. 

The melting temperatures of In and Sn are 156 °C [15] and 232 °C [16] respectively, which 

can provide the possibility to grow Si NWs at low temperatures. However, the nearly zero Si 

concentration in the catalyst droplet at the eutectic temperature [15] is a challenge for the 
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growth of Si NWs. Our goal is to study the catalyst atom distribution and concentration in the 

NW as such atomic species may diffuse in a similar manner as Au. In this work, the mixed 

catalysts droplets consisting of In and Sn atoms are prepared by a H2 plasma treatment on the 

Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) substrate in a Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 

(PECVD) chamber with a typical rf power, H2 flow rate, and chamber pressure of 5 W, 100 

SCCM and 0.798 mbar respectively at a temperature of 300 °C for 1 min. 

IV.2.1   By Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) mechanism 

 

 The experimental growth conditions for VLS-grown Si NWs are listed in Table IV.3. 

The synthesis proceeds in a PECVD chamber. The total partial pressure is kept at 0.16 mbar. 

Silane has a flux of 10 sccm and it is diluted with hydrogen. The growth temperature and time 

are 500 °C and 15 min respectively. The NW growth temperature is much higher than the 

catalyst melting temperature. Although, Si NWs can be synthesized at low temperature such 

as 300 °C, the morphology of the Si NWs was found to be irregular for such a low 

temperature [14]. 

 

 

 

Table IV.3 – Growth experimental condition of Si NWs synthesized with mixed catalysts of In 

and Sn via VLS mechanism. Silane is chosen as the precursor gas. Hydrogen is used as the 

carrier gas. 

 

 An SEM image of Si NWs catalyzed by In (Sn) via the VLS mechanism is presented 

in Figure IV.8. The diameter of the Si NWs is in the range of 150-200 nm with a typical 

length of 2-3 μm. We can observe that the In (Sn) catalyzed Si NWs are easily bent during the 

growth in comparison to the Au catalyzed Si NWs. As the diameter of the Si NWs is larger 

than 100 nm, the specimen preparation method described in chapter II.2.4.4 is used. An 

example of a single Si NW mounted on a W support tip before its welding by GIS and annular 

milling by FIB is shown in Figure IV.8 (b).  

Pressure 

(mbar) 

T 

(°C) 

SiH4 

(sccm) 

Time 

(min) 

0.16 500 10 15 
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Figure IV.8 – Scanning electron microscopy image of VLS-grown Si NWs on an ITO substrate 

using mixed catalysts of In and Sn. (a) Top-view of the forest of Si NWs. The density of Si 

NWs is very high and the diameter is relatively large compared to Au catalyzed Si NWs. (b) A 

single Si NW is welded on a W support tip using the specimen preparation method described 

previously. The Si NW is directly taken from the Si NW forest in (a). 

 

 The mass-to-charge spectra of Si NW via the VLS mechanism using In and Sn as 

metal catalysts is presented in Figure IV.9. The existence of both types of catalyst materials in 

the Si NW is clearly observed in the core region of the NW, as shown by the detection of Sn
++

 

and In
+
 isotope as shown in Figure IV.9 (a) and (b) respectively.  

 
Figure IV.9 – Mass-to-charge spectra of Si NW via VLS mechanism using In and Sn as metal 

catalysts. Different isotopes of (a) Sn peaks (Sn
++

) and (b) In peaks (In
+
) have been 

distinguished by atom probe tomography.  

 

 The 3D reconstruction of an individual Si NW catalyzed by the mixed catalysts of In 

and Sn is performed by APT. Si, In and Sn atoms are represented by red matrix, blue dots and 

pink dots respectively in Figure IV.10. The Si crystalline [111] planes are resolved and the 

analyzed volume is 53×53×100 nm
3
. Note that only the NW core is investigated. Both In and 

Sn atoms are found to diffuse into the Si NW core during the growth with a concentration of 

1.50 ± 0.22 × 10
18

 In/cm
3
 and 6.85 ± 0.54 × 10

18
 Sn/cm

3
 respectively. Such analysis thus 

reveals that a significant amount of In and Sn diffuse into NWs in comparison with Au.  
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Figure IV.10 – Atom probe investigation of the core region of a Si NW synthesized with an 

alloy catalysts consisting of In and Sn via the VLS mechanism. The analyzed volume is 

53×53×100 nm
3
. The vertical arrow indicates growth direction. (a) 3D reconstruction of Si 

atoms. (b) Slice of the Si [111] crystalline planes normal to Si NW growth. The inter plane 

distance is 0.31 ± 0.01 nm. (c) and (d) 3D distribution of In and Sn atoms respectively. 

 

IV.2.2   By Solid-Liquid-Solid (SLS) mechanism 

 

 Using the same mixed catalysts, Si NWs are also synthesized by the SLS mechanism 

with two following steps: 1) The deposition of a thin amorphous Si:H layer with a typical 

thickness between 20 ~ 50 nm by the dissociation of pure SiH4 under the following conditions: 

rf power, SiH4 flow rate, and chamber pressure of 2 W, 10 SCCM, and 0.16 mbar at 100 °C, 

respectively, 2) The annealing of the specimen in vacuum (10
−6

 mbar) at 500 °C for 15 h in 

order to activate the catalyst droplets to absorb the a-Si:H layer and produce crystalline Si 

NWs behind. A top-view of SEM image of in-plane Si NWs via the SLS mechanism is shown 

in Figure IV.11. The typical diameter of the Si NWs is 200 nm. The NWs have a length of 

several millimeters. The NW growth rate is calculated to 120 nm/s which is much higher than 

the one of the previous VLS-grown Si NWs (3 nm/s) at the same growth temperature. This 

higher growth rate of SLS-grown Si NWs is due to the direct contact of the a solid state a-

Si:H with a 10
6
-10

7
 higher density than achievable in gas precursor [17]. The bright 

hemispherical protrusions correspond to the catalyst droplets. The inset image is a zoom of an 

in-plane Si NW with the catalyst droplet to the right. The diameter of the catalyst droplet is 

much larger than the one that form on the Si NWs grown by VLS. In this growth mode, the 

diameter of the Si NWs is directly controlled by the thickness of the a-Si:H layer rather than 

the catalyst droplet diameter. The magnified view also shows that the sidewalls of SLS-grown 

Si NWs are rougher than the VLS-grown Si NWs. A channel following the catalyst droplet is 

visible on each side of the NW. Based on the APT specimen preparation method described in 
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chapter II.4, a piece of the sample containing a NW was prepared. Such a preparation requires 

an additional step: the detachment of a single in-plane Si NW from the ITO substrate, where a 

slice of the NW is cut midway along its length with the micro manipulator. Figure IV.11 (b) 

shows one portion of in-plane Si NW which is detached from the ITO substrate and mounted 

on a W tip before welding by GIS and milling by FIB. 

 

Figure IV.11 – Scanning electron microscopy image of SLS-grown Si NWs on an ITO 

substrate using the mixed catalysts of In and Sn. (a) Top-view of Si NW. The length of Si NW 

can reach several millimeters with a diameter of 200 nm. The inset is a magnification of the 

droplet with its diameter much larger than the one of the Si NW. (b) A single Si NW welded on 

a W support tip. 

IV.2.2.1   Impurity concentration in Si nanowires  

 

 Figure IV.12 is the 3D reconstruction of one portion of an in-plane Si NW. The 

analyzed volume is 52×52×100 nm
3
. In the reconstruction volume, each dot represents one 

atom and different atoms are represented with different colors (Si, In and Sn are presented as 

red, blue and pink respectively as indicated in Figure IV.12). In and Sn atoms can be clearly 

detected. The In and Sn concentration amount are 2.72 ± 0.16×10
19

 In/cm
3
 and 1.06 ± 

0.02×10
20

 Sn/cm
3
 respectively. The APT characterization reveals that In and Sn atoms are 

distributed uniformly in the analyzed volume. An extracted reconstruction slice, as presented 

in Figure IV.12 (c), shows a discrete distribution of the In atoms among the Si (111) 

crystallographic planes (for clarity, only Si and In atoms are presented). 
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Figure IV.12 – 3D reconstruction of one portion of Si NW synthesized via SLS mechanism. 

The reconstruction volume is 52×52×100 nm
3
. (a)-(c) Si, In and Sn atoms are clearly 

detected and are represented with red, blue and pink color respectively in the reconstruction 

volume. (d) A reconstruction slice of In atoms in Si (111) planes. The reconstruction volume is 

5×5×20 nm
3
.  Only Si and In atom are represented for clarity.  

 

 The analyses of several Si NWs reveal that the In concentration has a relative stable 

value (1.50-3.69×10
19

 In/cm
3
), whereas the Sn concentration varies (1.35-10.6×10

19
 Sn/cm

3
) 

as plotted in Figure IV.13. The electrical measurements of these Si NWs show that their 

conductivity is similar and corresponds to the activation of In impurities with a concentration 

of ~ 1.5×10
19

 In/cm
3 

[18].  

 

Figure IV.13 – In and Sn concentration measured from five different individual Si NWs (same 

specimen) by atom probe tomography. A stable In concentration in Si NW is observed, 

whereas the Sn concentration varies from one NW to another. 

 

 The comparison between both growth modes suggests that the concentration of In and 

Sn atoms in in-plane Si NWs via the SLS mechanism is much higher as compared to the one 

via the VLS mechanism. One possible explanation is proposed as follow taking into account 

the fluid mechanic. For VLS case, the incorporation of impurity into NW is assumed proceeds 

via a diffusion process, whereas, for SLS case, the incorporation of impurity into NW could 
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be assisted by a viscous flow due to the rotation of the catalyst droplet during NW growth 

[17]. The calculation in the literature [19, 20]  shows that the diffusion process can be 

neglected in comparison to the viscous flow. Therefore, more impurity atoms can be 

incorporated into SLS-grown Si NWs. The diffusion pathway under these conditions is rather 

complex and will be not described in this work. 

IV.2.2.2   In segregation in Si nanowires 

 

 The distribution of the impurities has a role on their electrical activity. As shown 

previously in Figure IV.12, In and Sn atoms can distribute uniformly in some portion of the Si 

NW. However, it is not always the case. In the reconstructed volume of Figure IV.14, 

different atomic elements are represented with different colors (Si, In and Sn are presented as 

red, blue and pink respectively). The analyzed volume is 52×52×157 nm
3
. In and Sn atoms 

can be clearly detected. Figure IV.14 (a), (b) and (c), (d) are the cross-section and normal 

view of the In and Sn atom distributions in the Si NW respectively. In these 3D 

reconstructions, In and Sn atoms are distributed in different manners. Whereas Sn atoms are 

uniformly distributed in the Si NW, In atoms segregate or form clusters. The In and Sn 

concentration are measured to be 1.50 ± 0.06×10
19

 In/cm
3
 and 1.35 ± 0.05×10

19
 Sn/cm

3
 

respectively. The In concentration is much higher compared to its solid solubility in Si at our 

growth temperature of 500 °C (~ 10
17

 In/cm
3
) [21, 22], whereas, the Sn concentration is close 

to its solid solubility in Si (~ 10
19

 Sn/cm
3
) [23, 24]. For this solid solubility reason, In atoms 

are segregated at the stacking faults, whereas, Sn atoms are distributed uniformly. The 

segregation of the In atoms is confirmed with the study of lamellar [112] twins observed with 

HRTEM. 

 

Figure IV.14 – 3D atomic mapping of one portion of an individual in-plane Si NW grown via 

SLS mechanism. The analyzed volume is 52×52×157 nm
3
. Si, In and Sn atoms are presented 
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as red, blue and pink respectively. (a) and (b) Cross-section and normal view of In atom 

distribution in a Si NW. (c) and (d) Cross-section and normal view of Sn atom distribution in 

the same Si NW. 

   

The diffusion of impurity atoms inside the crystalline lattice is believed to be a 

thermally active process. Therefore, the impurity diffusivity can influence their distribution in 

the lattice. An impurity such as In with high diffusivity (10
-22

 cm
2
/s [25]) can diffuse easily to 

the stacking faults in comparison to Sn with its low diffusivity (10
-24

 cm
2
/s [25]). This can 

induce a segregation of In atoms and a uniform distribution of Sn atoms (Figure IV.14). The 

maximum diffusion length at 500 °C for 15h (total NW growth time) is estimated to 0.5 nm, 

this clearly shows that the diffusion of impurity can be accelerated by the existence of the 

extended defects such as stacking faults with an increase of diffusivity of almost three orders 

of magnitude as compared to the bulk one [26].  

In Figure IV.15 (a), a one-dimensional concentration profile of the In concentration is 

drawn by moving a slice with a 1 nm step along the red arrow of Figure IV.15 (b). The In 

concentration in the region where it has segregated and in the matrix are measured to be 3.0 ± 

0.28 ×10
19

 In/cm
3
 and 5.6 ± 1.5 ×10

18
 In/cm

3
 respectively. Figure IV.15 (c) is the iso 

concentration of In atoms in an individual Si NW. In these regions, the In concentration of the 

cluster reaches 2.0 ± 1.0 ×10
21

 In/cm
3
. In conclusion, In can substitute to Si as single 

impurities, but it also form clusters, that could be metallic inside the semiconductor core of 

the NW.  

 

Figure IV.15 – Atomic scale characterization of In segregation in a single in-plane Si NW via 

SLS mechanism. (a) In concentration profile along the cross-section. The profile is taken 

along the red arrow in (b). Cross-section view of In segregation in a single Si NW. The 
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analyzed surface is 40×40 nm
2
. (c) Iso concentration of In atoms in an individual Si NW. The 

scale bar with color represents the change of In concentration in the Si NW. 

 

Assuming an equilibrium segregation process, the segregation energy (ΔE) then can be 

calculated. According to McLean‟s thermodynamic arguments [27], the segregation energy 

can be calculated from the average concentration B in the segregation (CB) and the one in the 

matrix around the defect (CA) as 

kT

E

C

C

A

B 
 exp  

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the NW growth temperature. In this defect, CB = 3.0 

± 0.28 ×10
19

 In/cm
3
 and CA = 5.6 ± 1.5 ×10

18
 In/cm

3
. Then, ΔE can be calculated to be 0.12 ± 

0.01 eV. This value is lower than the segregation energy of B in loop defects (0.35 eV) [28]. 

 Another type of catalyst atom distribution in the in-plane Si NW is shown in Figure 

IV.16. In and Sn atoms are presented with blue and pink dots respectively. The analyzed 

volume is 32×32×86 nm
3
. The In concentration is 3.69 ± 0.20× 10

19
 In/cm

3
. Again, it can be 

clearly seen that In atoms segregate in the Si NW and form several clusters. The In 

concentration in the region where In has segregated is 1 ± 0.08 × 10
20

 In/cm
3
. In contrast, the 

In concentration in the matrix is very low with an upper bound of 1×10
18

 In/cm
3
. This value is 

lower than the In concentration found in the VLS-grown Si NWs. Interestingly, Sn atoms are 

not distributed uniform anymore but segregate in the Si NW core. The Sn concentration is 

measured to be 3.28 ± 0.19 × 10
19

 Sn/cm
3
 which is higher than its solid solubility. The Sn 

concentration in the region that are Sn-rich or Sn-poor amount to 7.0 ± 0.62 ×10
19

 Sn/cm
3
 and 

1.8 ± 1.2 ×10
19

 Sn/cm
3
 respectively.  

 

Figure IV.16 – 3D atomic mapping of catalyst atoms in an in-plane Si NW synthesized via the 

SLS mechanism. In and Sn atoms are presented with blue and pink dots respectively. The 
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analyzed volume is 32×32×86 nm
3
. (a) Segregation and clusters of In atoms in the Si NW. (b) 

Segregation of Sn atoms in the same Si NW. 

 

 In order to investigate the structural region where a high concentration of In was found, 

HRTEM (by Dr. G. Patriarche at LPN) was also used in order to characterize the crystalline 

structure of in-plane Si NWs via the SLS mechanism. Figure IV.17 show HRTEM images of 

the in-plane Si NWs. One portion of a single in-plane Si NW is presented in Figure IV.17 (a). 

It shows clearly the presence of stacking defaults. Figure IV.17 (b) is a magnified view of a 

portion of the Si NWs. Defect lines appear brighter compared to other regions. These regions 

with more contrast correspond to high concentration of impurity catalyst atoms (In or Sn or 

both), because In and Sn are atoms that are much heavier than the matrix Si atoms. It reveals 

that the impurity atoms can segregate uniformly along Si NW or form nano clusters and the 

planar segregations are parallel one to each other as shown by APT. Figure IV.17 (d) shows 

the crystalline structure and lamellar twins with higher contrast. The inter plane distance and 

the twin angle are measured to be 0.22 nm and 142° which indicates that these twin plane has 

[112] orientation.  

 
Figure IV.17 – High resolution transmission electron microscopy images of in-plane Si NW 

synthesized via SLS mechanism. (a) One portion of Si NW with defect lines. (b) High 

magnified view of one portion of Si NW with the impurity catalyst (In or Sn or both) in Si NW. 

(c) Higher magnified view. Two regions with a different contrast are labeled A and B. (d) 

Multiple [112] twins. One of them is made up of an impurity plane. The high resolution 

transmission electron microscopy characterization was performed by G. Patriarche in LPN, 

Marcoussis. 
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 Figure IV.18 presents comparative images of In segregation in in-plane Si NWs 

characterized by HRTEM (Figure IV.18 (a)) and APT (Figure IV.18 (b) and (c)). For APT 

image, only 20% of Si atoms are presented for clarity.  

 
Figure IV.18 – Comparison between HRTEM and APT images showing In segregation 

characterized by (a) high resolution transmission electron microscopy and (b), (c) atom probe 

tomography. Only 20% of Si atoms are presented for clarity. (c) is the same volume as (b) 

with a rotation of 90° . HRTEM image has been obtained by Dr. G. Patriarche at LPN 

Laboratory. 

 

 Stacking faults are a rather common phenomenon in Si NWs. Indeed, they can also be 

found in Si NWs synthesized by other synthesis methods such as Supercritical Fluid-Liquid-

Solid (SFLS) [29, 30], CVD [31] and PECVD [32] as well as in other semiconductor material 

such as GaP [33] and Ge [34]. Under given growth condition, VLS-grown Si NWs exhibit the 

same stacking faults [31]. It should be pointed here that the existence of twin in material has 

its own advantages. For example, it is possible to increase the mechanical and electrical 

properties of copper thin film by increasing the twin densities [35, 36]. As far as the 

orientation of twins is concerned, two different types of twins, namely, transverse and parallel 

to NW growth direction, exist. The accumulation or trapping of impurity atoms on extended 

defects such as stacking defaults and dislocations is also a rather general phenomenon such as 

the Cottrell atmosphere around Si defects [37]. The interaction between these impurity atoms 

and the extended defects are also extensively studied [26, 38]. Several reasons are at the 

origin of extended defects in semiconductor materials during their elaboration or after 

treatment such as ion implantation or mechanical strength. The stacking faults in our Si NWs 

are formed spontaneously during the NW growth. As the stacking faults can influence greatly 

the material properties, it is an important issue to attempt to understand how these faults are 

formed. 
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 A two-dimensional nucleation-based model is proposed to explain the form of the 

longitudinal twins during the NW growth. The existence of stacking faults is due to the 

instabilities at the interface between the catalyst droplet and the NW. That is to say, the faults 

in NWs are transferred from the interface into NW. Figure IV.19 shows the schematic 

illustration of twin formation for SLS-grown NWs. It is assumed that the nucleation in the 

catalyst droplet of SLS-grown NWs follows the growth mode of mono nucleus and layer-by-

layer as for VLS-grown NWs [39, 40]. In this case, the growing interface is assumed to be flat 

and continuous as illustrated in Figure IV.19 (a) with a red dashed line. The interface can be 

viewed as a semi molten state between liquid droplet and solid NW. At given growth 

condition, with high nucleation rate, this growth mode is no more adapted. Instead, the poly-

nuclei growth mode is preferred but still with a layer-by-layer growth (Figure IV.19 (b)). The 

nucleation mode becomes poly-nuclei and multi layers (islands) with the increase of the 

supersaturation (in favor of an increase of the nucleation rate). This is due to the fact that at 

high supersaturation, the kink site, which is the preferential nucleation site, is no more the 

only nucleation site. The nucleation on the crystal surface could also occur according to the 

Terrace Ledge Kink model [41]. This process can induce the formation of several crystalline 

islands at the interface. Therefore, the interface with several nucleation sites is not flat any 

more as shown in Figure IV.19 (c). This lack of flatness at the interface can induce the 

formation of twins during nucleation. Therefore, it can be concluded that several pyramids 

can generate multi twins [32, 42]. 

 

Figure IV.19 – Schematic illustration of longitudinal twin formation during NW growth. (a) 

Nucleation mode of mono nucleus and layer-by-layer for SLS-grown NWs. (b) Nucleation 

mode of poly-nuclei and layer-by-layer. (c) Nucleation mode of poly nuclei and multi layers. 
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 Now, coming back to the impurity incorporation and segregation in NW. It is shown in 

the model above that twin defects may be transmitted from the molten nucleation interface 

into the solid NW. Based on this concept, the segregation of impurity in the NW could occur 

during the crystallization of the NW (between poly-nuclei) rather than by a solid diffusion 

process. However, owing to our experimental results, this process should not occur. Indeed, if 

the segregation of impurity occurs during the nucleation, no transport of impurity, either In or 

Sn, is needed due to the very fast nucleation of layers (estimation to 2.6 ms from growing of 

one monolayer). Thus, In and Sn should be introduce in the same way, with same quantity and 

same spatial distribution in the NW. But, this is contradictory with our APT results. Therefore, 

we can conclude that the segregation of impurities must occur via a solid diffusion 

mechanism in NW. 

IV.3   Conclusion 

 

 In summary, different catalysts (Au, In and Sn) are used to synthesize Si NWs via the 

different growth mechanisms (VLS and SLS) in order to study their influences on the 

incorporation of catalyst atoms in the Si NWs.  

 For Au-catalyzed Si NWs via the VLS mechanism, the upper bound of Au 

concentration residing in the NW core is measured to be 3 × 10
17

 Au/cm
3
 either at a low 

pressure or a high pressure of the precursors. It is found that at a low growth pressure the Au 

atoms will migrate from the Au-rich droplet on NW sidewall and will form nano clusters. The 

diameter and concentration of these nano clusters were measured. Subsequently, nano 

branches can be grown by taking advantage of these nano clusters. However, the existence of 

Au atoms on NW sidewall can modify the NW property through the formation a Schottky 

barrier. The existence of SiO2 is also evidenced on the Si NW sidewall.  

 Mixed catalysts of In and Sn have also been investigated. In the VLS growth mode, 

they tend to distribute uniformly. In contrast, in the SLS growth mode, there is the formation 

of lamella twin defects due to the roughness of nucleation interface. Such defects favor the 

segregation of impurities that arrange into clusters. This kind of clusters may compensate the 

electrical activity role of the individual In impurity. 
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Chapter V 

V   Dopant metrology in “out of plane elaboration” Si nanowires 

(etching and VLS): an atom probe approach 

 

 For application such as the solar cells, one important issue is to increase the photon 

collector surface. The “out of plane elaboration” of Si NWs can improve this due to the large 

surface to volume ratio considering Si NWs. As it is naturally an intrinsic material, Si NWs 

need to be doped for their use in solar cell devices. In order to understand the doping process, 

whatever is the process, the characterization of an individual Si NW is necessary. As a nano 

object characterization technique, the atom probe gives us the opportunity to have the 

information on the dopant distribution and concentration in a single Si NW. 

 In this chapter, the dopant metrology in Si NWs synthesized respectively by “top-

down” or “bottom-up” approaches is realized using APT. It will be presented and discussed 

following two parts: 

 i) Si NWs synthesized by the “top-down” approach. The distribution and concentration 

of B in individual Si NWs are presented and discussed. 

 ii) Si NWs synthesized by the “bottom-up” approach. The distribution and 

concentration of B and P in individual Si NWs with different morphology are measured and 

discussed. A model suggesting the doping mechanism is proposed and discussed in order to 

explain the experimental observations. 

V.1   Si nanowires elaborated by etching 

 

 At first, Si NWs synthesized by the “top-down” approach are characterized by APT. Si 

NWs are fabricated from a B-doped Si wafer (with a homogeneous B doping of 1×10
19

 B/cm
3
) 

using the Langmuir-Blodgett assembly and etching as described in chapter I.1.2.1. Figure V.1 

(a) and (b) are SEM images of Si NWs on a Si wafer showing the cross-section view and top 

view respectively. The sidewall of Si NWs exhibits a saw tooth facets just as for Si NWs 

synthesized by the “bottom-up” approach, namely, the CVD method. But in this case the 

origin of these two kinds of saw tooth facets is different. The facet on Si NWs grown by 

“bottom-up” approach is the result of the evolution of the catalyst droplet whereas the facet on 

Si NWs grown by “top-down” is due to the anisotropic etching. Indeed, the NW fabrication 

process by etching includes two successive and alternate steps: the passivation and the etching. 
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The couple SF6/O2 is used for the etching of the substrate and C4F8 is used as the passivation 

gas. However, during the etching, a part of SF6/O2 can also remove the passivation layer. This 

“depassivation” step plays an important role for in the facet formation.     

 Figure V.1 clearly shows that the morphologies of Si NWs: NW length, diameter, 

density and orientation are well controlled in comparison to Si NWs issue from the “bottom-

up” approach. This is an important aspect as far as the integration of Si NW into device such 

as solar cell is considered. The control of the doping of NW is as important as controlling the 

NW morphology. Therefore, in the next paragraph, we use the APT technique to investigate 

these Si NWs in order to consider whether the doping of Si NWs is well controlled or not. 

1 μm

(a) (b)

1 μm

 
Figure V.1 – Scanning electron microscopy images of B-doped Si NWs synthesized by “top-

down” approach: (a) cross-section view and (b) top view. 

 

 The diameter of these Si NWs is in the range of 400 nm which is too large for APT 

investigation. Therefore, the Si NW needed to be ion-milled by FIB after mounting on a 

support tip. The 3D reconstruction of a volume of B-doped Si NW is shown in Figure V.2. Si 

and B atoms are represented by red and black dots respectively. The analyzed volume is 

34×34×130 nm
3
.  

  
Figure V.2– Atom probe investigation of an individual B-doped Si NW core region. Si NW is 

fabricated by the “top-down” approach. Three-dimensional tomographic reconstruction of (a) 
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Si atoms and (b) B atoms. (c) Cross-section view of Si and B atoms. B distribution is uniform 

in Si NW. The analyzed volume is 34×34×130 nm
3
. Arrow indicates Si NW etching direction.  

 

 It can be concluded from Figure V.2 that either the axial or the radial B distribution is 

homogeneous. This is confirmed from the calculation of “frequency distribution” and the Chi-

square test
2
 as shown in Figure V.3. Three different Si NWs extracted from the same etched 

wafer are measured. In Figure V.3, the comparison between the experimental distribution and 

binomial distribution of B atoms in Si NWs is shown. Figure V.3 clearly reveals that the B 

atoms in Si NWs are randomly distributed. This observation is reasonable as B atoms are 

uniformly distributed in the Si wafer before the fabrication process. The etching process itself 

does not induce any modification of the B distribution. As a conclusion, the B distribution in 

Si NWs synthesized by the “top-down” approach does not suffer from any change during the 

fabrication process.  

 

Figure V.3 – Comparison between the experimental distribution and the binomial distribution 

of B atoms in Si NWs. 

 

 The B concentrations in individual Si NW are quantitatively measured and plotted in 

Figure V.4. The mean B concentration is calculated to be 1.1 ± 0.1 ×10
19

 B/cm
3
. This value is 

                                                 
2 It is a statistical law which shows the homogeneity of the distribution. For an ideal homogeneous distribution, the value of 

χ2 will reach 0.999. 
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of the same order than the initial doping concentration of the Si wafer (1×10
19

 B/cm
3
). 

Therefore, the NW fabrication process has no influence on the dopant concentration.  

 
Figure V.4 – B concentration measured in three different Si NWs from the same specimen. 

The mean B concentration in Si NWs is measured to be 1.1 ± 0.1 ×10
19

 B/cm
3 

 

 As a partial conclusion, it can be stated that no change of B distribution and 

concentration is involved during the NW fabrication following the etching process Therefore, 

the control of B distribution and concentration in Si NWs synthesized by etching can be 

realized by controlling the initial Si bulk. This part confirms the advantage of Si NWs 

synthesized by the “top-down” approach that either the morphology or the doping of Si NW 

can be effectively controlled. 

 An additional characterization has been performed in order to investigate the out 

diffusion of dopant [1] under heat treatment. Therefore, we annealed at 900 °C, B-doped Si 

NWs synthesized by etching (same as above). The heat treatment was performed under ultra 

high vacuum for 3 hours. Three Si NWs were investigated. The preparation method for APT 

characterization of NW is the same as above. The 3D reconstruction of annealed B-doped Si 

NW is shown in Figure V.5. Si and B atoms are represented by red and black dots 

respectively. The analyzed volume is 32×32×120 nm
3
. The calculation of the “frequency 

distribution” and the Chi-square test with the value χ
2
 of 0.77, 0.85 and 0.79 clearly reveals 

that the B atoms are also randomly distributed in the core of Si NWs after annealing. The 

mean B concentration is calculated to be 1.1 ± 0.2 ×10
19

 B/cm
3
. So, no redistribution of B in 

the NW after annealing is observed. This is in good agreement with the solubility limit of the 

system equal to 6.2 ×10
19

 B/cm
3
 (from C = 9.25×10

22 
exp (-0.73eV/kBT) [2]). It must be noted 

here, that if there is a surface effect on the boron distribution, we did not succeed to observe it 

because only the core of NW has been studied. The need to FIB the specimen to sharpen it 

does not allow the surface to be studied by APT as explained previously. A more complex 

APT sample preparation method is needed as described in chapter II.2.4.3 which is under 
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development in order to determine the nanoscale surface effect. One can conclude that if there 

is a surface effect on the dopant redistribution it is much localised and does not affect the core 

of the system.  

 

Figure V.5 – Atomically resolved reconstruction of an individual B-doped Si NW core region. 

Si NW fabricated by etching is annealed at 900 °C for 3 h under ultra high vacuum. Three-

dimensional tomographic reconstruction of (a) Si atoms and (b) B atoms. (c) Cross-section 

view of Si and B atoms. B distribution is uniform in Si NW. The analyzed volume is 

32×32×120 nm
3
. Arrow indicates Si NW etching direction.   

 

 As it is shown above, the dopant distribution and concentration depends only on the 

initial Si bulk for Si NWs synthesized by the “top-down” approach. However, this is a high 

cost fabrication process. The alternative low cost fabrication mechanism is the VLS 

mechanism which is based on the “bottom-up” approach. However, this mechanism imposes 

the complexity of dopant incorporation into Si NWs. Therefore, the information of dopant 

distribution and concentration is needed to understand how dopant atoms are incorporated 

into Si NW. In the following parts, the dopant distribution and concentration of Si NWs is 

presented and discussed. The effects of NW morphology and the nature of the dopant (B or P) 

on the dopant distribution and concentration are investigated. 
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V.2   Si nanowires elaborated by Vapor-Liquid-Solid mechanism 

V.2.1   B and P distribution and concentration in Si nanowires 

V.2.1.1   B-doped Si nanowires with weak tapering 

 

 It has been shown in chapter IV.1 that the high growth pressure can inhibit the Au 

diffusion during Si NW growth. Au atoms can greatly influence the electrical transport due to 

their high deep traps in Si [3]. Therefore, the B-doped Si NWs are synthesized at high SiH4 

gas pressure in order to eliminate the Au diffusion. The growth experimental condition of the 

NWs studied here is listed in Table V.1. The total and SiH4 partial pressure is kept at 10 mbar 

and 0.65 mbar respectively. The dominant Si NW growth direction is [112] as the precursor 

pressure is relatively high [4]. For having a B-doped Si NW, B2H6 is chosen as the dopant 

precursor with the ratio SiH4:B2H6= 4000:1. H2 is chosen as the carrier gas. Si NWs are 

synthesized at 500 °C during 20 min. 

 

 

 

Table V.1 – Growth experimental condition of B-doped Si NWs. Silane is chosen as the 

precursor gas. Diborane is chosen as the dopant precursor for realizing the B-doped Si NWs. 

Hydrogen is used as the carrier gas. 

 

 A SEM top-view image of this B-doped Si NWs is shown in Figure V.6 (a). In order 

to perform APT analysis, a single NW need to be extracted form this forest. In order to do so, 

the specimen preparation method described previously in chapter II.2.4.2 is used. Figure V.6 

(b) shows a single B-doped Si NW welded on a W support tip. From the SEM measurement, 

it is found that the B-doped Si NWs suffer from tapering with a tapering rate evaluated to be 

1.9 nm/μm. This weak tapering is mainly caused by the lateral sidewall growth as the 

migration of catalyst atoms is inhibited effectively at high growth pressure. 

 

 

Pressure 

(mbar) 

T 

(°C) 

SiH4 

(mbar) 

H2 

(sccm) 

B2H4 

(sccm) 

Time 

(min) 

10 500 0.65 200 0.05 20 
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Figure V.6 – Scanning electron microscopy image of B-doped Si NWs grown on a Si substrate. 

(a) Top-view of the forest of Si NWs. The density of Si NWs is very high because of small 

diameter of Si NWs. The growth direction of Si NWs is [112]. (b) A single Si NW is welded on 

a W support tip. Si NW is randomly chosen from the Si NW forest in figure (a).  

 

 We reported in chapter II.2.4.2 that the specimen preparation method we are using in 

order to realize APT experiments (welding a single NW on a support tip), allows to 

investigate either the base or top region or the sidewall surface of the Si NW. In this last case, 

the Si NW is intentionally welded with an inclined angle on the W tip in order to detect the 

NW sidewall surface information. Figure V.7 (a) is a zoom of the base of a Si NW. The 

hexagonal section or faceting can be seen. This geometry is well reproduced after APT 

experiment and atomic 3D reconstruction. Figure V.7 (b) and (c) are the atomic reconstruction 

of Si, O and B atoms (red, green and black dots respectively) of the NW. The volume is 

34×33×63 nm
3
. As it can be seen, two facets of the Si NW shown on Figure V.7 (a) are 

reconstructed in Figure V.7 (b). Normally, the sidewall facets of NW have different 

crystallographic orientations [5, 6] and different facet length [7]. As far as the Si NWs in this 

work are concerned, their growth orientation is [112]. They are thus surrounded with two 

different groups of surface orientation, namely, <111> and <113>. However, we can‟t point 

out the precise orientations of the first and second sides observed with APT reconstruction. 

The non homogeneous distribution of B atoms can be seen, with a B-rich area near the surface, 

as illustrated in Figure V.7 (b) and (c). No Au atom is detected at the base sidewall surface of 

Si NW which assesses that there is no migration of Au atoms during growth when the 

precursor pressure is high.  
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Figure V.7 – Characterization of B-doped Si NW by atom probe tomography. The base 

sidewall surface is chosen as the investigation region. (a) A zoom of the base end of a single 

B-doped Si NW welded on a W support tip. A hexagon facet of Si NW can be clearly seen. The 

3D reconstruction of an individual B-doped Si NW for (b) cross-section view and (c) side view. 

The dots and matrix represent B atoms and Si atoms respectively. The volume of analyzed box 

is 34×33×63 nm
3
. Arrow indicates Si NW growth direction. 

 

 In order to quantitatively characterize the NW sidewall, a composition profile from the 

surface toward the core is made. This radial composition profile is given in Figure V.8. Si and 

O composition profiles are represented with red and green line separately. These composition 

profiles have been made by moving a “sampling box” step by step along the radius of the NW. 

The steps are performed every 1 nm. As it is observed on figure V.6, the existence of SiO2 on 

NW sidewall surface is evidenced. Figure V.8 also shows the B concentration along the radius 

in the Si NW (from the surface towards the core). For comparison, the concentrations are 

calculated from two different radii and the data are plotted as black squares (second side) and 

blue circles (first side) in Figure V.8. It is clearly shown that the radial B atom distribution is 

not homogeneous in the Si NW. A lower B concentration is found in the core of the NW in 

comparison to its near surface. However, these two facet profiles have different tendencies. 

The mean B concentration for the second side is 6.6 × 10
19

 B/cm
3
 which is higher than the 

one for the first side (3.6 × 10
19

 B/cm
3
). The combination of our results and the literature 

observation could lead to the conclusion that the B distribution has a sidewall-facet-

dependence due to the different sidewall orientations or facet width. The reason can be 

discussed as follow. We assume that the deposition of Si atoms and B atoms on NW sidewall 
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are two separate processes. The B concentration in the Si deposition layer can be written as 

C= FB/FSi. Where, FB and FSi represent the B incorporation flux and Si incorporation flux 

respectively. Therefore, the B concentration on two NW sidewall sides can be written as 

follow: 

2

2

21

1

1 :;:
Si

B

Si

B

F

F
CsideSecond

F

F
CsideFirst   

The B incorporation flux is believed to be same due to the homogenous decomposition of 

dopant precursor. Moreover, it is found that the sidewall growth velocity of facet with large 

width is faster than the one with short width [7] which indicates that there is difference 

between the two Si incorporation fluxes ( 1

SiF and 2

SiF ) on NW sidewall. Thus, a difference 

between C1 and C2 is expected. 

 

Figure V.8 – Radial profile of single Si NW. The left y axis represents the composition profile 

of Si and O atoms along the cross-section of an individual B-doped Si NW. Si and O 

composition profile are represented with red and green line respectively. The right y axis 

represents the B concentration in Si NW from surface to core. The blue squares and black 

circulars represent the first and second side NW sidewall surface respectively.  

 

 In order to investigate the B distribution in the core region of the NW, a new set of 

experiments has been performed. In this case, the same specimen preparation procedure is 

applied as previously, namely, welding a single Si NW on a W tip, but with a very small 

inclination angle in order to insure that the NW (or its longitudinal direction) is perpendicular 

to the APT detector. The analysis of the base end of Si NW is also chosen as the analyzed 

region in order to compare to the previous results and to avoid the specific ending growth. 
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Figure V.9 (a) is an example of a 3D reconstruction of the core zone of an individual B-doped 

Si NW. The analyzed volume is 30×30×116 nm
3
. The diameter of the Si NW was 58 nm. 

Thus the diameter of the analyzed volume can be estimated to be 32.5 nm using Equation II.9 

in chapter II. This value is very close to the radius of APT reconstruction cylinder (30 nm). 

One possible reason for this difference is that there is a global volume compression during the 

APT reconstruction. Figure V.9 (b) is a slice of volume perpendicular to Si [112] orientation. 

In that case the inter plane distance is 0.22 ± 0.01 nm (zone A). Figure V.9 (c) is a slice of 

volume perpendicular to the Si [110] direction (zone B). The inter plane distance in that case 

is 0.38 ± 0.01 nm. The crystallographic plane means that the B-doped Si NW core is 

crystalline. However, whether the sites of B atoms in Si are substitutional or interstitial can 

not be obtained from this slice. Figure V.9 (d) and (e) are the 3D images of O and B atoms in 

Si NW. The green dots, associated to oxygen, in the volume correspond to the background 

noise and are not representative. O atoms are only situated in the first layers, at the beginning 

of the characterization. The calculation of the O concentration in this top region shows a layer 

of SiO2 with a thickness of 4 nm. It is reasonable to have a cap of SiO2 on the top region of 

the analyzed volume because the characterization region is the NW base. It should be noted 

here that this oxidation of NW base occurs after the specimen preparation because the 

specimen is kept in the normal condition without any vacuum control for several days before 

introducing into the APT specimen chamber. A cross-section view of the radial B distribution 

is also presented in Figure V.9 (f). It can be clearly seen that B atoms are radial 

inhomogeneously distributed in the Si NW.  

 

Figure V.9 – Atom probe investigation of an individual B-doped Si NW core region. (a) 

Three-dimensional tomographic reconstruction of Si atoms. Arrow indicates Si NW growth 

direction. Crystallographic orientation of NW in (b) centre region (zone A) with [112] and (c) 

edge region (zone B) with [110]. 3D reconstructions of (d) O atoms and (e) B atoms in Si NW. 
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The analyzed volume is 30×30×116 nm
3
. (f) Cross-section view of radial B distribution. B 

atoms are not homogeneously distributed in the Si NW. 

 

 A quantitative analysis of the B concentration and distribution has been done and is 

shown in Figure V.10. The inset is the cross-section of the NW where the measurement was 

performed. The red arrow denotes the path along which the B concentration is measured. It is 

indicated in Figure V.10 that B concentration can decrease with one order of magnitude in the 

Si NW over a radial distance of 15 nm from the surface toward the Si NW core. The B 

concentration in the core (8.1 ± 6.6×10
18

 B/cm
3
) of the Si NW is smaller than the estimation 

given by the flux ratio, 2.5×10
19

 B/cm
3
 in this growth condition. 

 

Figure V.10 – Radial concentration profile of B in a Si NW. The inset is the cross-section 

view of B atoms in Si NW. The red arrow represents the path along which the B concentration 

is measured. 

 

 For comparison, this B-doped Si NW has also been characterized by HRTEM, realized 

by Dr. G. Patriarche at LPN laboratory, Marcoussis. Figure V.11 is the HRTEM images of 

different portions of an individual B-doped Si NW. Figure V.11 (a1) is the top end of a Si 

NW, close to the Au droplet. The existence of Au clusters on the Si NW sidewall surface is 

evidenced as it has been shown with the 3D APT reconstruction in chapter IV.1. However, it 

should be noted here that the Au clusters only exist at the top end of the Si NW. This is due to 

the change in the growing condition at the end of the growth process (decrease of temperature 

and decrease of gas pressure). Figure V.11 (a2) shows the zoom (with an atomic scale 

resolution) of the sidewall region of the Si NW shown in Figure V.11 (a1). It shows that the 

crystalline Si NW is covered by a 4 nm thick SiO2 layer. This value is consistent with the 

measurement from APT (chapter IV.1). A very thin B doped layer at the surface of the NW is 
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also detected. Figure V.11 (b1) is a TEM picture of the middle part (between base and top) of 

the Si NW. The diameter of Si NW increases as compared to its top end. No Au droplet is 

observed as expected. A core-shell structure with an under doped core covered by an over 

doped shell is observed even in this low magnification regime. Figure V.11 (b2) is the atomic 

structure of the sidewall region of the Si NW shown in Figure V.11 (b1). The dark region 

represents the high B doped layer which is still crystalline but with some crystal defects such 

as dislocation or stacking fault. A possible reason of the presence of these defects might be 

because of the tetrahedral radius of B and Si respectively equals to 0.82 nm and 1.18 nm, with 

a mismatch ratio of 0.75. This relatively large mismatch can lead to the formation of 

dislocations. The NW size measurement result reveals a diameter increase of 1.9 nm/μm from 

the NW top to the base. The non homogeneous axial B concentration assesses that the weak 

tapering of Si NW is caused by the lateral sidewall growth.  

 

Figure V.11 – High resolution transmission electron microscopy images of different regions 

of an individual B-doped Si NW. (a1) Image of the top end of the Si NW (close to Au droplet). 

Arrow indicates Si NW growth direction. (a2) High magnification of sidewall region of Si NW 

shown in (a1). (b1) Image of middle region of Si NW. (b2) High magnification of sidewall 

region of Si NW shown in (b1). The dark region represents the high B doped Si layer. The 

High resolution transmission electron microscope characterization is realized by Dr. G. 

Patriarche in LPN, Marcoussis.  
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 As a partial conclusion, two phenomena have been confirmed by these HRTEM image: 

1) the Au diffusion on NW sidewall is effectively inhibited at high pressure except the ending 

growth region; 2) there is a sidewall deposition on the NW with an increase of the thickness 

from the top to the base. Combining the APT and HRTEM results, it can be concluded that B 

atoms are inhomogeneously distributed along the radial direction. An under doped core is 

covered by an over doped shell with crystalline defects (dislocation or stacking fault).  

 It has been shown in the previous chapter that NWs can exhibit the form of cylinder as 

well as a cone depending on different growth condition. Therefore, to investigate the 

influence of NW morphology on the distribution and the concentration of dopant is an 

important issue. In order to realize this characterization, NWs with strong tapering are 

synthesized. The influence of NW morphology on the mass spectrum of APT is also 

investigated. 

V.2.1.2   B-doped Si nanowires with strong tapering 

 

 In this part, B doped Si NWs with a significant tapered shape are investigated. Si NWs 

are provided by the LAAS laboratory at Toulouse. The experimental condition to get this 

tapering effect is listed in Table V.3. Silane is also chosen as the Si precursor and boron 

trichloride is chosen as the dopant precursor. Nitrogen is used as the carrier gas. Boron 

trichloride is diluted with nitrogen with a ratio of 5%. The growth time and temperature are 32 

min. and 470°C respectively. The growth pressure is kept at 149 mbar which is a very high 

value. The migration of Au atoms on Si NW sidewall surface can be inhibited in such high 

pressure as shown in chapter III.3 due to the saturation of the atomic sites on the Si NW 

sidewall.  

 

 

 

Table V.3 – Growth condition of B-doped Si NWs. Silane is the Si precursor and boron 

trichloride is the dopant precursor. Nitrogen is used as the carrier gas. Boron trichloride is 

diluted with nitrogen with a ratio of 5%. 

 

 The Figure V.12 (a) is a SEM image of the NWs grown in these conditions. A clear 

tapering effect is observed as shown in Figure V.12. The growth direction of Si NWs is not 

controlled. There are some kinks during Si NW growth. The catalyst (Au) droplet can be seen 

Pressure 

(mbar) 

T 

(°C) 

SiH4 

(sccm) 

5%BCl3+N2 

(sccm) 

Time 

(min) 

149 470 250 200 32 
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on the top of Si NWs. From the SEM measurements it is shown that the average diameter 

change with length is estimated to be 48 nm/μm compared to the value of 1.9 nm/μm from the 

previous B-doped Si NWs series. This large tapering effect is mainly due to the NW sidewall 

lateral growth rather than the gold diffusion which is inhibited at such high growth pressure. 

In order to make APT experiments, a single B-doped Si NW is chosen from the Si NW forest 

and is welded on a W support tip using the same specimen preparation method as previous 

(Figure V.12 (b)). Here, the top end of Si NW is chosen for investigation. Because the base 

diameter of NW is very large (≈300 nm) which is not suitable for APT characterization. 

Although, we can use FIB to mill the NW with larger diameter, the NW surface information is 

normally destroyed during the FIB process. Therefore, we chose the Au catalyst NW end as 

the analyzed region. Note here (Figure V.12 (b)) that small “particles” on NW sidewall 

surface are produced during the welding of sample preparation for APT. 

 

Figure V.12 – Scanning electron microscopy image of B-doped Si NWs with large tapering. (a) 

Side-view of the forest of Si NWs with 15° tilt normal to Si substrate. (b) A single Si NW is 

welded on a W support tip using the specimen preparation method described previously. Si 

NW is chosen directly from the Si NW forest in (a).  

 

 The 3D APT reconstruction of an individual tapered B-doped Si NW is shown Figure 

V.13. Si, O and B atoms are represented by red, green and black dots respectively. The 

analyzed volume is 30×30×116 nm
3
. The diameter of the reconstructed volume is not a 

constant because of the large tapering effect. The existence of a SiO2 layer on the Si NW 

sidewall surface is evidenced. B atoms are not homogeneously distributed in the tapered Si 

NW.  
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(a) (b)
 

Figure V.13 – Atom probe tomographic 3D reconstruction of an individual tapered B-doped 

Si NW. Si, O and B atoms are represented by red matrix, green dots and black dots 

respectively. (a) The coverage of SiO2 on B atoms. (b) The inhomogeneous B atom 

distribution in Si NW. The analyzed volume is 30×30×116 nm
3
. Arrow indicates Si NW 

growth direction. 

 

 Indeed, owing to the B concentration and distribution, illustrated in Figure V.14, it is 

clear that, as in the untapered Si NWs, B atoms accumulate at Si NW sidewall surfaces. The B 

concentration in the region of 5-20 nm from the surface is calculated to be 3.57 ± 0.54 ×10
20

 

B/cm
3
, whereas an estimation of the concentration given by the flux ratio is 1×10

20
 B/cm

3
 

under this growth condition.  

 

Figure V.14 – Radial B concentration profile in a tapered Si NW. B concentration is plotted 

from the NW surface to interior. The inhomogeneous B distribution is evidenced as in 

untapered Si NWs.  

 

 In order to investigate the effect of NW morphology on APT results, the mass spectra 

from these two kinds of B-doped Si NW: with tapering and with weak tapering are compared 

and discussed. Figure V.15 (a) is the mass spectrum of the Si NW with weak tapering (1.9 
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nm/μm) and its schematic illustration. The shank angle θ is assumed to be 0°. A long 

spectrum thermal tail can be clearly seen following Si peaks. Figure V.15 (b) is the mass 

spectrum of the Si NW with tapering (48 nm/μm) and its schematic illustration. The shank 

angle θ is measured to be 2.75°. The thermal tail on the mass spectrum is lower and shorter 

compared to the one for untapered Si NW. One possible reason of the existence of the thermal 

tail following the Si peak is that Si atoms can also be evaporated during the interval of laser 

pulse despite of its femtosecond. The longer thermal tail in the mass spectrum can degrade the 

mass resolution. The evaporation of atoms during APT investigation can be viewed as a 

thermal activation [8]. The shape of the NW influences greatly the temperature relaxation of 

NW during the interval of laser pulse [9, 10]. For an untapered NW, it needs more time for 

cooling to the base chamber temperature. The simulation from literature shows that a tip with 

a taper angle of 4° needs only 50 ns when it is cooled to 70 K compared to 4 μs for an 

untapered tip [10]. The reason can be explained as follow. The thermal conductivity of Si NW 

decreases compared to Si bulk [11]. As soon as the heat diffuses from the NW tip (small 

diameter) to the NW base (large diameter) with a higher thermal conductivity, the cooling rate 

of NW will increase greatly. By taking advantage of this phenomenon, dependence between 

sample morphology and mass spectrum quality, NW can be synthesized intentionally with 

large tapering in order to detect elements with atomic mass larger but near to Si such as P for 

example. 

 

Figure V.15 – Comparison of B-doped Si NW mass spectra. (a) Mass spectrum of an 

untapered Si NW with a shank angle equals to 0° and its schematic illustration. A spectrum 
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thermal tail can be clearly seen. (b) Mass spectrum of a tapered Si NW and its schematic 

illustration. The shank angle θ is measured to be 2.75°.  

  

 As a partial conclusion, the inhomogeneous distribution of B atoms in Si NW is a 

general phenomenon whatever are the morphology of NWs and the dopant precursor. We also 

show that the NW morphology can influence greatly the quality of the mass spectrum of APT. 

The mass resolution for the tapered NW is better than the one for the untapered NW due to its 

faster cooling rate. Therefore, a tapered NW can be intentionally synthesized for detecting the 

dopant such as P in Si NW with a high resolution. However, it should be noted here that no P-

doped Si NW with high tapered morphology is synthesized in this work.  

 After presenting the no dependence of B distribution with NW morphology, the 

relation between the dopant distribution and dopant type is also investigated and will be 

presented in the following paragraphs. 

V.2.1.3   P-doped Si nanowires 

 

 In this part, P-doped Si NWs are synthesized and characterized. The growth 

experimental condition is listed in Table V.4. The total and SiH4 partial pressure is kept at 10 

mbar and 0.65 mbar respectively. PH3 is chosen as the dopant precursor for realizing P-doped 

dopant. H2 is chosen as the carrier gas. Si NWs are synthesized at 500 °C for 20 min. 

 

 

 

Table V.4 – Growth experimental condition of P-doped Si NWs. Phosphine is chosen as the 

dopant precursor for realizing the P-doped Si NWs. Hydrogen is used as the carrier gas. 

 

 A SEM image showing a top -view of P-doped Si NWs is presented in Figure V.16 (a). 

From the SEM measurements, it is also concluded that the tapering of P-doped Si NWs is 

weak (tapering with a change of 3 nm/μm.) just as B-doped Si NWs. A single Si NW is 

mounted on a W support tip before the welding procedure of Pt is realized as shown in Figure 

V.16 (b). It seems that the Si NW is welded inclined on W tip from the side view of SEM. 

However, the cross-section view of SEM shows that this Si NW is welded on W tip with no 

inclination from the axis of the overall sample, as shown in Figure V.16 (c). Figure V.16 (c) is 

Pressure 
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a cross-section view of the Si NW shown in Figure V.16 (b). The direction of the Si NW is 

perpendicular to the APT detector. 

 

Figure V.16 – Scanning electron microscopy image of P-doped Si NWs grown on a Si 

substrate. (a) Top-view of the forest of Si NWs. The growth direction of Si NW is [112]. (b) A 

single Si NW is mounted on a W support tip. Si NW is chosen directly from the Si NW forest in 

(a). (c) Cross-section view of Si NW in (b) after welded by Pt. 

 

 The 3D reconstruction of an individual P-doped Si NW (with a diameter of 70 nm) is 

shown in Figure V.17 (a). The analyzed volume is 38×38×116 nm
3
. Si and P atoms are 

represented by black and red dots respectively. Arrow indicates Si NW growth direction. Only 

the NW core region is characterized by APT because Si NW is perpendicular to APT detector 

(Figure V.16 (c)). For clarity, the missing information of NW is illustrated with a meshy shell 

in Figure V.17 (a). The cross-section view of P distribution in Si NW core is presented in 

Figure V.17 (b).   

 

Figure V.17 – 3D reconstruction of an individual P-doped Si NW. Si and P atoms are 

represented by black and red dots respectively. The analyzed volume is 38×38×116 nm
3
. (a) 
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The 3D reconstruction of P distribution in Si NW core. The missing NW information during 

APT investigation is illustrated with a meshy shell.  Arrow indicates Si NW growth direction. 

(b) Cross-section view of P distribution in Si NW core. A weak inhomogeneous distribution of 

P atoms is found. The grey shell represents the missing information. 

 

 In order to quantitatively investigate the P-doped level in the Si NW, the P distribution 

in the core region is plotted in Figure V.18. P concentration is plotted starting from the Si NW 

core towards the surface. The concentration of P is 2.6 ± 1.5 × 10
18

 P/cm
3
 in the NW core and 

gradually increases toward the NW surface up to P concentration of 7.5 ± 1.9 × 10
18

 P/cm
3
 for 

a distance of 19 nm. The P distribution (gradient) is more flat compared to the one in B-doped 

Si NW. For B-doped Si NW, the B concentration increases from 8.1 ± 6.6×10
18

 B/cm
3
 in the 

core to 7.1 ± 0.9 × 10
19

 B/cm
3
 for a distance of 15 nm. The possible reason is the higher 

diffusivity of P in Si compared to the one of B in Si [12]. For a given surface dopant 

concentration, the tendency of a dopant concentration profile with higher diffusivity is more 

flat than the one with low diffusivity. This will be discussed in the next paragraph. 

 

Figure V.18 – Radial plot of P distribution profile in a P-doped Si NW. P concentration is 

plotted from the NW interior to surface. The tendency of P distribution is more flat compared 

to the one in B-doped Si NW. 

 

 It should be noted here that we did not succeed in the APT characterization of P-doped 

NW sidewall until now. During our APT characterization of NWs, dozens of NWs with weak 

tapering (dozens of nanometers of diameter with a length about 10 micro meters) either B-

doped or P-doped suffer from fracture often due to the brittleness of NWs. Moreover, the P-

doped Si NWs are more brittle as compared to the P-doped one during APT characterization. 

Therefore, a comparison with Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) measurements 
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performed on a film grown simultaneously with our Si NWs is made [13]. It is revealed that 

the film thickness is similar to the over grown layer on NW sidewall and the concentration of 

P in the film is measured to be 5 × 10
19

 P/cm
3
. Thus we expect that the P concentration in the 

NW shell has a similar concentration as in the film which is an order of magnitude higher than 

the one in the NW core (2.6 ± 1.5 × 10
18

 P/cm
3
). Thus the P-doped Si NW is expected to 

exhibit a core-shell structure with a low doped NW core surrounded by a high doped shell as 

for B-doped Si NWs. The radial variation of P concentration can lead to the formation of n-n
+
 

core-shell structure. The internal electric field created in this kind of core-shell structure can 

separate the photoexcited electron-hole pairs efficiently as shown by the TRMC technique 

[13].   

 In conclusion, the P atoms are also inhomogeneously distributed in the P-doped Si 

NW as in B-doped Si NW. The P concentration also increases from the NW core towards the 

surface. As shown in the previous paragraphs, the inhomogeneous distribution of dopant 

atoms in NW is a rather general phenomenon whatever the NW morphology and dopant type 

are and can induce the formation of a NW core-shell structure. This kind of core-shell 

structure can modify the NW properties as compared to the one with uniform dopant 

distribution. Therefore, to understand the mechanism of the formation of this kind of NW 

core-shell structure is an important issue. In the parts following, the possible mechanisms of 

the formation of NW core-shell structure are proposed and discussed. 

V.2.2   Modelling the doping of nanowires 

 

 Combining the observations of APT and HRTEM, one can consider that there are 

three different pathways for the dopant to incorporate into NW as illustrated in Figure V.19. 

The first pathway (arrow 1 in Figure V.19) is the direct incorporation from the vapor into NW 

through the sidewall. This is the Vapor-Solid (VS) mode, with the formation of a lateral 

deposition layer, as suggested in this work. It is also suggested in the literature that the 

incorporation can occurs via the sidewall without any formation of lateral layer [14]. The 

second pathway (arrow 2 in Figure V.19) could be the direct impingement through the 

catalyst droplet surface. However, it is mostly believed in the literature, even if the literature 

is not abundant on this subject, that the dopant profile observed inside the NW is governed by 

the diffusion from the sidewall into NW because of the higher dissociative chemisorption rate 

on NW sidewall surface than on the surface of the drop [15]. These authors assume that the 

precursor fluxes influence the local equilibrium composition of the liquid droplet and thus act 
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on the liquid-solid interface by changing the chemical potential of species in the droplet. This 

chemical potential change may, in turn, influence the decomposition of precursor. In Figure 

V.19, a third pathway for incorporation of dopant is also illustrated. It involves the interfacial 

boron diffusion along the interface between the droplet and NW. It should be noted that this 

third pathway is not considered in any modelling and is only expressed here as an additional 

possibility and is discussed after. 

 

Figure V.19 – Schematic illustration of three possibilities of dopant incorporation into NWs. 

The first one is the diffusion through the NW sidewall. The second one is the incorporation 

through the catalyst droplet surface then nucleate into NW. The third one is the interfacial 

diffusion along the interface between the droplet and the NW. 

 

 Therefore, if we assume that the pathway “2” is negligible in the incorporation process 

of the dopant, the modelling of the diffusion profile of dopant in the NW is simply given by 

the resolution of the non-stationary diffusion equation. The non-stationary diffusion equation 

in the NW as a cylinder can be written as (see Annex II): 























r

C
rD

rrt

C 1
     (Equation V.1) 

Where, C (r,t) is the radius dependent dopant concentration at time t, r is the distance from the 

NW centre and D is the dopant diffusion coefficient.  

 Now, the important point is to choose an appropriate initial boundary condition for 

diffusion. The initial conditions of Equation V.1 can be written as: 

0,,

0,0





tRrMC

tC
 

 The initial condition shows that there is no dopant distribution at t=0 (no NW growth 

and no dopant incorporation). The concentration of dopant in the core (r→0) is negligible as 
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compared to the one diffused from the sidewall. The determination of the NW surface 

boundary condition M can be discussed as three cases. 

 The first possible boundary condition is a constant dopant influx M through the 

sidewall into NW. In this case, the boundary condition at r=R can be written as: 

Rrr

C
DM















  

 The solution of Equation V.1 with this boundary condition can be written as: 
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    (Equation V.2) 

where R is Si NW radius, Jn is the Bessel's function of the first kind of order n which is the 

solution of Bessel's differential equation 

0)( 22
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2
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x
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x  

and αn are the roots of equation 0)(0 nRJ  . ∞ is chosen to be equal to ten and this is an 

accurate result due to a strong decrease in exponential terms of Equation V.2 with increasing 

αn. The first ten roots of this equation and with its corresponding values of J1(Rαn) are given 

in Ref. [16]. The values of J0(rαn) are given in Ref. [17]. There are two fitting parameters in 

Equation V.2, namely, the dopant influx M and the diffusion coefficient D. However, it is 

difficult to choose an appropriate value for the influx M which depends on the chemisorption 

rate and decomposition rate of dopant precursor. If we chose the influx as the precursor ratio 

of flux (SiH4:B2H6= 4000:1), the APT result clearly reveals that this estimation is under 

evaluated. An appropriate and reasonable value for the influx M is difficult to give as it is 

dependant on the dissociation rate of silane and diborane, which are not known, as well as the 

evolution in time of these rates. So, this leads to the second case. 

 The second possible boundary condition is that the NW surface dopant concentration 

can vary linearly with time with M=kt, where k is the surface doping rate as proposed in the 

literature [18]. The solution of Equation V.1 can be written as follow using this boundary 

condition: 
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     (Equation V.3) 

The boundary condition with M=kt can be justified by considering the surface 

concentration on the NW sidewalls, driven by the influx from the vapor phase, Jdtdc / , 

yielding c=Jt. However, the linear increase with time can be broken by the boron desorption 
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from the sidewalls that should occur at the typical growth temperatures around 500
o
C. When 

the desorption is included, the kinetic equation for c is changed // cJdtdc  , with  being 

the effective B lifetime on the sidewalls. In this case, the solution is given 

by )]/exp(1[  tJc  , showing that, rather than growing infinitely, the surface 

concentration saturates at a constant value of J at t . Therefore, a more reasonable 

boundary condition at large enough t would be a constant concentration. In this case, the 

boundary condition at r=R can be written as: 

0,,0  tRrconstCM  

 Using this boundary condition, the solution of diffusion Equation V.1 can be written 

as: 
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        (Equation V.4) 

 There are also two fitting parameters in Equation V.4, namely, the surface 

concentration and the diffusion coefficient. However, the surface concentration C0 can be 

measured accurately by APT. Therefore, we chose the third hypothesis for the boundary 

condition. It must be noted that whatever is the chosen hypothesis, the diffusion equation is 

based on the Fick‟s diffusion law in cylinder, only the boundary condition at r=R varies.  

 Now, the NW surface concentration can be estimated from the APT result. It has been 

seen that, for B-doped Si NW, the nano-structure is constituted of the NW core (where the 

APT characterization are mostly made), the lateral deposition shell (the missing information 

during APT if NW is not inclined during APT characterization) and the SiO2 layer. 

Considering the results obtained by APT and illustrated in Figure V.10, the calculation below 

shows that the entire NW core has been investigated by APT. The diameter of the analyzed 

volume and the diameter of the entire Si NW are 30 nm and 58 nm, respectively. The 

thickness of the lateral deposition layer is measured from the NW tapering and it is assumed 

that there is no decrease of catalyst droplet diameter due to the high growth pressure. Thus the 

thickness of the lateral deposition layer is estimated to be about 10 nm. The thickness of the 

SiO2 layer is measured to be 4 nm following (chapter IV.1). Therefore, we can argue that the 

outmost region in the APT reconstruction is just the interface between the core and lateral 

deposition shell. In other word, we assume that the entire NW core is characterized by the 

APT from the geometry calculation. Thus, the sidewall deposition layer concentration C0 is 

equal to the outermost B concentration measured by APT, that is to say 7.1×10
19

 B/cm
3
. This 

value is close the mean B concentration (6.6 ×10
19

 B/cm
3
) in the case of Figure V.7 where the 
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sidewall surface of another NW is characterized. Using this boundary condition, the fitting of 

dopant profile can be realized by change the value of D. The doping profile, calculated from 

Equation V.4, is plotted in Figure V.20. Various profiles are given depending on the diffusion 

coefficient value. The different diffusion profiles are plotted using different diffusion 

coefficient but with a fixed sidewall surface concentration C0. The best fit with the 

experimental concentration profile is obtained for D = 1.69×10
-16

 cm
2
/s. This value is much 

larger than the one reported for bulk diffusivity of B in Si (≈ 10
-18

 cm
2
/s) [12] at the NW 

growth temperature (500 °C). It must be noted that considering this bulk diffusivity, B atoms 

could only diffuse 1 nm under the surface of the NW. Moreover, if this bulk diffusivity is 

taken into account in the calculation the best fit will be obtained for a surface dopant 

concentration C0 of about 3×10
21

 B/cm
3
 . This value is much higher than the APT results 

(7.1×10
19

 B/cm
3
) and the estimation of flux (2.5 × 10

19
 B/cm

3
). As a conclusion, it seems that 

the diffusivity of B in Si NWs is enhanced as compared to the one in Si bulk. 

 

Figure V.20 – Calculated dopant profile for B-doped Si NW. Different profiles are 

represented with different color which is calculated using different diffusion coefficient but 

with a fixed NW surface dopant concentration.  

 

 The enhancement of dopant diffusivity in semiconductor NWs has been also found in 

the literature. It is reported in the literature that the P atoms can diffuse into Ge NWs with an 

enhanced diffusivity of 1×10
-15

 cm
2
/s at the growth temperature of 460 °C [14]. As far as the 

diffusion of B atoms in Si bulk is consider, several reasons can induce the enhancement of its 

diffusivity. It is reported in the literature that the generation of an excess of vacancies [19] can 

enhance the diffusivity. The diffusion of B in Si can be considered as a vacancy mechanism 
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under non-oxidizing condition [20]. An excess of vacancies therefore can accelerate the 

diffusion. In our NW case, there are some defects at the NW sidewall surface as show in 

Figure V.11. The excess of vacancies at the NW sidewall surface then might be expected. 

Another explanation is given by [21] which shows an oxidation enhanced diffusion. The 

interstitial formation energy of B is relatively low (2.26 eV), therefore, the B diffusivity can 

be enhanced by oxidation with the injection of interstitials into Si. However, in our NW 

growth case, the diffusion occurs during the NW growth. Whereas, the oxidation of NW 

occurs after the NW growth when exposure to air at room temperature. It should be noted here 

that as NW is a typical one-dimensional nanostructure, its very high surface to volume ratio as 

well as the crucial surface property could also probably enhance the diffusivity. 

 An alternative explanation to this enhancement of diffusivity or large diffusion profile 

in NW is to consider that the diffusion or incorporation of B dopant occurs at the interface 

between catalyst droplet and the NW via the triple line, rather than or in addition to the 

sidewall surface of the NW as illustrate in Figure V.19. In this case, the high dopant 

concentration in the NW will be due to the enhance diffusivity of dopant in the molten 

interface between the droplet and the crystalline NW. When considering this option, an 

explanation should be given to consider why the dopant atoms could diffuse from the NW 

surface (or droplet surface) into the catalyst droplet through the TPB rather than to diffuse 

directly into NW via the sidewall. Although, it is very different from the case of Si diffusion 

on NW sidewall as during MBE process where the driving force is the chemical potential 

between the liquid Au-rich droplet and the adatoms, the surface diffusion of boron atoms on 

the NW sidewall occurs preferentially as compared to the volume diffusion due to the 

existence of dangling bonds on the NW surface. The dangling bonds can be considered as the 

“vacancies” and B atoms can diffuse easily with the existence of vacancies. The modelling of 

the diffusion profile considering this triple line incorporation is under consideration but is 

rather complex because it implies surface diffusion (surface between solid and gas), liquid 

diffusion at the interface liquid/solid) and then solid diffusion.  

IV.3   Conclusion 

 

 In summary, the dopant metrology of B and P atoms in individual Si NWs synthesized 

by the “top-down” approach and the “bottom-up” approach is realized.  

 For the Si NWs fabricated by the “top-down” approach, the morphology of Si NWs 

such as diameter, length and inter distance are well controlled. Our APT results show that the 
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doping of Si NWs can be effectively controlled by controlling the doping of Si bulk. No 

change is involved during the fabrication of Si NWs by etching. 

 As far as the Si NWs synthesized by the “bottom-up” approach is considered, the 

dopant atoms such as B and P are distributed uniformly in the whole volume of individual Si 

NWs whatever the NW morphology is. A good agreement is found between the results of 

APT and HRTEM. The formation of NW core-shell structure is due to the under doped NW 

core and the over doped shell. The dopant atoms incorporate into NW principally through the 

sidewall by a diffusion mechanism with a diffusivity D of 1.69×10
-16

 cm
2
/s. This value is 

much larger compared to the one in the Si bulk. Several possible reasons of this enhanced 

diffusivity are presented and discussed. The influences of NW morphology (weak tapering 

and strong tapering) on APT mass spectrum are also investigated. It is found that NW with 

strong tapering has a better mass resolution compared to the one with weak tapering due to 

the faster cooling.  
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Conclusion and perspectives 
 

 The main subject of this thesis work is to contribute to the understanding of the growth 

rate and the application of the high resolution analytical technique, namely the Atom Probe 

Tomography (APT), to the metrology of impurities (catalyst and dopant) in individual Si 

NWs (NWs) in order to master the elaboration processes. An overview of one-dimensional 

nanostructures was presented in Chapter I. Two different approaches for the elaboration of 

these nanostructures, namely, the “top-down” approach (etching in this work) and the 

“bottom-up” approach (VLS and SLS) mechanisms in this work were described. Si NWs, 

which are the “nano-materials” studied in this work are presented as well as some general 

concepts such as the nucleation of Si atoms in catalyst droplet, the migration of atoms from 

catalysts, the growth direction, the morphology of NW sidewall surface and the NW growth 

rate. In order to be integrated in devices or components, the Si NWs must be doped. Different 

doping processes exist but techniques for the dopant metrology are more rare or complex. 

Often, several techniques must be used and the complementarities of the results give a 

reasonable trend. In this first part, three widely dopant characterization techniques which are 

also adapted and applied to NWs are presented and compared. APT is a new one in this field 

and is the central technique of this work.  

 In Chapter II, the experimental techniques used in this work were presented in two 

different parts. The first part deals with the NW elaboration techniques including the etching, 

the VLS mechanism-based methods (CVD and MBE) and the SLS mechanism-based method. 

The second part is devoted to the structural and chemical characterization techniques 

(SEM/FIB, TEM and APT). It must be noted that the latter technique does not give 

information on physical properties but gives chemical information at the ultimate scale: the 

atom. APT is the main technique used in this work, and was applied to these materials for the 

time in the laboratory. The basic concepts and advantages of APT were given in details in this 

chapter. Several sample preparation methods for APT characterization of NW have been 

developed in order to realize this work. These methods have been improved during this work, 

as the high success rate of APT analyses on these nano-objects is strongly based on the 

specimen preparation. 

 Chapter III dealt with the modeling of the NW growth rate (length). This parameter is 

important to control the elaboration and integration of NWs in solar cell devices for example. 
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Two widely used NW growth methods (CVD and MBE) were chosen. Two different 

materials, namely, Si and Ge were used to synthesize NWs. 

- For CVD-grown Si NWs, an empirical model and a pressure-based model were 

presented and discussed. A good fit between the experimental data and the fitting 

curves from both models were found, indicating that the NW growth rate and hence 

the length increases with the NW diameter and reach a saturation at a given diameter 

due to the Gibbs-Thomson effect. For catalyst droplets with the same diameter 

(narrow size distribution), a higher precursor pressure can be used to synthesis longer 

NWs. The dominant Si incorporation pathway of CVD-grown NWs is the 

impingement through the catalyst droplet surface. 

- For MBE-grown NWs, two different NW growth directions (vertical and inclined) 

have been characterized and have allowed to investigate the sidewall diffusion of 

atomic species on the NW growth rate. Two materials were used to grow NWs with 

different growth directions. The vertical NW was Si NWs, whereas the inclined one 

was Ge NWs. Normally, the growth rate of MBE-grown NWs decreases with its 

diameter. However, for the inclined NWs, the time evolution of length-diameter 

dependence reveals that there is a cross point of the diameter-length dependence at a 

certain growth time.  

- Meanwhile, we also found that the NWs normally suffer from the tapering effect. Two 

growth conditions can influence this effect simultaneously, namely, the growth 

precursor pressure and the catalyst droplet density. The tapering of NWs synthesized 

at high precursor pressure and droplet density is weaker than the one grown at low 

precursor pressure and droplet density.  

 In Chapter IV, the APT characterization of different NWs grown from different 

catalysts was performed. Normally, the use of catalyst for NW growth is necessary and these 

catalyst impurities can influence the NWs properties. Therefore, in order to obtain the 

information on the distribution and the concentration of these impurities in the NWs, 

experiments were performed and were summarized in this chapter. We found that the 

presence of catalyst atoms in Si NWs is a rather general phenomenon whatever the nature of 

the catalyst is and whatever the growth mechanism is. 

 At first, we studied the most widely used catalyst for Si NW synthesis: Au. Two 

different growth pressures were used to elaborate Si NWs. From APT results, it was found 

that the upper bound of Au concentration residing in the NW core is 3 × 10
17

 Au/cm
3
 either at 

a low or high precursor pressures. Moreover, Au atoms can migrate and form clusters on NW 
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sidewall at low pressure condition. The presence of these Au atoms on NW sidewalls can 

greatly influence the NW electrical property through the formation of a Schottky barrier. The 

existence of a SiO2 layer is also evidenced on Si NW sidewall by APT. Because Au atoms 

alter the Si NW electrical property, an alternative catalyst such as In or Sn was also used for 

the Si NW growth. For a good understanding of the diffusion of atoms from the catalysts, two 

growth mechanisms (VLS and SLS) were used. Again, we found that the catalyst atoms (In 

and Sn) diffuse into Si NWs whatever the type of growth (VLS or SLS) is. However, different 

distribution and concentration are found depending on the growth mechanism. In the VLS 

growth mode, the catalyst atoms tend to distribute uniformly in Si NW. In contrast, in the SLS 

growth mode, the presence of lamella twin defects, due to the roughness of the nucleation 

interface, act as segregation sites for catalyst atoms. This segregation of impurities also 

evolves in clustering, when saturation occurs. 

 The last chapter is devoted to the dopant metrology in Si NWs using the APT 

technique. Two different sets of “out of plane” Si NWs were characterized. The first one 

consists of Si NWs fabricated by etching of B-doped Si wafer. The morphology of these Si 

NWs, diameter, length and the NW inter space, is effectively controlled under the fabrication 

process. APT investigations showed that the dopant distribution and concentration is not 

influenced by the etching process and the dopant level and its distribution correspond to the 

ones expected in the initial Si bulk. The second set of Si NWs is synthesized by the CVD 

method. In that case, the dopant atoms (B or P) are inhomogeneously distributed in Si NWs 

whatever the nature of the dopant is and whatever the morphology of the NW (tapered or not) 

is. A core-shell structure with an under-doped core surrounded with an over-doped shell is 

evidenced and quantified by APT and correlate well with HRTEM images of the NWs. 

Meanwhile, the influence of the NW morphology on APT mass spectrum is also discussed in 

terms of temperature cooling efficiency. As far as the atomic mechanisms are concerned, the 

dopant sidewall diffusion is believed to be the dominant mechanism and pathway for their 

incorporation into NW. A solid diffusion-based model is proposed to simulate the radial 

inhomogeneous dopant profile in Si NWs. The best fit is given taking into account the Boron 

diffusivity, D, of 1.69×10
-16

 cm
2
/s. This value is much higher than the expected one in Si bulk 

at the same temperature. This difference is still difficult to correctly understand, but some 

possible explanations are discussed. 

 Thus, the atom probe technique has been successfully introduced to the different 

problematic linked to NW materials. Even if Si NWs have found applications, still lots of 

work need to be accomplished to fully understand their growth, doping and properties. The 
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use and the development of nano analytical techniques are essential to reach these goals. 

Further works should be undertaken in order to develop fundamental relation between the NW 

growth rate and other experimental conditions such as the growth temperature. As far as the 

sample preparation method for APT characterization of NW is considered, a direct and 

convenient method for radial characterization need to be improved and developed. Some tests 

have been done during this work, but time is needed to improve them and make them 

successful. In terms of dopant incorporation, the modelling is complex and the parameters that 

may be involved in the process are numerous. A critical review of their importance and 

priority is necessary. The collaboration developed during this work with other laboratories has 

established the base of a new model that is under development.  
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Annex 
 

I   Derivation of growth rate equation 

 

The schematic illustration of the growth rate model is presented in Figure A.1. The 

first contribution of NW growth rate is influenced by the adsorption-desorption processes on 

the droplet surface which is directly impinged by the vapor. Therefore, the equation of growth 

rate can be written as: 
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where, V=ΩJads is the direct impingement rate of semiconductor atoms on the droplet surface. 

Then, 
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where, H=Vt is the deposition thickness of the overgrown layer and t is the NW growth time. 

 

 

Figure A.1 – Schematic illustration of the model. The parameters are described in the text. 
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The second contribution of NW growth rate is the diffusion on substrate and sidewall. 

Stationary adatom concentrations on the substrate surface (ns) and sidewall facets (nf) obey 

diffusion equations           
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                       (Equation A.5) 

where Δ is the two-dimensional Laplace operator in the substrate plane (r), z is the vertical 

coordinate, Ds, Df are the diffusion coefficients,  and τs, τf  are the effective lifetimes on the 

substrate and the sidewalls, respectively. Four boundary conditions to Equation A.1 and A.2 

are given by 
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 Solving Equation A.4 and A.5 with boundary conditions (Equation A.6), the diffusion 

flux to the NW top is obtained from 
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 Diffusion induced contribution to the growth rate, (dL/dt)/diff is found by multiplying 

the diffusion flux by the factor πR
2
/Ω. The exact result for (dL/dt)/diff can be presented in the 

form [1]: 
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  (Equation A.8) 

where, l=L/f is the normalized NW length and f is the adatom diffusion length on the NW 

sidewalls. where, a=[ sin(+)/cos] is the geometrical factor for the MBE growth with the 

tilt angle υ to the substrate normal and the beam incident angle  without substrate rotation. 

b=(Dsf/Dfs) with Df, Ds, f and s are the adatom diffusion coefficients and the elementary 

areas of the sidewall and the substrate. The functions gf=1-l/f and gs=1-l/s describe the 
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influence of (liquid) droplet chemical potential (“l”) on the diffusion of sidewall (“f”) and 

surface (“s”) adatoms. The quantity l=exp(l/kBT) is the activity of semiconductor atoms in 

the droplet, with l as the corresponding chemical potential, kB as the Boltzmann constant and 

T as the substrate temperature. The quantities f=exp(f/kBT) and s=exp(s/kBT)  are the 

effective activities with f and s as the corresponding chemical potentials. The l-dependent 

function U(l) in Equation A.8 is determined as: 

 1)cosh()sinh()( 
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       (Equation A.9) 

with b=(Dsf/Dfs). The function  is defined as (R/s)=K1(R/s)/K0(R/s), where Ki denotes 

the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order i, and s is the diffusion length of 

surface adatoms.  

 Combining the adsorption-desorption and the diffusion contribution, the Equation A.8 

can be simply written as: 
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 The R-dependent coefficients A, B and C describe contributions originating from the 

direct impingement and the growth of quasi two-dimensional surface layer, the diffusion of 

sidewall and surface adatoms, respectively. The two diffusion-induced contribution of growth 

rate can be defined as: 
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 Non-linear kinetic equation for L takes a very simple form when A is neglected. Such 

case corresponds to the diffusion-induced growth with s/R>>1.Integrating Equation A.10 for 

A=0 with the initial condition U(H=0), it can be obtained that: 
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 In view of Bf, the factor C/B in Equation A.4 is inversely proportional to f, while 

the exponent does not depend on f. Therefore, the universal, f-independent asymptote of 

Equation A.4 at L/f 0 is obtained by substitution of sinh(L/f) to L/f and cosh(L/f)-1 to 

L
2
/(2f

2
) in Equation A.2. The resulting U is inversely proportional to f. The f-independent 

asymptote therefore has the form: 
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Where, a=[ sin(+)/cos] is the geometrical factor of MBE growth.   
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 Neglecting the linear term in the left hand side of Equation A.5, it can be obtained that: 
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where bgsss /  is the effective diffusion length on the substrate surface. 

 

II   Diffusion equation 

 

 The dopant diffusion into Si NW obeys the Fick‟s first and second laws of diffusion. 

These two laws are given, for a one dimensional problem, as: 

 Fick‟s first law of diffusion: 
x

C
DJ



  

where J is the rate of transfer per unit area of section, D the diffusion coefficient, C the dopant 

concentration and x the space coordinate measured normal to the surface. 

Fick‟s second law of diffusion is given by: 
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Si NW is, on the average, considered as a cylinder, so that it is simpler to work with 

cylinder coordinate using the transformation:  
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Considering an elementary volume of the cylinder (based on dr, rdθ, dz), the second Fick‟s 

law can be rewritten such as:  
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Si NW being considered as on dimensional system (length infinitely larger than radius) 

the dopant diffusion is only radial and time dependent. Thus, the equation I.3 can be 

simplified as: 
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